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MicroBooNE’s First Search for the MiniBooNE Anomalous Excess Under a Photon-Like
Hypothesis with High-Sensitivity Search for Neutrino-Induced Neutral Current Delta Production
and Radiative Decay
Kathryn Sutton
MicroBooNE is a liquid argon time projection chamber that collected neutrino data at
Fermilab’s Booster Neutrino Beam from 2015 to 2020. One of its primary goals is to investigate
the “Low Energy Excess” of neutrino events observed by the MiniBooNE experiment, for which
candidate photon-like interpretations include an underestimation of neutrino neutral current (NC)
resonant Δ production with subsequent radiative decay or another anomalous source of single
photon production in neutrino interactions. In particular, NC Δ radiative decay is poorly
constrained background process to electron neutrino measurements and could be a sizable
contribution to the “Low Energy Excess.” This thesis will present the analysis developed to search
for NC Δ → #W events in MicroBooNE, consisting of a boosted decision tree based event
selection with an NC neutral pion background constraint, using data from the first three years of
operations corresponding to 6.9 × 1020 POT.
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Introduction
Since the experimental confirmation that neutrinos have mass via observed neutrino flavor
oscillations over twenty years ago, the field of neutrino physics has evolved rapidly. The focus
today is on precision neutrino measurements in order to search for Beyond the Standard Model
(BSM) physics in the neutrino-sector. This includes understanding whether the Standard Model
three-flavor picture is complete, whether neutrinos have mass via the same mechanism as other
massive particles (Dirac vs. Majorana), the neutrino mass hierarchy, and whether neutrinos and
anti-neutrinos oscillate differently (violating CP symmetry). But achieving these ambitious goals
also requires continually improving both our understanding of neutrino-matter interactions and
detector technologies.
Neutrino oscillations are characterized by measuring the change in the distribution of observed
neutrino flavors based on the neutrino energy and time travelled from the source. Therefore
we need to experimentally determine the flavor and energy of the neutrino based off the final
state particles produced in its interaction with matter. The liquid argon time projection chamber
(LArTPC) detector technology, employed for both the short and long baseline oscillation programs
at Fermilab, demonstrates fine-grained spatial and calorimetric resolution that can be used to
accurately identify particles produced in neutrino interactions with low detection thresholds.
In this context, the role of short baseline neutrino oscillations measurements is two-fold. The
first is to address the question of whether sterile neutrinos exist by probing further for evidence of
non-standard oscillations like a sterile neutrino signature. The second is to make high-statistics,
precision measurements of neutrino-matter interactions in order to improve the understanding and
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subsequent modelling of these interactions. While both are important in their own right, these
motivations are also foundational steps necessary for the ambitious scope of the planned long
baseline neutrino oscillations measurements that aim to address the neutrino mass hierarchy and
CP-violation.
This thesis describes the MicroBooNE search for a specific neutrino interaction with a single
photon in the final state, NC Δ → #W, that has not been measured directly in neutrino scattering
but is known to be an important background to neutrino oscillations measurements. One of
the primary goals of the analysis is to understand whether the MiniBooNE anomalous excess
can be interpreted as an excess of neutrino-induced single photons, which would have important
implications on the current evidence for the sterile-neutrino hypothesis. In doing so we demonstrate
the power and limitations both of the LArTPC technology and of existing neutrino modelling.
Chapter 1 first introduces the field of experimental neutrino oscillations measurements and the
observed anomalies at short baseline, including the MiniBooNE anomalous excess. The MicroBooNE
experiment is then detailed in Chap. 2, including the neutrino beam flux prediction, detector
overview, and modelling.
Chapter 3 summarizes the signal NC Δ → #W process, including the theoretical prediction and
experimental limits, as well as how this is implemented in the simulation used in MicroBooNE.
Chapter 4 gives an outline of the MicroBooNE single photon analysis strategy and methodology.
From there Chapters 6 though 8 explain the selection, evaluation of uncertainties, and resulting
projected sensitivity for the first result on Runs 1-3. The analysis is in the process of unblinding,
as is described in the final chapter, and has large samples of unblinded data outside of the primary
signal region both in the dedicated in situ NC c0 selections as well as in the far sidebands to the
single photon signal region.
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Chapter 1: Neutrino Physics and Motivations
In this chapter we will give an overview of experimental neutrino oscillation measurements and
the observed anomalies at short baseline that motivate the MicroBooNE experiment.
1.1 Neutrinos in the Standard Model
Although the existence of neutrinos has been known for over half a century, their properties in
many ways remain mysterious. Neutrinos are the only fermions (spin-1/2 particles) that are not
electrically charged and therefore do not interact electromagnetically. Rather, they interact weakly,
via interactions mediated by W and Z bosons. The absolute masses of the neutrinos are not known
precisely, however their masses are many orders of magnitude less than that of the next-lightest
Standard Model particle.
The idea of a neutrino-like particle was first introduced by Wolfgang Pauli in 1930 order to
explain the V decay spectrum, but it was not until the first neutrino was discovered by Cowan and
Reines in 1956 that their existence was finally confirmed [1]. At the beginning it was thought the
neutrino was only one, massless particle. We now know through confirmation from Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger in 1962 [2] and the DONUT experiment in 2001 [3] that there are three
flavors of neutrino; a4, a`, and ag. Each is named according to the corresponding lepton generation.
We also know that there are at least two neutrino states with mass as a consequence of neutrino
oscillation. The theory that neutrinos can oscillate between flavors was prompted by the solar
neutrino problem, which arose in the late 1960’s when the Homestake Experiment observed a
deficit in the expected number of solar neutrinos [4]. The subsequent confirmation of neutrino
oscillation by experiments like SNO and Super-Kamiokande in last 20 years proved experimentally
that neutrinos are not massless, if still very light [5, 6].
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1.2 Neutrino Oscillation
One of the primary observed characteristics of neutrinos is that they oscillate between flavor
states as they propagate, meaning that as they travel there is a non-zero probability of observing
a different flavor from what was initially produced. This can be explained theoretically as a
quantum mechanical phenomenon whereby the flavor states that we observe are related via some
mixing parameters to a set of underlying mass states, as is described in this section. The premise
of an oscillation measurement is then to measure the oscillation probability between flavors by
measuring the ratio of flavors for a given neutrino energy and baseline. This section summarizes
the theoretical oscillation probability for neutrino flavors assuming the standard 3-flavor picture
and also discusses long and short baseline neutrino oscillation measurements.
1.2.1 Neutrino Oscillation Probability




*∗U: |a:〉 , (1.1)
where * is the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakat (PMNS) matrix and : represents the neutrino








Measuring the matrix elements has been a large focus of the experimental neutrino field since the
discovery of neutrino oscillation.
We can understand why neutrinos oscillate between flavors as they propagate by considering
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them as eigenstates of the Hamiltonian,H , such that:







. The Schrödinger equation then implies that the massive neutrino states
evolve in time as plane waves:
|a: (C)〉 = 4−8: C |a:〉 (1.4)
We can combine the information about how the neutrino mass states propagate and the relation
between the flavor states and the mass states to understand how the flavor states evolve in time. If





−8: C |a: ,〉 (1.5)
such that |aU (0)〉 = |aU〉.















Therefore the probability of seeing an initial neutrino flavor, aU, at C = 0 and seeing a different
neutrino flavor, aV at C > 0 is given by:






−8(:− 9 )C (1.8)
One approximation that we can make in the exponential term is that the masses are close to
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zero and that most of the energy is due to the momentum. In this case:







is the square of the difference in the neutrino mass states.
Secondly we can approximate that neutrinos travel at the speed of light, in which case C = !.












So put simply, the amplitude of the oscillation between two flavor states is given by the
elements of the PMNS mixing matrix, and the frequency of the oscillation is dictated byΔ<2
: 9
!/2 .
Moreover, the observation of oscillation proves that there are at least two non-zero neutrino mass
states because Δ<2
: 9
≠ 0. In oscillation experiments we typically have the most control over the
choice of baseline relative to the neutrino energy, !/ as we discuss in the next section.
1.2.2 Long and Short Baseline Oscillations Measurements
In order to measure the oscillation probability, one principally needs to know initial neutrino
flavor, energy, and the baseline. There are many neutrino sources at many energies that have been
used, including nuclear reactors, the sun, and accelerator neutrino beams. From there experiments
are generally grouped into long and short baseline categories based on the relative !/ , or baseline
relative to the energy source. Although the actual definitions are flexible, the goal of a short
baseline measurement is to measure minimal oscillation where !/ ≈ 0. For example, for the
Fermilab Short Baseline Program the !/ is on the order of ∼ 1 m/MeV [7]. As we will see
in the following section this is an interesting regime for studying neutrino modelling and potential
non-standard neutrino oscillation. By contrast, the goal of a long baseline measurement is primarily
to look at a local maximum in the neutrino oscillation, which is done in order to target the mass
splitting and mixing parameters. This is in the regime where Δ<2!/2 ≈ c/2.
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1.3 MiniBooNE and Short Baseline Anomalies
One of the most exciting areas within the field of neutrino research is the set of observed
anomalies that have been taken to support the hypothesis that there is at least one additional
“sterile” neutrino flavor state. The sterile neutrino is a theorized additional particle that, unlike
the three Standard Model neutrinos, does not interact via the weak force. Typically models are
referred to as 3+N, where N is the number of additional sterile states. While the evidence in favor
of sterile neutrinos is currently mixed, for the last 30 years a set of experimental anomalies at short
baseline have given fuel to this interpretation [8]. In this section we will first summarize some of
the key observations at short baseline that support the sterile neutrino hypothesis and the status of
global experimental constraints. From there we discuss follow up to one of the key short baseline
anomalies, the MiniBooNE “low energy excess”, with MicroBooNE.
1.3.1 Summary of Short Baseline Anomalies
Here we summarize each of the four categories of anomalous experimental results that taken
together could potentially indicate non-standard neutrino oscillation. Despite having different
neutrino sources and energies, detector technologies, and baselines, they each seem to support
an oscillation interpretation with a neutrino mass-splitting of order ∼ 1eV2. In most cases the
anomalies are on the order of 2-3f, with the exception of MiniBooNE that is almost 5f [8, 9].
Reactor Anomaly In neutrino experiments at nuclear reactors there is a widely observed deficit
of ā4 events as compared to the prediction, at baselines ranging from ∼10-100 m in the energy
range <10 MeV. One hypothesis to explain this effect is oscillation to a sterile neutrino. However,
the significance of this set of measurements is dependent on the modeling of a complex chain of
fission fragments produced in nuclear reactors [10]. Current experiments like PROSPECT [11]
and DANSS [12] aim to observe the oscillatory !/ dependence of reactor interactions due to
a possible sterile neutrino by making measurements even closer to the reactor and with variable
baselines.
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Gallium Anomaly The gallium anomaly, sometimes called the radioactive source anomaly, comes
from a pair of experiments designed to detect very low energy solar neutrinos. GALLEX ran from
1991 and 1997 at the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso [13] and SAGE started running in
1989 at the Baksan Neutrino Observatory [14, 15]. Both performed calibrations with 51Cr and
37Ar as neutrino sources and measured a deficit of neutrinos from both of order of ∼2-3f. Given
the low energy source of neutrinos, ∼400-700 keV, and the baseline, ∼10 cm, this has led to the
interpretation of these results as a4 disappearance due to ∼ eV2 scale mixing [16].
LSND Anomaly The Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND) at Los Alamos National
Laboratory was looking for neutrino oscillation in a beam composed of electron and muon neutrinos
from muon and pion decay at rest. It ran from 1993-1998 and observed an excess of a4 interactions
with respect to the predicted number of intrinsic a4 events from the beam at a baseline of 30 m
and peak neutrino energy of <60 MeV. This is shown in Fig. 1.1; here the data points represent
the observed data excess and the blue histogram shows the fit to an oscillation appearance signal
under a two-flavor hypothesis [17]. The ∼ 1eV2 mass splitting suggested by this interpretation as
Figure 1.1: Figure from [17]. This plot gives the observed data excess as a function of the !/ .
Here we see that the expected beam intrinsic a4 in green and other background prediction in red
strongly under-predict the data.
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Figure 1.2: MiniBooNE Reconstructed &a in neutrino mode from [9]
neutrino oscillation is orders of magnitude larger than those associated with the standard 3-neutrino
mixing.
MiniBooNE Anomaly While the LSND result is compelling, what garnered further attention is
the apparent agreement between this result and the subsequent MiniBooNE result. The MiniBooNE
experiment was a mineral oil Cherenkov detector at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, designed
as a follow up to LSND that could test the oscillation result with a similar !/ but with a different
neutrino source and detector technology. It was looking for a4 appearance in the Booster Neutrino
Beam (BNB), a predominantly a` beam with mean neutrino energy of ∼700 MeV and at a baseline
of 541 m [9].
MiniBooNE collected data from 2002-2019 and the observed quasi-elastic a4 energy for the
most recent result is shown in Fig. 1.2. Here we see in the green shades the expected a4 events due
to intrinsic a4 in the beam and the other components of the prediction are backgrounds. There is
an excess in the data below ∼500 MeV in reconstructed neutrino energy. Sterile neutrino states of
Δ<2 ∼ 1eV2 have been invoked as an explanation of this excess as well.
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1.3.2 The Global Picture on Sterile Neutrinos
Given the accumulation of experimental evidence, why is it that we have not proven the
existence of sterile neutrinos? Although there are lots of pieces, there is not a cohesive model that
explains all of the observed effects and few of the individual measurements have the significance to
be counted as a discovery [8]. In particular, one of the biggest discrepancies for a sterile neutrino
model is the tension between the neutrino appearance and disappearance measurements.
Broadly we can divide the a4/ā4 observations that constitute the short baseline anomalies into
two categories. The first is a4 disappearance, a4 → a4, and it includes both the reactor and gallium
anomalies. In both of these cases there were fewer observed a4/ā4 events than predicted. On the
other side there is a4 appearance, a` → a4, like what MiniBooNE and LSND observed. In both
cases they observed more a4/ā4 events than predicted. These a4/ā4 appearance and disappearance
measurements seem to be in agreement for a Δ<241 on the order of 1 eV
2 [18].
The caveat is that for an enhancement of a4 appearance, we would also expect to see a corresponding
a` disappearance, a` → a`, for a a` source with a fixed flux [18]. If there are more a4’s
due to oscillation, there should also be fewer a`’s. However, this does not match the global
experimental picture in which a commensurate a` disappearance has not been seen in experiments
like MiniBooNE, IceCube, Super-Kamiokande, NOvA, and MINOS [18].
Whether or not sterile neutrinos exist, it seems as though the simplest case for a 3+1 oscillation
model is insufficient to fully explain the observed phenomena [19]. In the following section we
discuss alternate interpretations of the MiniBooNE anomaly, which is the focus of this thesis.
It is of particular interest out of the short baseline anomalies because it has a` disappearance
and a4 appearance measurements, both of which amplify the apparent tension in appearance and
disappearance data globally [18].
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1.4 Interpreting the MiniBooNE Excess Under a Photon-Like Hypothesis
The MiniBooNE anomaly as described in the previous section is an observed excess of electromagnetic
events at low reconstructed neutrino energies. While this excess appears in the reconstructed
charged current quasi-elastic a4 channel, one of the key unanswered questions is whether the
selected excess events are truly a4 interactions. If this is not the case then it may resolve some
of the apparent tension in the a4 and a` measurements.
In order to understand this, a fundamental distinction can be made as to whether the excess
is photon-like or electron-like. Here, the former means that the excess of data events above
the Monte Carlo (MC) prediction have a photon in the final state, whereas the latter means an
electron. This distinction is necessary because MiniBooNE was a Cherenkov detector and as
such had difficulty discriminating between electron and photon signals. Both particles create
electromagnetic showers, and when the photon pair produces, W → 4+4−, the resulting Cherenkov
ring is indistinguishable from that of a single electron.
An electron-like excess would indicate an excess of a4 events above the expected intrinsic
a4 contamination from the beam, and this in turn could be interpreted under a sterile neutrino
hypothesis [8, 18, 19, 20]. By contrast, a photon-like excess would indicate an excess of events
with a photon in the final state. These events would be backgrounds to a a4 search and are also
potentially new physics, but would not support a a4 interpretation alone.
Although the electron-like and photon-like interpretations of the MiniBooNE excess would
have opposing physics interpretations, it is not the case that they are mutually exclusive. The
excess could truly be composed of a combination of both electron-like and photon-like events.
Moreover, global fits to 3+N sterile neutrino models have shown that even if the MiniBooNE
excess has a a4 contribution from sterile neutrino oscillation, the oscillation probability for this
process given the current constraints on a` disappearance and a4 appearance and disappearance
would not be high enough to fully explain the observed excess [21]. For this reason MicroBooNE
has parallel, independent searches for both hypotheses and the search described here is intended to
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address the photon-like hypothesis. See [22, 23, 24] for more information on the complementary
MicroBooNE analyses looking for an excess of a4 events.
The goal of the search presented in this thesis is to study the MiniBooNE excess under the
hypothesis that an anomalously large rate of NC Δ → #W is the source of a photon-like excess.
This interpretation is compelling because this is the leading intrinsic single-photon background
to the a4 measurement predicted in the MiniBooNE MC, and also it is one of the least-well
constrained. While MiniBooNE was able to perform in situ measurements of the external neutrino
(“dirt”) and NC c0 backgrounds, the rate of Δ → #W was estimated in the MC based off of
the theoretically predicted branching ratio and the measured NC c0 rate [20]. It is expected to
be a negligible background for the corresponding MiniBooNE a` measurement [25], meaning
that the a4 measurement is more likely to be sensitive to an underprediction of this process in
the MC. Moreover, it is still weakly constrained experimentally in the energy regime relevant to
MiniBooNE as will be discussed in Chap. 3.
The MicroBooNE single photon search is not a generic photon search and instead relies on the
interpretation of the excess as specifically NC Δ → #W. However, in the relevant energy regime
for the Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB), the Standard Model predicted rate is the majority
of the NC single photon cross section. The signal modeling and expected contributions from
higher-order resonances are discussed in Sec. 3.2. The analysis presented here is the first search
for neutrino-induced NC Δ → #W on an argon target and will be the first direct measurement of
this process in the same low-energy regime as MiniBooNE.
1.4.1 More Beyond the Standard Model Interpretations of MiniBooNE
So far in this chapter we have only discussed two potential interpretations of the MiniBooNE
excess, sterile neutrino or NC Δ → #W. While these are the leading interpretations, they are by
no means comprehensive of all of the proposed hypotheses. One in particular that is also being
investigated with the MicroBooNE single photon search is a dark neutrino model that connects
to the active neutrino flavors via a new Z’ boson [26, 27, 28]. In this case the electromagnetic
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showers observed in MiniBooNE, and that MicroBooNE would also be sensitive to, are produced
by an 4+4− pair from a Z’ decay that is linked to a heavy sterile neutrino state. The resulting
signature could look like NC Δ → #W topologically but would be kinematically distinct. In future
results we hope to be able to constrain this and other beyond the Standard Model interpretations of
the MiniBooNE excess with MicroBooNE data.
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Chapter 2: The MicroBooNE Experiment
This chapter gives an overview of the MicroBooNE experiment located at Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL), which collected neutrino data between 2015 and 2020. Section. 2.1
describes the Booster Neutrino Beam, an accelerator neutrino beam that is the source for both
MiniBooNE and MicroBooNE, Sec. 2.2 then describes the detector, and Sec. 2.3 outlines the
process of modelling the detector in the MC simulation.
2.1 The Booster Neutrino Beam
The Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB) at FNAL is a predominantly a` beam with a mean neutrino
energy of around 800 MeV that is produced by the accelerator complex. Situated along the beam as
shown in Fig. 2.1 is MicroBooNE, along with MiniBooNE and the Short Baseline Neutrino (SBN)
Program experiments. These include the Short Baseline Near Detector (SBND) and ICARUS
(SBN Far Detector) [7].
Understanding precisely the flavor content and energy of the beam is critical to the cross-section
and neutrino oscillation measurements of each experiment. This section outlines the BNB from
its start as a proton beam through the expected neutrino flux prediction. This is comprised of
three sections, 2.1.1 through 2.1.3, that detail the proton beam that is the source of the BNB, the
beam target and focusing horn that create the mesons which then decay into neutrinos, and finally
the resulting composition of the beam when it reaches the MicroBooNE detector. From there in
Sec. 2.1.4 we discuss the main neutrino interaction modes that are expected for neutrinos in this
energy regime.
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Figure 2.1: This diagram shows the location of experiments along the BNB as part of the Fermilab
Short Baseline Neutrino Program [7]. Closest to the target is SBND, followed by MicroBooNE,
and the SBN far detector, ICARUS. MiniBooNE is also located between MicroBooNE and
ICARUS.
Figure 2.2: Diagram of the fermilab accelerator complex from [29]. Here the Linac is shown
in light blue, which is then fed into the booster in orange, and finally goes to the target for the
low-energy neutrino experiments to create the Booster Neutrino Beam.
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2.1.1 Proton Beam
Within the Fermilab accelerator complex, the proton beam starts as a hydrogen beam accelerated
to 400 MeV in the Linac, a linear accelerator. That is then sent into the Booster as is shown in
Fig. 2.2, which accelerates the protons to 8.89 GeV before being sent to the target as described in
the following section [29, 30].
The Linac inputs negatively charged hydrogen ions, −, and accelerates them using alternating
electromagnetic fields, up to an energy of 400 MeV. In order to create a beam of protons the
electrons are removed from the − using a carbon foil. These protons are then fed into the Booster
synchrotron in order to accelerate them to a total momentum of 8.89 GeV. The Booster has a
circumference of 474 m and operates at a frequency of 15 Hz [29, 30].
In the Booster the protons are grouped into “spills” that are 1.6 `s long and contain on the order
of 1012 protons each. These protons are monitored using beam position monitors, a multi-wire
chamber, and a resistive wall monitor in order to ensure consistency in the beam in terms of timing,
position, and intensity [31]. From the Booster ring the protons are then directed to the target.
The number of “Protons on Target” (POT) is used as a proxy for the expected number of
neutrinos in the beam given that the number of protons is measurable and generally well understood,
with a 2% uncertainty. This uncertainty comes from the measurement of the absolute POT that is
gauged by two toroids before the beam hits the target [30, 31]. It is important to note that different
experiments expect a different number of neutrino interactions for the same POT and it is not an
easily translatable metric. This is because the POT count only characterizes the proton beam itself,
but the choice of target, magnetic focusing, distance of the detector from the source, and the size of
the detector all play a role in determining the neutrino flux observed in the detector relative to the
POT. Thus the POT is mostly useful to compare relative amounts of data for the same experiment.
2.1.2 Target and Focusing Horn
This section describes the target and focusing horn that produce and focus the mesons that then
decay into neutrinos to produce a neutrino beam as is outlined in [30]. The target is composed of
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Figure 2.3: The BNB magnetic horn, [30]. The target is situated inside of the inner conductor
on the left side. The positive current flows from left-to-right along the inner conductor, returning
along the outer conductor. The plumbing associated with the water cooling system is also shown.
beryllium and when the protons from the Booster collide with the target it produces a secondary
beam of mesons, principally pions and kaons. These mesons are then focused with a magnetic
horn around the target to create a more collimated beam.
The beryllium in the target is arranged in a set of cylindrical segments that each have a 0.51 cm
radius and 71.1 cm length. They are housed within a sleeve that is also made of beryllium. Because
the mesons that are produced when the protons collide with the target are not all produced in the
direction of the proton beam, it is necessary to redirect them before they decay into neutrinos.
This is done with a pulsed magnetic horn placed just outside the target. The horn is an aluminum
torroidal magnet that is 185 cm long with an inner and outer conducting cylinder, shown in Fig. 2.3.
It is pulsed with a 174 kA current, which produces a magnetic field in the beam direction within
its volume with a maximum field strength of 1.5 T. The direction of the magnetic field also enables
creating a neutrino or anti-neutrino beam by sign-selecting for positively or negatively charged
particles at this stage, but for MicroBooNE the beam was run entirely in neutrino mode.
From there the particles go through a 50 m decay region in which the mesons decay to produce
neutrinos. In order to absorb any remaining particles that are not neutrinos, the last step is a 2.14 m
absorber made of concrete. From here the neutrinos propagate through dirt before reaching the
detector. In the next section we discuss the predicted BNB composition.
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2.1.3 Beam Composition
This section details the composition of the BNB that we expect to observe in MicroBooNE
given that the beam was run in neutrino-mode and is predominantly composed of a`, based off of
the MiniBooNE and MicroBooNE flux papers [30, 31]. We consider any other neutrino produced
in the beam, including ā`, a4, and ā4, to be an intrinsic background. Understanding the intrinsic
contamination from a4 and ā4 is critically important for the MicroBooNE oscillation analyses.
Through modelling the mesons produced at the target and their subsequent decays one is able to
predict the total expected flux for each neutrino type in the BNB. This is shown specifically for
MicroBooNE in Fig. 2.4 as a function of the neutrino energy. Of total neutrino flux, 93.6% is a`
with contamination from 5.86% of ā`, 0.52% of a4, and 0.05% of ā4.
Pions, specifically c+, are the most abundant particles produced in the target, followed by  +
and `+. The pions decay to muons to produce muon neutrinos:
c+ → `+ + a` (2.1)
Figure 2.4: The absolute neutrino flux prediction for MicroBooNE as calculated by the beam
simulation, from [31]. This is includes the contributions from a`, ā`, a4, and ā4 averaged through
the detector volume.
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This is the dominant source of neutrinos.
The leading source of ā` contamination is very-forward c−’s that are not deflected by the
magnetic horn. Muons produced at the target or from subsequent pion decay are also a source of
ā` and a4 contamination if they themselves decay:
`+ → 4+ + ā` + a4 (2.2)
However, this background is minimized by controlling the length of the decay region discussed
in the previous section. A shorter decay length allows most of the pions and few of the muons to
decay before the absorber, given their longer mean lifetime.
Pion decay to an electron and a4 is strongly suppressed relative to Eq. 2.1 because neutrinos are
left-handed. Therefore the corresponding lepton must be right-handed but in a state of left helicity,
and the contribution to a left-helicity particle from its right-handed spin is proportional to </ .
Since muons are ∼200 times more massive than electrons, the decay with an electron in the final
state contributes to a minor percent of a4’s in the beam.
Kaons also play an important role because they are the leading contribution to the intrinsic a4
contamination. This follows because of the broader range of decay channels as compared to pions.
Another of their primary impacts is at the higher energy a` tail of the distribution, where almost
the entire a` flux above 2.5 GeV is from kaons.
2.1.4 Neutrino Interactions
This section describes the three primary neutrino-nucleus interaction modes that are expected
in the range of 0.1-20 GeV, quasi-elastic scattering, resonance production, and deep inelastic
scattering [32]. These are shown as a function of the neutrino energy in Fig. 2.5. Moreover,
these interactions can further be categorized as charged current (CC) or neutral current (NC) based
on whether they include the W or Z boson, respectively.
Because neutrino detection methods depend on measuring the final state particles it is important
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Figure 2.5: Neutrino interaction modes as a function of the neutrino energy, with data from
different experiments as given in [32]. Here QE is quasi-elastic, RES is resonance, and DIS is
deep inelastic. We see that at the lower energy range, below 1 GeV, the QE interaction dominates
whereas at higher energies the primary contribution is DIS.
to accurately characterize all of the potential interaction modes. These distinct scattering mechanisms
produce different sets of final state topologies and at different energy ranges. In particular here we
will also focus on resonance production given that this is the production mode of both the key signal
and background to the MicroBooNE single photon search, as will be discussed further in Chap. 3.
We will also briefly introduce coherent scattering, which is a subleading neutrino interaction mode
that is also important to consider for photon measurements.
Quasi-Elastic Scattering
As we see in Fig. 2.5, at neutrino energies between 100 MeV and 1-2 GeV we expect quasi-elastic
(QE) interactions to be the dominant interaction mode. This is therefore expected to be the primary
contribution to the total MicroBooNE interaction rate. In a QE interaction, neutrinos can scatter
off a nucleon within the target nucleus, liberating one or more nucleons. An example Feynman
diagram for both a CC and NC QE interaction is shown in Fig. 2.6.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: Example Feynman diagrams for CC (left) and NC (right) quasi-elastic interactions.
Here a; is a neutrino of arbitrary flavor, but for MicroBooNE as we saw in Sec. 2.1.3 this is
predominantly a`.
Deep Inelastic Scattering
It is possible for higher energy neutrinos to interact with individual quarks within a nucleon
and produce a hadronic shower. This is called deep inelastic scattering (DIS) and it dominates the
expected cross section at energies above 10 GeV. Because the BNB flux is mostly <2 GeV this is
a minor component of the expected interactions in MicroBooNE.
Resonance Production
As we see in Fig 2.5, the resonant (RES) interaction type dominates in between the QE and
DIS regions between ∼2-5 GeV. This is the higher energy tail of the expected BNB neutrino energy
distribution and therefore represents an important, sub-leading component of the total expected
neutrino cross section in MicroBooNE. It is also the primary focus of the MicroBooNE single
photon analysis.
In a resonant interaction, a neutrino excites a resonance state with a nucleon in the target
and the resulting baryonic state can then decay into a variety of final states that include nucleons
and mesons. A more detailed discussion of the resonances expected in MicroBooNE is given in
Chap. 3.
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The most common interaction for a given resonance (#∗) is a pion in the final state:
a; + # → ; + #∗ → ; + #′ + c (2.3)
a; + # → a; + #∗ → a; + #′ + c (2.4)
where #, #′ = =, ?. The top gives the CC case and the bottom gives the NC. Multi-pion final states
are also allowed but less common.
In the MicroBooNE single photon analysis we are interested in the rare case with a single
photon in the final state:
a + # → a + Δ → a + #′ + W (2.5)
This is a neutral current resonant interaction resulting in a single W and a nucleon in the final state.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: Example Feynman diagrams for CC resonant (left) and coherent (right) pion
production. Note that here = denotes a nucleon and # denotes a whole nucleus.
Coherent Scattering
Lastly, it is important for the MicroBooNE single photon analysis to also highlight coherent
neutrino scattering although it is expected to be subleading for the BNB energies. Like in the
resonant case, a coherent neutrino interaction can result in photon or pion production. However, in
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the coherent case the nucleus remains intact and in the ground state after the neutrino interaction [33].
These interactions are expected to occur only for neutrino scattering with low-momentum transfer
(&2 < 0.14+2) and as such the outgoing distributions of photons or pions are very forward-peaked
with respect to the neutrino direction [34].
A set of example Feynman diagrams for CC resonant and CC coherent pion production are
shown in Fig. 2.7. Here we see on the left for the resonant case a neutrino interacting with a
nucleon to produce a Δ+ resonance that decays into a c+ and a nucleon. By contrast on the right the
neutrino interacts with the whole nucleus, # , which returns to its ground state after the interaction
but also results in a c+.
We will discuss NC resonant and coherent single photon and pion production and their modelling
in more detail in Chap 3. This is not to be confused with coherent neutrino-nucleus elastic
scattering (CEaNS); although both are called “coherent” they occur at different energy regimes. In
the case of CEaNS, the neutrino interacts with the whole nucleus and is detected through the
subsequent nuclear recoil. This is expected to be the dominant process in the <50-100 MeV
neutrino energy range, before the QE processes start to dominate[35, 36, 37]. In the case of
coherent photon or pion production the expected neutrino energy range is on the O(GeV) scale.
2.2 Detector Overview
MicroBooNE is a liquid argon time projection chamber (LArTPC) detector with a 60 metric
ton fiducial mass, relative to 170 metric ton total mass. As we saw in Fig. 2.1, it is positioned 470 m
from the start of the BNB which makes it ideally situated to further investigate the MiniBooNE
excess. Figure 2.8 shows the cryostat and wires before it was installed.
LArTPC detectors work by reading out images of neutrino interactions based on the ionization
patterns that the resulting charged particles make when they interact with the argon in the detector
volume. Once a charged particle is produced it loses energy as it travels both by exciting and
ionizing the argon. The ionization track that it leaves behind is drifted towards the anode with a
uniform electric field to be readout by a set of wire planes, described in Sec. 2.2.2. This read out is
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(a) MicroBooNE cryostat being lowered into place
(b) MicroBooNE wire planes
Figure 2.8: Photos of MicroBooNE in the lead up to its installation along the BNB in 2014. Left
from [38] and right from [39]
triggered by scintillation light from excited argon atoms that form excimers and then decay, which
is then measured with photomultiplier tubes described in Sec 2.2.1.
A diagram of the MicroBooNE TPC is shown in Fig. 2.9. It has a height of 2.3 m, width of
2.6 m, and a length of 10.4 m. There are three anode wire planes shown in green, blue, and red
that are spaced 3 mm apart from each other. Each of the wires on each of the three planes are also
3 mm apart, which gives sub-cm spatial resolution. In total there are 8256 stainless steel wires for
the three planes, with 2400 wires at angles ±60 degrees with respect to the vertical on the U and V
planes, also called the induction planes. The remaining 3456 wires on the Y plane, the collection
plane, are arranged vertically. The wires are connected to application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) which operate at a liquid argon temperature of 87 K [40].
The electric field for drifting ionization electrons toward the anode is created by a field cage
that surrounds the TPC, shown in Fig. 2.10. The field cage is comprised of 64 2.54 cm diameter
stainless steel pipes spaced 4 cm apart and shaped into a rectangular loop. The negatively charged
cathode is held at an operating voltage of 70 kV and this voltage is incrementally decreased across
the field cage tubes with a voltage divider chain that has an equivalent resistance of 250 MΩ
between each tube. The field cage and TPC are housed within a cylindrical cryostat to maintain
the argon temperature and purity [40].
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Figure 2.9: Diagram of the MicroBooNE TPC from [40]. Here we see an incoming neutrino that
creates charge particles and subsequent ionization electrons. The electric field between the anode
and cathode planes causes the electrons to drift towards the three wire planes. Here the X direction





Figure 2.10: Photos of the MicroBooNE field cage from [39]. The left shows the field cage tubes
from the outside, with loop 0 corresponding to the cathode. The right shows the resistors, arranged
in parallel sets of four on printed circuit boards, from the inside of the tubes.
In addition, scintillation panels external to the cryostat were added to the MicroBooNE detector
after it started running in order to reject cosmic backgrounds since it is a surface detector. This
system is called the Cosmic Ray Tagger (CRT). Because the corresponding CRT data is not
available for Runs 1 and 2 it is not incorporated into the first single photon analysis result described
in this thesis, but may be incorporated for a later result on the full MicroBooNE data set [41, 42].
2.2.1 Light Readout System
The scintillation light measured in the MicroBooNE detector is principally used to tag the time
of an interaction within the TPC because the time scale of the production and propagation of the
light, O(ns), is orders of magnitude faster than the ionisation electrons drift time, O(ms). In order
to detect light there is an array of 32 Hamamatsu photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) behind the wire
planes at the anode.
Liquid argon is an ideal detector material for a TPC because it produces a large amount of
scintillation light and is transparent to its own scintillation. The photons have a wavelength of
128 nm but the PMTs used are sensitive to optical light in the 300-500 nm wavelength range and
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Figure 2.11: The top figure shows the side view of the MicroBooNE detector in order to highlight
the position of the PMTs. Here each of the round optical unit is one of the PMTs. The bottom
shows a diagram of an individual PMT with the TPB plate on top. Both are from [40].
therefore an additional wavelength-shifting plate must be used on top of the PMTs. The material
used on the plate is tetraphenyl-butadiene (TPB), a molecule which absorbs vacuum-ultraviolet
photons and re-emits visible photons with a spectrum peaking at 425 nm. This successfully shifts
the wavelengths of the scintillation photons, however because the resulting photons are emitted
from the TPB isotropically this also adds a small level of additional inefficiency in collecting the
scintillation light. Figure 2.11 gives a diagram of the arrangement of the PMTs as well as a diagram
of the PMT with the TPB-coated plate added.
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2.2.2 Wire Readout System
The ionization tracks produced by charged particles in the TPC are read out as current induced
or collected on the wire planes. The first two wire planes, the U and V induction planes, have a bias
voltage applied. This means that they are effectively transparent to the drifting electrons, which
are then collected on the third plane, the Y plane or collection plane. As a result the signal on the
two induction planes is bipolar and unipolar on the collection plane. The same ionization electrons
will produce a signal on wires on all three planes. We refer to the active detector volume or the
active TPC as the region of the detector between the anode and the cathode where an ionization
track will be recorded on the wire planes, as there is large volume of argon outside of this region
inside the cryostat. Here it is important to note that there are a wires for which the ASICs become
fully saturated and cannot read out the normal wire signals, resulting in the so-called “dead wire
regions.” This is a semi-transient effect that impacts on average 300 channels per event [43].
2.2.3 Triggering
The MicroBooNE readout system for BNB and cosmic data requires an external trigger signal
which is discussed in this section. There is an additional supernova stream that is continuously
read out in case there is a supernova event that could produce a neutrino signal, but the data is not
stored long term [44].
The first piece of external trigger information used comes from the Fermilab accelerator division
which sends a signal each time there is a beam spill for the BNB. This trigger mode, called
“beam-on”, opens a 23.4 `s PMT readout window and a corresponding 4.8 ms TPC readout.
The “beam-on” trigger efficiency is 99.8% [45]. However, it would be inefficient to save all of
the data given that we expect only 1 in 600 beam spills to produce a neutrino interaction in the
detector. From there, a software trigger further filters the data by looking for a PMT signal in
time-coincidence with the beam spill reaching the detector, which is expected to also be 1.6`s
long. The software trigger reduces the data rate by a factor of 20 [45], but that still leaves a
neutrino to background rate of ∼1:30 due to random coincident cosmics that also create a PMT
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signal in time with the beam. Any remaining cosmic background must then be rejected at the
reconstruction and analysis stages.
There is a second trigger signal that is dedicated to reading out cosmic data, which as we will
see in the next section is important for modeling the cosmic backgrounds in the Monte Carlo. This
“external” or “beam-off” trigger mimics a BNB trigger in the absence of neutrino beam. Periods
when the detector was running but the BNB was not were dedicated to harvesting this cosmogenic
data.
Because the signal processing for the wire reconstruction is computing-intensive, there is one
final filter applied to the data to check that the observed optical activity time window of the beam
is at least 20 photo-electrons in the beam time window. For consistency this must also be applied
to the MC.
2.3 Monte Carlo Modeling
In order to build analyses and interpret the data we need accurate Monte Carlo (MC) simulations
of the neutrino interactions. This can be broken down into four main components; the flux of
neutrinos in the beam line, the interactions of those neutrinos in the detector, the propagation of
the resulting particles through the detector, and the detector response. Moreover, the MC must
also represent the cosmic backgrounds. In this section we discuss the core components of the MC
simulations for MicroBooNE [46].
The modeling of the flux in the BNB is built off of the work done by the MiniBooNE collaboration [30],
and has subsequently been updated for MicroBooNE [31]. This gives a prediction for the neutrino
flavors and energies that is input to the GENIE neutrino event generator [47]. GENIE simulates
the neutrino interactions based on the cross-sections on argon, starting with the primary interaction
with the argon nucleus, the production of final-state particles in the nucleus, and final state interactions
within the nucleus. We will discuss the particulars of GENIE modelling of the single photon
signal and backgrounds in Sec. 3.2. GENIE comprises a collection of models for different types of
neutrino interactions, and for MicroBooNE there is a custom tune of these models [48].
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After the neutrino-nucleus interactions have been simulated, the next stage is to simulate the
trajectories of the particles in the argon. The simulation of the MicroBooNE detector is based on
Geant4 [49, 50], and includes particle propagation, drift of ionisation electrons to the wire planes,
and scintillation light to the PMTs. The detector simulation also includes the incorporation of the
space charge effect that can distort the local electric field within the detector volume [51]. This is
due to the continual cosmic contamination which results in the build up of slow-moving positive
ions. The resulting impact on the TPC signals is an observed shift in the position of ionisation
electrons relative to where they originated in the TPC, as well as variations in the amount of charge
quenching based on the position in the detector.
The last stage is to incorporate the cosmic backgrounds into the MC prediction. In the data
these can occur in two main ways when the detector is running in “beam-on” trigger configuration.
The first is that there is no neutrino in the beam window, and the event that triggers the readout is
purely cosmic. These events we include in the prediction by including cosmic data from when the
detector is run in “beam-off” mode so that we know there is no neutrino. The second case is that
there is a neutrino in the beam window, in which case we expect 10-20 coincident cosmic rays. In
order to incorporate these backgrounds, the “beam-off” cosmic data is overlaid with a simulated
neutrino event.
2.4 Stability Over the Run Periods
MicroBooNE took BNB data for a period of five years between 2015 and 2020, each year of
which is considered a separate Run. For example, the data taken starting in 2015 is considered Run
1, etc. One of the critical aspects to any physics measurement is ensuring stability across the runs,
meaning that any changes in the detector are minimal and accounted for both in the MC simulation
as well as by the detector systematic uncertainties. Fig. 2.12 shows the accumulated POT since
2015.
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Figure 2.12: POT delivered to MicroBooNE between 2015 and 2020.
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Chapter 3: Neutral Current Neutrino-Induced Single Photons
One of the primary reasons why neutrino-induced single photons are an interesting area of
neutrino-nucleus interactions is the ability of a a` interaction with a single photon in the final
state to be mis-identified experimentally as a4 interactions with a single electron in the final
state. This means it is an especially important background to a4 appearance and disappearance
measurements, which makes it relevant not only to interpreting the MiniBooNE anomaly, but also
long baseline oscillation precision measurements like DUNE. Moreover, it is relatively unexplored
experimentally as we will see in Sec. 3.1.2.
As is discussed in Sec. 3.1, the most common neutrino-induced photon background is NC c0
that decays into two photons, c0 → WW. However, this background is typically easier to measure
given the higher relative rate as compared to neutrino interactions with a single photon in the
final state. The single photon final state is both rare and hard to distinguish topologically from
mis-identified c0 events, and as a result it has proven challenging to measure exclusively in neutrino
scattering. The expected rate for NC Δ → #W is based off of theoretical predictions, and the
current best experimental limits are not sensitive to potentially large fluctuations in this predicted
rate.
The focus of this thesis is specifically on the MicroBooNE measurement of resonant NC Δ →
#W, which was briefly introduced in the context of neutrino interactions in Sec. 2.1.4 and as an
interpretation of the MiniBooNE anomalous excess in Sec. 1.4. The first part of this chapter focuses
on the current theoretical predictions and experimental constraints that shape our understanding of
this process. The second part addresses the signal and background simulation with the GENIE
neutrino event generator, including other contributions to the total NC single photon cross section
that are not included in the MicroBooNE single photon analysis.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Example diagrams for NC Δ → #W (left) and NC Δ → #c0 (right). The right figure
also shows the subsequent decay of the c0 into two photons. Credit: Andrew Mogan
3.1 NC Resonant Δ Production and Radiative Decay
This section describes in more detail what is known about NC Δ → #W, both theoretically and
experimentally. It is the dominant contribution to the total NC single photon cross section for the
BNB energy regime and is the signal for the MicroBooNE single photon search.
As was first introduced in Sec. 2.1.4, a resonant neutrino interaction happens when a neutrino
excites a baryonic resonance state with a nucleon in the target. The lightest of theses resonances is
the Δ(1232) that has a mass of 1.2 GeV. Of the resonances that are excited, we expect the Δ(1232)
is the dominant given that it is the lightest. The contribution of higher order resonances in the BNB
simulation is discussed in Sec. 3.2.2.
Of the Δ(1232) resonances that are produced, most decay to a c0 in the final state rather than
a single photon. These two interactions are shown in Fig. 3.1 for a a`, and we see that the final
states differ by one photon since the c0 also decays. According to the PDG, the branching ratio for
Δ → #c0 is 99.4%, and for Δ → #W is 0.60±0.05% [52]. This is based off of a phenomenological
calculation using pion photoproduction data and has not been measured directly [53]. We will
address the theoretical neutrino-induced single photon prediction from Δ decay in the next section.
Since the c0 final state is strongly dominant it is an important photon background both to a a4
measurement as well as to the single photon measurement presented here. For each Δ(1232) that
is produced in a neutrino interaction, we expect it to decay to a c0 final state at greater than 150
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times the rate of the single photon. Moreover, given that both come from the Δ baryon we expect
similar kinematics making it a challenging background to remove as we will see in Chap 6.
On the other hand, the relatively high rate of NC c0 backgrounds also means that they are an
easier photon background to measure and constrain. MiniBooNE was able to leverage an in situ
measurement of the NC c0 rate in order to constrain this background prediction in its a4 search [20].
This leaves the NC single photon final state as an important but hard to constrain interaction.
It is important to note that while resonant Δ(1232) production followed by radiative decay is the
dominant source of neutrino-induced single photons, the focus of the MicroBooNE measurement
presented here is not an inclusive single photon search. As will be discussed in Sec. 3.2, there are
higher order resonances that are also expected to contribute, as well as non-resonantly produced
single photons via other neutrino interaction modes like coherent.
3.1.1 Theoretical Prediction
A thorough comparison of the available models for the NC single photon cross section is
given in [54], including Wang et al. [55], Harvey et al. [56], Rosner [57], Serot Zhang [58],
Jenkins Goldman [59], and Rein Seghal [60]. Some of important modeling considerations include
contributions from anomaly-mediated photon production, higher resonance contributions, and nuclear
media effects [61]. On the whole the models give a similar prediction for the cross section in the
region around 1 GeV, ranging from ∼ 0.008−0.011×10−38 2<2. This is largely consistent with the
Δ → #W background simulation used by MiniBooNE [55, 56, 58]. The exception is the Jenkins
Goldman model which is only ∼ 0.002 × 10−38 2<2.
The primary model that we will refer to for a theoretical prediction for the NC Δ → #W
cross section is Wang et al. [55]. This model carefully estimates the interferences from higher
resonances, and is also reasonably consistent with the GENIE neutrino simulation used in the
MicroBooNE MC.
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Figure 3.2: T2K limit on NC single photon cross section [61]
3.1.2 Current Experimental Limits
Currently the NC single photon cross section is not well constrained experimentally and has
only been studied exclusively by the NOMAD and T2K experiments. As we will see with the T2K
measurement, in the energy regime of interest to MiniBooNE and MicroBooNE the experimental
constraint does not rule out a significant excess.
The first measurement for NC single photons was from NOMAD at CERN, published in
2012 [62]. It set a limit on the cross section with an average neutrino energy of 25 GeV, which is
far above the mean neutrino energy of the BNB (<1 GeV) for MiniBooNE and MicroBooNE as
we saw in Sec. 2.1.3. While there was no evidence of an excess of single photon events, given that
the NOMAD neutrino energy was an order of magnitude higher than for MiniBooNE it does not
rule out an excess at lower energies.
The second measurement of NC single photons is from T2K in 2019, which has a comparable
mean beam energy to MiniBooNE and MicroBooNE [63]. This was done using the near detector
and given a peak neutrino energy of 0.6 GeV. The resulting cross section limits from both T2K
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and NOMAD are shown in Fig. 3.2. Here the x-axis gives the neutrino energy and the y-axis gives
the cross-section. The blue hatched region shows the total T2K neutrino flux, the red line shows
the flux-averaged NOMAD limit, and the blue line shows the T2K flux averaged limit. The black
line shows the Wang et al. theoretical prediction discussed in the previous section. The T2K limit
is two orders of magnitude above the prediction, and thus this measurement does not rule out a
potentially substantial excess over the theoretical prediction in the region ∼1 GeV.
The limitations for the T2K measurement are largely related to the background modelling,
which relies on theoretical predictions and external measurements. In particular, the NC c0 backgrounds
are the most important of these [61]. In MicroBooNE, as we discuss in Chap. 7, we are able to
leverage an in situ NC c0 measurement in order to better understand and constrain the backgrounds
to the single photon search.
3.2 Signal Simulation in GENIE
Whereas the previous section discusses the theoretical modeling of the signal NC Δ → #W, in
this section we discuss the implementation in GENIE that is used as the basis for the MicroBooNE
simulation. As was introduced in Sec. 2.3, GENIE is the neutrino event generator used as the basis
for the MicroBooNE MC that simulates the neutrino interactions based on the cross-sections on
argon, starting with the primary interaction with the argon nucleus, the production of final-state
particles in the nucleus, and final state interactions within the nucleus.
Section 3.2.1 discusses the modeling of neutrino resonance interactions, which currently only
includes the Δ(1232), and Sec. 3.2.2 assesses the impact of not including higher order resonances
in the signal definition for the MicroBooNE single photon analysis.
In this section we also address the simulation of NC coherent pion and photon production
in GENIE. Section 3.2.3 overviews the modeling of the NC c0 backgrounds, which has both a
coherent and non-coherent component. Lastly, Sec. 3.2.4 discusses the project to add the Alvarez-Ruso
NC coherent single photon model to GENIE.
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Figure 3.3: The effective branching ratio of the Δ(1232) baryon to a single photon and a nucleon,
as a function of, , the invariant mass of the off-shell baryon resonance. The function as extracted
from GENIE is shown as the blue line. The red and black points show the independent calculation
from MiniBooNE and the corresponding output of Nuance, the neutrino event generator that was
used by MiniBooNE, respectively [67]. For both the GENIE and Nuance , distributions, we
see that below the rest-mass of the Δ at 1.232 GeV the branching ratio to a single photon in the
final state increases sharply. This makes sense given that the resonances have progressively less
phase-space available to decay to the massive c0.
3.2.1 Resonance Production in GENIE
This section outlines how resonant baryons are produced and decayed in GENIE, which is
important for both the single photon signal and NC c0 background events. GENIE v3.0.6 uses
the Feynman-Kislinger Randal (FKR) model of baryon resonances [64] in conjunction with the
procedures laid out by Kuzmin-Lubushkin-Naumov [65] and Berger-Sehgal [66] for calculating
lepton polarization and helicity amplitudes for the FKR model and constructing the cross sections
for neutrino production of the baryon resonances.
When a resonance is produced via an incoming neutrino scattering with argon, the off-shell
resonance is then decayed according to a table of possible branching ratios as taken from the
PDG baryon decay database [68]. Since these are off-shell resonances the decay cannot rely on










































Figure 3.4: The initial parent resonances for generated NC resonant events in GENIE v3.0.6 with
either a single photon (blue) or a single c0 (red) in the final state.
lower-mass resonances could be produced such that certain final state decay products are no longer
kinematically possible, or are highly phase-space suppressed. This modification of the branching
fraction is calculated on an event-by-event basis in GENIE, and the resulting distribution as a
function of resonance invariant mass , is illustrated in Fig. 3.3 for the Δ(1232) resonance. Here
we see that near the rest-mass of the Δ , the effective branching ratio is approximately the PDG
value of 0.6% as we saw in Sec. 3.1. However, the effective branching ratio rises rapidly at lower
, where the resonance cannot produce an on-shell c0.
Figure 3.4 shows the relative contribution of each initial parent resonance for both the NC
single photon and NC single c0 cross sections after neutrino scattering in GENIE v3.0.6. Here
we see that for the simulated NC c0 events, ∼83% of c0 events come from Δ(1232), P33_1232.
The remaining ∼17% originate collectively from higher-order resonances. By contrast, for the
simulated NC single photon events, ∼99% originate from Δ(1232) and less than 1% originate
from higher-order resonances. This is not reflective of the theoretically predicted contribution
of higher-order resonances for the total NC single photon cross section, bur rather is due to the
fact that GENIE v3.0.6 does not include radiative decays of resonances above the Δ(1232). The
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remaining 1% of events that do result in single photon production are actually formed from a chain
of baryon decays via an intermediate Δ(1232), and not via direct higher-order radiative decays. We
expect the contributions from higher-order resonances to the total NC single photon cross section
to be collectively <10% in the energy regime relevant to the BNB as we will see in the next section.
Although in total these remaining resonances are a sub-leading contribution, they do account for
a non-negligible component of the total cross section that is missing from the MC. The impact of
these missing higher-order resonances on the signal production is discussed in more detail in the
following section.
We also clearly see in Fig. 3.4 that neither the generated NC c0 nor the NC single photon
events have a parent P33_1600 resonance. This is a known bug in GENIE where the resonance
is incorrectly decayed resulting in a unphysical ROOTINO particle (PDG code 0). These events
account for about 1.4% of NC resonant events using the BNB flux, and given that this is expected
to be a small contribution to the total NC resonant cross section these events have been removed
from the MC for this analysis.
It is also important to note that GENIE does not calculate the total amplitude of the final
state including all of the resonances. This should be done by taking the square of the sum of all
resonances. Instead, each resonance is produced independently and the total amplitude is taken to
be the sum of the squares of all of the individual amplitudes. The key difference is that interference
between neighboring resonances is ignored and is thus unaccounted for in current simulations,
which is incorrect but a second order effect. In particular, the Wang et al. model [55] does take
the interferences into account and still appears to be in agreement with the GENIE prediction, as
was noted in Sec. 3.1.1. This being the case we assume that the lack of interferences in the GENIE
prediction has a negligible impact on the signal definition for the MicroBooNE analysis.
For a given Δ(1232), the two-body decay then proceeds along one of two paths depending on
whether or not a pion is in the final state. If Δ → #c has been chosen, the angular distribution of
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the pion in the rest frame is calculated using the angular prediction of:











where \ is the pion production angle in the Δ center-of-mass frame, %2 is the second-order
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= 0.25. GENIE v3.0.6 uses the Rein-Sehgal prediction for pion decay angle, even if it
uses the Berger-Seghal for the overall cross section magnitude.
If, however, a radiative Δ → #W has been chosen for the decaying resonance, GENIE assigns
the angular distribution of the resulting spin-1 photon to be isotropic in the center-of-mass frame
of the Δ .
3.2.2 Estimation of Single Photons from Higher-Order Resonances
This section outlines a brief study performed to estimate the expected rate of single photons
coming from the higher-order resonances for which GENIE does not currently allow radiative
decays and subsequently are not included in the signal model. This is done by considering the
relative frequency of parent resonances for a corresponding sample of simulated NC c0 events.
Because these higher resonances have many more decay modes than the 1232 MeV Δ due to their
larger mass, we expect that the fraction of decays to a single photon in the final state is generally
smaller than that of Δ(1232). This section will estimate the potential amount of single photon
events that would be due to these higher resonances in MicroBooNE from the BNB flux.
Table 3.1 shows the breakdown of parent resonances from a sample of 100k NC resonant events
produced with the BNB flux using the default GENIE v3.0.6 setup. Overall, a combined 82.6%
of resonances are due to the Δ(1232) (inclusive of Δ0,Δ+,Δ++), leaving 17.4% of events coming
from the higher resonances. To estimate an expected single photon rate we multiply the percent
that each resonance contributes with the upper bound of the branching ratio of each resonance for
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decay to a single photon and sum them together. All branching ratios are taken from the PDG tables
[69]. We include only resonances that are known to decay radiatively and the relative contribution
from each resonance for the total single photon rate is given as b in the final column. Here we see
that 92.0% of the expected total resonant NC single photon cross section is due to Δ(1232) and the
remaining 8% is collectively attributed to higher order resonances.
Although 8% is a potentially significant additional contribution, we would expect that the
photons which originate from much heavier resonances would also have substantially different
kinematics as compared to the Δ(1232). In particular, the reconstructed invariant mass with the
associated final state nucleon would differ by a minimum of ∼200 MeV. As such, they are expected
to be selected with low overall efficiency given that the analysis is currently being being tailored
to Δ(1232) searches. Further study of the estimated selection efficiency is given in App. A, where
it is shown to be low.
Given that the higher-order resonances are not only expected to be a small total contribution to
the resonant NC single photon cross section but also to be selected with low efficiency in a tailored
search for Δ(1232) decay, it seems acceptable that such events are not simulated in the signal
model. However, this is not to say that NC c0 and NC single photon events from such resonances
cannot be measured in a more tailored or more inclusive search.
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Percent Resonance Mass [MeV] BR to #W b
44.79 Δ0 1230 0.55–0.65 49.9%
37.07 Δ+ 1230 0.55–0.65 41.3%
3.37 #0 1535 0.01–0.25 1.44%
2.45 #0 1520 0.31–0.52 2.18%
1.96 #+ 1535 0.15–0.30 1.01%
1.50 #0 1440 0.02-0.04 0.10%
1.36 #+ 1520 0.3-0.53 1.24%
0.987 #+ 1440 0.035–0.048 0.08%
0.886 #0 1720 0.0–0.016 0.03%
0.734 Δ++ 1230 0.55-0.65 0.81%
0.647 #0 1680 0.021–0.046 0.05%
0.616 Δ0 1700 0.22–0.60 0.63%
0.514 Δ+ 1700 0.22–0.60 0.53%
0.463 #+ 1720 0.05–0.25 0.02%
0.440 #+ 1680 0.21–0.32 0.24%
0.248 #+ 1675 0-0.02 0.01%
0.201 #0 1710 0.002–0.08 0.03%
0.188 Δ0 1905 0.012–0.036 0.01%
0.184 #+ 1700 0.01–0.05 0.02%
0.162 Δ+ 1905 0.012–0.036 0.01%
0.136 Δ0 1950 - -
0.130 Δ+ 1950 - -
0.127 Δ0 1620 0.03–0.10 0.02%
0.121 #0 1675 0–0.15 0.03%
0.102 Δ+ 1620 0.03–0.10 0.02%
0.101 #+ 1650 0.04–0.20 0.03%
0.0964 Δ0 1920 - -
0.0856 Δ+ 1920 - -
0.0768 #+ 1710 0.0–0.02 <0.01%
0.0689 Δ0 1910 0.0–0.02 <0.01%
0.0640 #0 1650 0.003–0.17 0.02%
0.0630 #0 1700 0.01–0.13 0.01%
0.0512 Δ+ 1910 0.0–0.02 <0.01%
Table 3.1: The relative frequency of each resonance produced in a sample 100k NC resonant MC
events, ranked from highest to lowest. This sample was generated with the BNB flux and with the
default GENIE v3.0.6 setup. The parameter b is the effective fraction, defined as the upper bound
of the allowed branching ratio (BR) to #W times the percentage frequency of that resonance in the
BNB and normalized to 1 such that it represents what fraction of radiative resonant events come
from each resonance. Highlighted in bold are the top 10 resonances that contribute to the expected
NC resonant single photon cross section. The Δ(1232), including Δ0, Δ+, and Δ++ is expected to
make up 92% of all radiative decays in MicroBooNE.
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3.2.3 Coherent and Non-Coherent NC c0 Simulation in GENIE
As was introduced in Sec. 2.1.4, another mode of pion and photon production is coherent
scattering. In this section we discuss the modelling of NC coherent c0 which is an important
subset of the total NC c0 background to the single photon search, and in the following section we
discuss the modelling of NC coherent single photons.
It is known that GENIE v3.0.6 under-predicts NC coherent pion production on argon based on
the expected ratio of coherent and non-coherent NC c0 events from MiniBooNE [70]. For the same
neutrino flux, the absolute rate of coherent pion production on argon in MicroBooNE is expected
to be higher than on carbon in MiniBooNE because the coherent contribution scales proportionally
to the mass number, . Therefore we would expect a larger coherent rate for argon as compared to
mineral oil. By contrast the total pion production scales sub-linearly, with 2/3. Thus for argon it
is expected that the coherently produced pions should comprise a larger fraction of the total pion
production rate than for carbon. However, this is not the case for the GENIE fraction of NC c0
coherent production in the MicroBooNE MC.
MiniBooNE made a dedicated NC c0 measurement to determine the ratio of coherent to
coherent plus resonance scattering in NC c0 interactions on carbon [70]. The resulting fraction of
coherent for NC c0 events, meaning the number of coherently produced NC c0 out of all NC c0,
on a carbon target in MiniBooNE was determined to be 19.5±1.1(stat)±2.5(sys)%. However, the
GENIE branching fraction of NC c0 coherent production in the MicroBooNE MC is significantly
lower than this, as shown in Fig. 3.5. Here we see that, overall, coherent NC c0 account for
only 3.8% of the total NC c0 rate and are a very small contribution in the region below 400 MeV
true c0 momentum of interest to studying a signal from Δ(1232) decay. This discrepancy in the
coherent/non-coherent fraction between the MicroBooNE MC and the MiniBooNE measurement
would seem to indicate that GENIE v3.0.6 is strongly under-predicting the coherent fraction on
argon.
One of the key factors that contributes the total c0 simulated cross section is that not all c0
produced inside the nucleus escape the atom. As is shown in Fig. 3.6, c0 re-absorption impacts a
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Figure 3.5: A breakdown of the origin production process for all NC c0 in the default GENIE
v3.0.6 simulation, as a function of true c0 momentum. Below 400 MeV, where the majority of our
c0 live, we see that the dominant contribution is are NC c0 events that are resonantly produced
via the Δ baryon. However, above 400 MeV, higher order resonances and deep inelastic scattering
become the dominant processes. Here “Other” refers mainly to NC quasi-elastic.
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GENIE v3 (G18_10a_02_11a) on Argon
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Contained Fraction, Mean: 48.68%
Figure 3.6: The fraction of neutrino-induced c0 events on argon that are contained inside the
nucleus in the GENIE simulation of the MicroBooNE flux, as a function the true c0 momentum.
Here the blue spectrum is the true distribution for all c0 events and the red gives the percent of
those events in which the c0 is reabsorbed by the nucleus. This containment fraction is calculated
by taking the ratio of all primary NC c0 that escape the nucleus to all primary NC c0 produced in
the nucleus and does not include secondary c0 produced from final state interactions. The shape
of both the true c0 distribution and the containment fraction is due largely to the Δ resonance, as
we see in Fig. 3.5 the Δ(1232) is the dominant source of all c0 events for the BNB flux.
significant fraction of all neutrino-induced c0’s. This gives the fraction of the total number of c0’s
produced that are reabsorbed by the nucleus as a function of true c0 momentum. In the GENIE
simulation on average almost half (∼ 49%) of all simulated neutrino-induced c0’s never leave the
nucleus and in particular this increases to more than 60% in the region around 300 MeV in true c0
momentum. This issue of nuclear reabsorption does not impact the signal photons from Δ → #W
simulation in GENIE; by design all photons simulated in this process escape the nucleus.
Given the large disagreement between the MiniBooNE measured coherent c0 fraction and the
GENIE modeling for the MicroBooNE flux, we have also performed an in situ measurement of
the coherent and non-coherent c0 production rates in an attempt to better constrain the coherent
contribution in MicroBooNE described in Sec. 7.1.3. To briefly summarize the conclusions, we
find that although the data prefers an enhancement of the NC c0 coherent rate, the corresponding
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total uncertainty is large enough such that both the default GENIE rate and the preferred fit values
for coherent are within ∼ 1f uncertainty of each other. Future dedicated measurements of the
coherent NC c0 rate will be necessary to better understand the coherent and non-coherent fraction
on argon.
3.2.4 NC Coherent Single Photon Simulation in GENIE
Another contribution to the total NC single photon cross section that was not simulated in
GENIE v3.0.6 is NC coherent single photons. As with coherent pion production, we expect NC
coherent single photons to be a subleading but important contribution to the total NC single photon
cross section. As such, a GENIE incubator project was created in order to add this as a new cross
section based on the Alvarez-Ruso model [33, 71] to GENIE v3. This work will be included in a
subsequent GENIE release for use by MicroBooNE and other neutrino experiments.
The theoretical predicted impact on the total NC single photon rate for coherent single photons
in MicroBooNE is shown in Fig. 3.7. Here the incoherent portion (green) includes the resonantly
produced single photons that are currently simulated, whereas the blue shows the coherent contribution
that is not currently included in the simulation. Here we see that the peak energy of the outgoing
photons that are produced coherently lines up well with the other modes of single photon production,
but most of the contribution is peaked at high cos \W, the angle of the photon with respect to the
beam. As with the NC c0 measurement, it may also be possible to make a dedicated measurement
of the NC coherent single photon rate in MicroBooNE by isolating this region of forward-going
photons. In total this represents about a 10% enhancement to the total NC single photon rate in
MicroBooNE that is not included the current single photon analysis presented here.
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Figure 3.7: The predicted number of NC single photon events at MicroBooNE as a function of
the outgoing photon energy and angle with respect to the beam direction, credit: [71]. Here the
top distributions show the number of events based on the a` contribution, and the bottom the ā`
contamination. The blue dashed line gives the coherent contribution, green incoherent, and red the
combination.
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Chapter 4: Analysis Overview
This chapter details the analysis strategy and methodology for MicroBooNE’s search for a
MiniBooNE-like excess of single photon events under an NC Δ → #W hypothesis. As described
in the previous chapter, this process is a Standard Model source of neutrino-induced single photons
constituted by resonant Δ (1232) production and subsequent radiative decay. It represents the
majority of neutrino-induced NC single photons but is not inclusive of all interactions with a single
photon in the final state. As was introduced in Sec. 1.3, this is a leading interpretation of the
MiniBooNE anomalous excess.
All of the MicroBooNE analyses studying the MiniBooNE excess, including the single photon
search, have been developed in a blind manner to minimize potential biases. This means that the
selections were designed and validated using small unblinded data sets. In order to look at the full
data set for the first result on Runs 1-3 the analysis must be frozen, documented, and approved
by the collaboration. The unblinding procedure that includes a sequential opening of sidebands is
detailed in the final chapter, Sec. 8.1. Currently the analysis is in the final stages of this unblinding
procedure.
The first section of this chapter, 4.1, summarizes the conclusions of the unfolding study with
the MiniBooNE data that was done in order to understand how much of an enhancement to the
NC Δ → #W process would be needed to fully account for the excess. Section 4.2 then outlines
the analysis strategy in MicroBooNE including the single photon and NC c0 topological selections
that are fit to an excess simultaneously. Finally Sec. 4.3 and 4.4 outline the Monte Carlo (MC) and
data inputs to the analysis, and Sec. 4.5 gives a detailed breakdown of the information contained
in the plots shown in subsequent chapters.
The following chapters provide a detailed description of the analysis that has been developed
to select a sample of events consistent with the NC Δ → #W signal hypothesis in MicroBooNE,
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along with validation cross-checks and background constraints using MC simulations and open and
filtered data sets. Chapter 5 goes into more detail about the high-level reconstructed variables that
are used as input to the selections. Chapter 6 then details the single photon selection procedure,
Chap. 7 summarizes the NC c0 selections and systematic uncertainties, and Chap. 8 gives the
resulting sensitivity projections.
4.1 Unfolded Signal Hypothesis
The signal unfolding method used for the MicroBooNE single photon search as well as the a4
searches is given in [72], and this section will summarize the premise for the photon hypothesis.
Because the photon-like interpretation of MiniBooNE presented here is a tailored search for single
photons originating specifically from NC Δ → #W, this is exclusively defined as the signal.
The goal of unfolding is to translate the observed data excess in MiniBooNE back to a truth-level
prediction that can be compared to the observed rate in MicroBooNE. This unfolding allows for
a true signal hypothesis that removes some of the dependencies on detector effects and selection
efficiencies. The resulting unfolded NC Δ radiative prediction shows that a normalization factor
of 3 times the predicted Standard Model NC Δ radiative decay would explain the MiniBooNE
low-energy excess under this photon-like hypothesis. In the final fits in Sec. 8.4.3 we will test
the sensitivity of the selections to such an enhancement in the NC Δ → #W relative to the null
hypothesis.
4.2 Analysis Strategy
This analysis builds and significantly expands upon past efforts in MicroBooNE [73, 74] to
develop an efficient and pure selection of events with a topology consistent with neutrino-induced
neutral-current Δ radiative decay. Two primary final-state-based signal topologies are examined:
one with a single photon and a single proton in the final state, no other tracks or showers reconstructed
as part of the interaction: 1W1?. Another with a single photon and zero protons in the final state,
no other tracks or showers reconstructed as part of the interaction: 1W0?. These selections lead to
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two independent and mutually exclusive samples that are described in Chap. 6.
In parallel there are also two independent selections to measure and constrain the dominant
NC c0 background; 2W1? and 2W0?. Each of these 2W selections require a two shower topology
and therefore all four of the selections, 1W1?, 1W0?, 2W1?, and 2W0?, are topologically mutually
exclusive. This means that there is no overlap in the events between the four selections. The
NC c0 selections provide high-statistics samples for data-MC comparisons without compromising
blindness criteria as is shown in Sec. 7.1. This is useful for validating the analysis including
simulation, reconstruction, and event selection, as well as for directly constraining the NC c0
background to the single photon selection as we will see in Sec. 7.3.
For both of the 1W selections, data-MC comparisons are provided using the largest unblinded
data set, corresponding to ∼ 4.0 × 1019 protons on target (POT) from Run 1. For cross-run
comparisons a smaller validation sample, corresponding ∼ 7.3×1018 POT, was also studied. Given
that the Run 3 sample is only 20% of the size of the open Run 1 sample, it proved most useful for
comparing Runs 1 and 3 at the earliest selection stages. The Run 1 sample has sufficient statistics
to validate the data to MC agreement for the topological selections and BDT training, however
very few data events are selected at the final stage.
In order to validate the 1W selections it is crucial to look at larger data samples through both the
NC c0 selections and the sidebands strategy because of the small sample size of unblinded open
data for blindness considerations. The sidebands and unblinding are discussed in detail in Chap. 8
and consist of sequentially unblinding more signal-like background samples that match the signal
topology.
The core reconstruction for both the 1W and 2W selections is the Pandora multi-algorithm
approach to automated pattern recognition [75]. This reconstruction software is common to many
MicroBooNE analyses and translates the low-level reconstructed parameters like hits into neutrino
interactions consisting of 3D reconstructed tracks and showers using principally topological information.
In addition to this, the analysis also utilizes high-level reconstruction and background rejection
methods on top of Pandora reconstruction that are described in Chap. 5.
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4.3 MC Inputs
The MicroBooNE MC uses GENIE as the neutrino event generator in order to simulate and
predict the neutrino interactions in the BNB, as was discussed in Sec. 2.3. For this analysis GENIE
v3.0.6 [47] is used to generate the signal and neutrino-induced background predictions. Details of
the signal and background simulation in GENIE are addressed in Sec. 3.2.
This analysis is based off of the MicroBooNE simulation version MCC9.1, which contains
improvements targeting several noted discrepancies between data and MC in the previous simulation
version. These address both high and low level reconstruction. At the low-level stage these include
applying a 2D drift simulation to incorporate effects of local electric field distortions, diffusion,
lifetime, and gain corrections in the TPC. In addition, the MC uses data overlays of cosmic events
instead of simulated cosmics to better model the cosmic backgrounds. At the high-level stage
these include incorporating the Cosmic Ray Tagger (CRT) for data from later runs as well more
sophisticated PMT flash-matching.
4.4 Data Inputs
Sample POT Spills Events
Unbiased Run 1 4.081e19 9,037,544 157,447
Unbiased Run 3 0.7348e19 1,767,808 27,979
2W1? Filtered Run 1 1.5568e20 34,574,935 1,199
2W1? Filtered Run 2 2.557e20 60,285,765 2,152
2W1? Filtered Run 3 1.7309e20 41,342,671 1,258
2W0? Filtered Run 1 1.452e20 32,225,959 801
2W0? Filtered Run 2 2.586e20 60,975,261 1,413
2W0? Filtered Run 3 1.855e20 44,356,024 985
Table 4.1: Each of the data sets used in and 1W and 2W selections, listed in terms of the POT,
corresponding number of beam spills, and total number of events. Here events corresponds
specifically to the total number of events for each sample following data quality cuts (“good run”
filter). We see that for the 1W selections, the available data sets are the two unbiased samples from
Run 1 and Run 3, with the former being more than five times as large a sample as the latter. Also
notably, there is no unbiased sample for Run 2. Each of the 2W filters has data from Runs 1-3, and
here the difference in the selected event rate per run is due to differences in the POT for each run.
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Because this is a blinded analysis only limited amounts of unbiased data are available to use
for data to MC comparisons. The data sets used in both the 1W and 2W selections are summarized
in this section.
For both the 1W and 2W selections, the only unbiased beam-on data sets that are available are
the open Run 1 “5e19” (actually ∼ 4 × 1019 POT) data set and a smaller (∼ 0.73 × 1019 POT) Run
3 data set. Here unbiased beam-on data means that the trigger is configured to record activity in
time-coincidence with the neutrino beam, and there are no further selection cuts applied beyond the
common optical filter as described in Sec. 2.2.3. These data sets are also summarized in Tab. 4.1.
Notably there is no unbiased data for Run 2 and this is also because of blindness concerns. In order
to minimize the amount of available unbiased data, it was decided that only Run 3 would be used
in order to validate the blinded analyses between runs.
Because it is the largest available sample, the Run 1 unbiased beam-on open sample is used for
data to Monte Carlo comparisons for the single photon selections in Chap. 6. Run 3 data to Monte
Carlo comparisons are provided in App. B, and checked for consistency. Larger data samples for
validating the 1W1? and 1W0? selections are obtained via the sideband unblinding procedure as
summarized in Sec. 8.1.
In addition to the unbiased samples, there are also data sets specifically for the 2W selections.
Because the 2W selections are topologically distinct from the 1W signal they contain very low
amounts of single photon events and are effectively blind to this interpretation. Therefore, by
selecting unbiased on-beam data from runs 1,2, and 3 that pass some basic NC c0 selection cuts it
is possible to create a 2W data set to be used as input to the 2W1? and 2W0? topological selections.
These data sets are summarized in Tab. 4.1, which are high-statistics, on-beam, NC c0-rich samples
of data for data-MC comparisons. Here we note that the POT for the 2W1? and 2W0? filtered
samples differ from each other and from run to run. The difference between runs can be attributed
to the differences in the total POT per run, and the difference between topologies is due to small
variations in the processing.
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Figure 4.1: A breakdown of a standard data to Monte Carlo comparison plot utilized in the
single-photon analysis.
This section is an introduction to the plotting style that will be utilized in subsequent chapters,
particularly for data-MC comparisons. Here we will use the example shown in Fig. 4.1 that gives
more explanation of the key parameters.
For all plots the MC is broken down into the following categories:
• Standard Model (SM)  radiative: Simulated NC Δ radiative events with a true interaction
vertex inside the active TPC.
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• NC 100: Simulated NC c0 events with exactly one c0 that exits the nucleus and a true
interaction vertex inside the active TPC. This category is further subdivided into coherent
(NC 100 Coherent) and non-coherent events (NC 100 Non-Coherent). Thus, NC 1c0
Non-Coherent contains resonant c0 in addition to those produced via other modes outside of
coherent, like deep inelastic scattering.
• CC .- 100: Simulated CC c0 events with one exactly c0 that exits the nucleus and a true
interaction vertex inside the active TPC. Note this does not include a`.
• CC .e/.̄e : Simulated CC a4 or ā4 events with a true interaction vertex inside the active TPC.
• BNB Other: All events in the full BNB simulation that don’t fall into any of the above
categories but that also have a true interaction vertex inside active TPC.
• Dirt (Outside TPC): All beam-induced neutrino interactions that occur outside of the active
TPC but deposit energy within the active TPC. These can occur both outside and inside of
the cryostat.
• Cosmic data: This is not a simulated sample but rather MicroBooNE BNB external trigger
cosmic data. We use this off-beam data to predict coincidence cosmic events.
It is worth noting that CC resonant Δ production and radiative decay to a single photon is
included in the BNB Other category.
When comparing to data, the MC samples are scaled proportionally to the fractions of Run 1,2
and 3 in the data set in question according to the POT. For example, when comparing to Run 1
data, only Run 1 MC is used. Due to a limited amount of generated Run 2 MC samples, Run 2
and 3 overlays are grouped together to compare to Run 2 data. Because of this, the majority of
MC used for Run 1-3 predictions is mostly a combination of Runs 1 and 3 samples. Similarly, the
cosmic data is scaled relative to the POT.
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Figure 4.1 shows a labelled distribution for the 1W1? selection using Run 1 data and MC. Going
through highlighted items we have:
1. The base topological selection, in this case 1W1?. In general this is denoted as NWMp, where
N and M refer to the number of reconstructed showers and tracks respectively. For example,
the NC c0 selections are labelled as 2W1? and 2W0? for two reconstructed showers and one
or zero reconstructed tracks. Although referred to as W and p they are only candidate showers
and tracks, there are no additional PID requirements.
2. The run number and POT of the data. In addition, the legend indicates whether the data
sample is unbiased, filtered, or another unblinded region like a side band.
3. The legend also shows the breakdown of the MC categories as described above.
4. The number to the right of the legend entries gives the predicted number of events scaled to
the relevant POT. Note that this includes overflow and underflow bins.
5. This line indicates which systematic errors are being plotted, indicated by the hatched band.
This shaded error band is also seen on the total stacked prediction, including both the
summed total prediction of all events in the MC categories as well as the cosmic data
background prediction.
6. A description of X-axis variable and units, where applicable.
7. The red text below the x-axis gives four key parameters to gauge the data-MC agreement.
From left to right: the ratio of the data to the total prediction with normalization uncertainty,
binned KS-test value, j2 per degree of freedom (nDOF), and the corresponding j2 ?-value.
The j2 is calculated via the CNP method [76]. Note that these values are calculated using
only the events selected and binned as in the plot, excluding any overflow or underflow.
8. The bin-by-bin ratio of the data to the total prediction. Here the shaded error band on the
stacked prediction is shown as a fractional error bar centered around 1, whereas the data
points are shown with errors to represent the sampling uncertainty.
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Chapter 5: High-Level Event Reconstruction
This chapter gives an overview of the key high-level reconstruction parameters that are used as
input to the single photon analysis. The analysis utilizes the Pandora reconstruction framework [75]
as a basis and then applies additional background reconstruction and rejection techniques. The first
section, 5.1, summarizes the Pandora pattern recognition which inputs low-level reconstructed
information like hits and flashes and outputs reconstructed tracks and showers that are associated
to a candidate neutrino interaction. The subsequent sections, 5.2 and 5.3, discuss key calorimetric
and geometric quantities for shower and track reconstructed particles respectively that are used for
particle identification to select good photon-like and proton-like candidate events. This includes
parameters that have been implemented on top of standard Pandora reconstruction in order to better
qualify the selected events and help in background separation. The last part of this chapter, Sec. 5.4,
discusses in detail the second shower veto, a custom NC c0 background rejection technique that
targets the backgrounds to the single photon search where only one of the photons from a c0 decay
is correctly reconstructed. This is a critical tool for improved rejection of the dominant NC c0
backgrounds, particularly for the 1W1? selection.
To better understand this discussion of high-level reconstruction for the single photon analysis
and in MicroBooNE analyses more generally, it is useful to understand how it fits into the greater
reconstruction chain. Principally, the low-level reconstruction takes the raw waveforms being read
out from the TPC wires and converts this information into hits on the wire planes. This information
is shared across high-level reconstruction frameworks, and from there a given high-level reconstruction
method will output 3D reconstructed interactions. At the 3D reconstruction stage, interactions are
comprised of tracks and showers that are associated to a vertex. The track/shower distinction
is largely an experimental one, driven by the patterns that each charged particle will make as it
ionizes the argon. An electromagnetic shower is caused by either a photon or an electron, whereas
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a track can be produced by other charged particles like protons, muons, and pions. Although the
track/shower classification contains implicitly basic information about particle ID, further metrics
are needed to specify the particle type.
5.1 Pandora Multi-Algorithm Pattern Recognition Reconstruction
The single photon analysis uses the Pandora reconstruction method as input for the high-level
reconstruction, which is a multi-algorithm approach to pattern recognition where individual algorithms
each address a specific task in a particular topology [75]. Pandora reconstruction uses principally
topological information for 3D event reconstruction. It inputs hits on the wire planes, clusters those
hits into groups, and then merges clusters and matches them across planes to create 3D objects.
These 3D objects are then classified as either tracks or showers and associated with a particular
interaction vertex.
For a given event there can be many reconstructed vertices, but Pandora selects one per event
as the neutrino candidate given that in MicroBooNE it is expected to see at most one true neutrino
interaction per TPC readout period. This means that the majority of reconstructed vertices will be
from true cosmic interactions and not beam-induced. In most cases the neutrino candidate-vertex is
selected based purely off of topological information, but in a minority of events flash information
from the PMTs may also be used. This is particularly for the case where two candidate vertices
look neutrino-like and so the one that is selected is the one that better matches with the PMT
information that triggered the TPC readout.
For a given neutrino-candidate interaction, the associated 3D tracks and showers are fundamentally
just groups of hits that are associated with their respective parent particles. Further calorimetric and
topological quantities are necessary for the particle ID and energy reconstruction, as are described
in the following sections.
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5.2 Electromagnetic Shower Reconstruction
This section covers key calorimetric and topological variables for electromagnetic showers
caused by either photons or electrons ionizing the argon in the detector.
5.2.1 Shower Energy Reconstruction
The two main calorimetric quantities associated with a reconstructed shower are the total
energy and the 3/3G at the start of the shower due to ionization. The total energy can be calculated
by summing the energy deposited in individual hits that comprise the reconstructed object. In order
to do this, the first step is to apply a gain calibration constant to account for the conversion from
the integral of the hit (ADC × time ticks) to total charge, &(4−), and the second is to convert from
charge to an energy in MeV.
Sample Plane 0 Plane 1 Plane 2
Monte Carlo 235.5 249.7 237.6
Data 230.3 237.6 243.7
Table 5.1: Gain Values Per Plane for Data and MC [4−/(ADC × time ticks)]
In the first stage, the gains to convert to charge are calculated independently for each plane for
data and MC. This is done in MCC9 by selecting a sample of stopping cosmic muons and fitting
to the 3/3G in a region where the muons are minimally ionizing and thus expected 3/3G on
argon is well understood. For each plane, the 3/3G values are calculated separately using only
hits on that plane associated to the selected muon tracks. In order to get separate gain values for
data and MC, this process is repeated for a sample of selected cosmic muons in data and a sample
of CORSIKA [77] MC generated muons. This is key in order to ensure a comparable performance
between the calibrations applied to data and MC. The resulting gain values are given in Tab. 5.1,
and here we see variations in the extracted gains are on the order of 1-6% between planes and
between samples.
To then move from the reconstructed charge on any given plane to an energy in MeV, the second
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where , 5 is the ionization work function of argon that describes how many drift electrons are
produced via ionization of the argon atoms. The value used here is 23.6 eV per 4−. ' is the
recombination factor that is meant to account for the loss of electrons collected at the wire planes
due to the fact that the dispersed drift electrons may quickly thermalize and recombine with nearby
ions, most often the parent ion. Here the value is set to 0.62.
This is an approximation because in reality we expect that the recombination factor will depend
on the local energy deposition. In an area with a higher density of positive ions there will be a
higher probability that one of the liberated electrons can recombine with an ion. This means that
locally the value of ' will be lower. This fixed value of ' is calculated via the Modified Box
model as outlined by ArgoNeuT [78] at a value of 2.3 MeV/cm assuming MicroBooNE’s electric
field strength of 273 V/cm.
By applying the appropriate gain calibration constant to obtain the total charge per hit and then
converting to energy we are able to get an energy value for each hit. This can then be used to
determine the reconstructed shower energy by summing up the energy of all hits that make up
the shower. There will be a total energy for each plane since each of the planes has its own gain
calibration values. We take the reconstructed shower energy to be the maximum value from any
of the planes. This is because all of the clumps of energy from the shower are often not associated
to the shower on all planes due to dead wires or incorrect clustering, and therefore choosing the
maximum provides the most information.
Data-MC agreement for all showers above 30 MeV in the open Run 1 data set is shown in
Fig. 5.1a. All of the events included have at least one shower with reconstructed energy above
>30 MeV that is associated to the candidate neutrino interaction vertex, with any number of tracks.
Here we see reasonably good agreement between the data and the prediction that indicates that the
calibration for showers in data and MC is performing comparably. Given that minimal selection
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criteria have been applied, we see that almost half of all selected showers come from the cosmic
background data in green.
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Figure 5.1: Reconstructed shower energy and 3/3G for all 3D reconstructed showers >30 MeV
that are associated to the selected neutrino-candidate vertex in Pandora.
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5.2.2 Shower Energy Correction
One thing that we have observed from the MC in doing the single photon and NC c0 selections
is that the reconstructed energy is systematically lower than the true energy for showers. This has
previously been observed in MicroBooNE measurements such as the CC c0 cross section [79].
There are many failure modes by which the reconstructed shower energy is lower than the
true energy, and they can largely be attributed to mis-clustering hits that should be included in the
shower and energy depositions from a shower falling below the hit threshold. As was discussed
in Sec. 5.1, all 3D reconstructed objects in Pandora are created by combining clusters of hits.
However, for showers in particular, it is common both that not all hits in the shower are included
in the component hit clusters and also that not all clusters are attributed to the 3D object. Because
the shower energy is calculated by summing the energy from all of the hits associated with the
3D reconstructed shower, missing hits means missing energy. This is true for energy depositions
that are incorporated to the reconstruction as hits however there is a secondary failure mode where
energy from the shower fall below the energy threshold and isn’t reconstructed as hits. On average,
we expect shower energy losses of ∼20% due to these effects [45].
Because the reconstructed shower energy is key for reconstructing high-level quantities like
the c0 invariant mass and Δ invariant mass we apply a reconstructed shower energy correction.
A linear fit is applied to the true vs. reconstructed energy from a sample of Run 1 NC c0 MC
events, shown in Fig. 5.2a. Here we select specifically showers with both true and reconstructed
energy >30 MeV. As we see, the reconstructed energy is systematically below the true simulated
energy across the full energy range. We also see a small secondary group of showers with very low
reconstructed energy regardless of the true energy. Because the selection criteria for these showers
does not include that the reconstructed shower overlaps well with the simulated shower this is a
small population of mis-reconstructed showers.
The linear fit uses the most probable value in slices of true shower energy. The width of each
true shower energy slice is hand-tuned to account for higher statistics at lower energies and fewer
statistics in the tail of the distribution. The extracted linear fit equation from Fig. 5.2a is:
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A42> = (0.83 ± 0.02)CAD4 + (−8.15 ± 3.79) MeV, (5.2)
where A42> and CAD4 correspond to the reconstructed and true shower energies, respectively. We
then take the equation of this linear fit, and derive a correction factor that corrects the line to H = G.
This yields the correction equation:
corr = (1.21 ± 0.03)reco − (−9.88 ± −4.86) MeV.1 (5.3)
This correction is applied to the reconstructed shower energy as is shown in Fig. 5.2b. Consistent
with previous studies in MicroBooNE [45], this represents approximately a 20% increase in the
base reconstructed shower energy. For subsequent chapters, this energy correction is applied to all
1W and 2W selected showers including in calculated reconstructed variables like invariant masses,
which depend on the reconstructed shower energy. It is important to note that the correction has
been validated only on representative 1W and 2W selections and may not be generically applicable to
all showers, particularly given that the shower topology itself can differ substantially with energy.
1The correction here was derived using a slightly older MC version than is used in the 1W and 2W selections shown
in later chapters. In addition, the MC is only from Run 1. However, cross-run comparison studies did not show a
significant impact on the reconstructed c0 mass peak.
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Figure 5.2: (a) 2D distribution of reconstructed shower energy vs. true energy for reconstructed
showers with at least 30 MeV, taken from the production sample of ∼100k NC c0 events. The
points represent the most probable value in each slice of true energy. The slice width (shown by
the horizontal error bars) is hand-tuned to account for the decreasing statistics at high true energy
values. (b) Corrected shower energy vs. true shower energy.
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5.2.3 Shower 3/3G Reconstruction
The other key calorimetric quantity for reconstructed showers is the shower 3/3G, which is
the energy deposited per unit length at the start of a shower. In an idealized scenario we would
expect that a single electron shower would have the 3/3G of a minimum ionizing particle (MIP)
on argon, whereas a photon that pair produces and creates a shower would have a 3/3G of twice
that because there are two MIPs. However, for photons this only works if the electron and positron
are overlapping at the trunk of the shower and create a relatively straight track before they start to
have more stochastic interactions with the argon. Nonetheless, the 3/3G at the start of the shower
is an important tool for shower particle ID.
For this analysis we use a method of fitting a track to the start of the shower. This track is
then used to calculate the 3&/3G, or charge deposited per unit length, and residual range at each
point along this track relative to the shower start. The 3& is found by summing the & from hits
associated to the track at each point in space. From there the 3/3G at each point is calculated
by applying Eq. 5.1. For a given shower we take the median 3/3G of the first 4 cm of the track
because we expect the ionization pattern at the start of the shower to be the most representative of
the parent particle.
Figure 5.1b shows the reconstructed shower 3/3G plane 2 distribution for all reconstructed
showers above 30 MeV in the open Run 1 data as for Fig. 5.1a. As expected we see peaks at
2 MeV/cm for electron showers and 4 MeV/cm for photon showers. Upon closer inspection we
see that showers from NC and CC c0 events, shown in the light blue colors, have a bimodal
distribution as well. This might go against the expectation that a true photon shower should peak
at the two-MIP value, however this is a known failure mode for the 3/3G calculation wherein
only one of the two MIP particles from a photon is part of the track that is fit to the start of the
shower. In particular this is common when the electron and positron are highly asymmetric and
one carries most of the energy of the parent photon. Thus while a 3/3G value of ∼ 2 MeV/cm
may not be sufficient to distinguish between a photon shower and electron shower, a 3/3G value
of ∼ 4 MeV/cm is a good indicator of a photon shower.
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Here again we see reasonably good agreement between the data and the prediction, although
there is more disagreement in the distribution of shower 3/3G than there is for the shower energy.
Although some of the disagreement occurs around the peak values, it appears that most of it comes
from the high 3/3G tail. However, this is not a particular concern for the single photon selection
because the most important beam-induced backgrounds, CC and NC c0 events, are peaked at 2 or
4 MeV/cm.
5.2.4 Conversion Distance
In addition to the calorimetric information, there is also important geometric information to
discriminate between a photon shower and an electron shower; the reconstructed shower conversion
distance. This is defined as the distance between the interaction vertex and the start point of the
shower. For a shower originating from a true electron, there should be no gap between the vertex
and the start of the shower because an electron is a charged particle which will immediately start
to ionize the argon. By contrast, a photon that is produced in a neutrino interaction will travel a
distance based on the radiation length before pair-producing into an electron and a position. This
conversion point will be the start of the electromagnetic shower visible in the detector. Therefore,
the presence of a gap between the shower start and the vertex, a non-zero shower conversion
distance, indicates that the parent particle of the shower is a true photon.
An example of the reconstructed shower conversion distance is shown in Fig. 5.5. Although at
truth level all final states with a photon should have showers that follow the expected distribution
of the photon conversion distance, at the reconstruction level the conversion distance only makes
sense when there is also some hadronic activity to tag the vertex. If there are no reconstructed tracks
associated to the interaction, the position of the vertex is unknown and therefore the conversion
distance cannot be used. As such, it is only used in the 1W1? and 2W1? selections.
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Figure 5.3: Reconstructed Shower Conversion Distance.
5.2.5 Pandora and “Implied” Shower Directions
Another key geometric parameter associated with the shower is the shower direction. The
reconstructed shower direction is the 3D direction of the shower that can be used to calculate
the momentum of the parent electron or photon. We expect that the distribution of cosmogenic
showers will be peaked in the direction pointing down from the top of the detector, whereas the
direction of neutrino-induced showers will be on-average more centered around the beam direction.
In addition, we expect that a neutrino-induced shower should point back to the interaction vertex.
If a reconstructed shower is associated with a vertex but the shower direction does not align well
with that point in space, this is a good indication that the event is misreconstructed and the selected
shower was not produced in the reconstructed interaction.
For the single photon analysis there are two methods of defining the shower direction that are
used. The first is the direction calculated in Pandora, which uses a principle component analysis
based on the distribution of the hits. The second is the direction of the line between the interaction
vertex and the shower start point, which we call the “implied” shower direction because it assumes
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that the shower originated from the vertex and therefore should be aligned with this direction. If
the Pandora shower direction based on the distribution of hits and the “implied” shower direction
based on the location of the shower start are in poor agreement with each other, this is an indication
that the shower may not have truly originated at the associated vertex. A comparison of the
“implied” and Pandora directions for all showers >30 MeV associated to a vertex with one or
more reconstructed tracks is shown in Fig. 5.4.
Here we see that for the X and Y directions, the “implied” direction shows better overall
data-MC agreement than the Pandora. For the Z direction we expect most reconstructed showers
to be peaked at 1, indicating that they are in line with the beam direction. We see that the Pandora
shower direction shows a secondary peak at Z = 0, corresponding to the direction perpendicular
to the beam direction. It is greatly reduced when we look at the “implied” shower direction and
correspondingly the distribution of showers is flatter for the “implied” shower Y direction. For
these reasons the single photon analysis preferentially uses the “implied” shower direction where
possible. However, one of the potential downsides to using “implied” shower direction alone is
that obscures cases where the Pandora shower direction is correctly reconstructed and the shower
does not point back to the vertex. This is addressed by including the shower impact parameter.
One metric we utilize to quantify how well the Pandora direction points back to the reconstructed
vertex is the “impact parameter.” This is defined as the distance of closest approach between the
line projecting the Pandora shower direction (forward and backward) and the reconstructed vertex.
For a shower where the Pandora direction points back well to the vertex, the calculated impact
parameter will be small. The “implied” shower direction is also the unit vector whose impact
parameter is 0. The distribution of reconstructed impact parameter values for all showers >30 MeV
that are associated to a vertex with one or more reconstructed tracks is shown in Fig. 5.5.
As for the conversion distance, we only use the “implied” shower direction and impact parameter
for topologies with at least one track because the vertex position is much more challenging to
establish precisely without a track in the neutrino interaction. In this case, the “implied” shower
direction is the default direction for the 1W1? and 2W1? selections, whereas the Pandora directions
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Figure 5.4: The X, Y, and Z components of the reconstructed Pandora and “implied” shower
directions.
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Figure 5.5: Reconstructed Shower Impact Parameter
are used exclusively for the 1W0? and 2W0? selections. Where the “implied” shower direction is
used instead of the default Pandora direction it is indicated.
5.3 Track Reconstruction
Unlike the shower energy reconstruction, which relies entirely on the hit clustering of disperse
groups of charge, for tracks the calorimetry calculations can take advantage of the assumption that
a track-like particle will be straight.
5.3.1 Range-Based Kinetic Energy for Tracks
For track-like particles, the length of a fully contained track is a good proxy for the kinetic
energy because the energy loss follows the Bethe-Bloch formula [52]. This means that we can
use the stopping power of a given track-like particle on argon to estimate the initial kinetic energy
based on the track length and an assumed mass.
The 1W1? and 2W1? selections are looking exclusively for protons and so we assume all tracks
are candidate protons, and use the stopping power of protons in argon to get a range-based kinetic
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energy for candidate tracks. The NIST Standard Reference Database 124 (named PSTAR) [80],
shown in Fig. 5.6, was used to translate the measured track length into the initial kinetic energy
under a proton hypothesis. In order to obtain an appropriate range in g/cm2 for a given measured
length we use the average density of liquid argon at 89 K of 1.3849 g/cm3 as calculated via the
BNL liquid argon property calculator2.
This range-based kinetic energy under a proton hypothesis is used to calculate the track kinetic
energy and also as input to higher-order variables, e.g. the reconstructed invariant masses and
momenta in the single photon analysis. However, it is also possible to calculate a calorimetric
track energy in the same manner as is done for showers where the energy depositions from the
associated hits are summed together. This calorimetric-based track energy is discussed in the
following section and serves as a cross-check for the range-based energy.
5.3.2 Track Calorimetric Energy
Although we use the range based kinetic energy calculation for the proton kinetic energy,
the calorimetric energy found by summing the energy of the hits is also used as an important
consistency check. This is useful in the case where, for example, a short muon track that topologically
looks proton-like would also have a low range-based kinetic energy but have a large calorimetric
energy by looking directly at deposited charge. The track based calorimetric energy is calculated
in the same manner as for showers as described in Sec. 5.2.1.
Here we do not assume that the track is a particular particle and instead sum the resulting
deposited energy. Most of these tracks are not true protons, and so by comparing the two we see
that it is possible to overestimate the kinetic energy of the track by relying on the range-based
energy calculation for longer tracks that are true muons. However, the range-based method is more




Figure 5.6: PSTAR Database estimated range of protons in liquid argon in g/cm2 as a function
of proton kinetic energy in MeV [80]. Here the black line gives the continuous slowing down
approximation (CSDA) range and the red dashed line gives the projected range. The projected
range is the average distance a charged particle will travel in the course of slowing down to rest.
The CSDA range is an approximation to the average path length traveled by a charged particle as
it slows down to rest, in which the rate of energy loss at every point along the track is assumed
to be equal to the total stopping power. This depth is measured along the initial direction of the
particle [80]. Although these diverge below ∼1 MeV, they are in good agreement in the region
relevant to the single photon analysis on the O(10 MeV) scale.
5.3.3 Track 3/3G Reconstruction
Unlike for the shower energy and 3/3G calculations for Pandora showers as described in
Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.3, the Pandora reconstructed tracks have an associated standard MicroBooNE
calibration applied before the analysis stage that is incorporated into the event reconstruction.
This calibration includes a ./ spatial calibration and space charge effect (SCE) recombination
correction. From these centrally calibrated tracks, the 3/3G along the entire residual range of the
reconstructed track can be directly extracted rather than having to start from the 3&/3G as with
showers. In addition, because tracks are a linearly related set of points, the 3/3G calculation is
expected to be valid for the length of the track. This is not the case for showers since only the first
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few centimeters of the shower will yield a representative value.
From the set of 3/3G values for a given track we are looking to obtain a single value that is
representative of the whole track. In order to do this we apply a truncated mean algorithm over
the entirety of each track that helps to reduce the effect of large spurious noise hits. Without
the truncation, these stochastic scatters would draw the mean 3/3G per track to higher values.
However, the extracted mean 3/3G values from these calibrated tracks shows a strong discrepancy
between Monte Carlo and data. This can be seen in Fig. 5.7. This is particularly obvious on plane
2, the collection plane. If instead we look at the ratio of the mean 3/3G taken between the first
half of the track and the second half of the track, we see significantly better agreement. That further
supports the hypothesis that the origin of the discrepancy is a calibration bias. This would make
sense given that, for each track in data and MC, the 3/3G at the start and the end should have a
comparable calibration and thus the relative calibrations for data and MC would cancel each other
in each ratio. In addition, the shower 3/3G that is calculated by starting with the 3&/3G and
applying a flat calibration agrees much better.
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Figure 5.7: The reconstructed track 3/3G and the ratio of the 3/3G at the start and end of the
track on plane 2 for all tracks in the neutrino slice that are at least 100 cm long. Here we see a
clear shift in the track 3/3G peak in data as compared to the prediction, which appears to be a
calibration discrepancy. If we instead compare the start of the track to the end of the track for this
sample it appears that this agrees better, and therefore this further supports the hypothesis that the
prediction is not calibrated to the data or vice versa.
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5.4 Second Shower Veto Variables
The single most important background for the single photon analysis is NC c0 events because
these are the most challenging to reject from the signal. In the case where a true NC c0 event is
misreconstructed as a one shower event, as opposed to two showers, the resulting reconstructed
event can appear to have many of the characteristics of a radiative Δ → #W decay. This error
where one shower from an NC c0 decay is not properly reconstructed is common and can happen
as the result of a variety of failure modes. Figure 5.8 shows an example data event that passed a
previous iteration of the 1W1? selection, and that is thought to be a NC c0, where the secondary
shower was missed.
Figure 5.8: This is an NC c0 data candidate event that was previously in the 1W1? final selection
and is a good example of how misreconstructed c0’s can convincingly fake the Δ → #W signal.
Here we see a clean photon and proton candidate pair in the lower left; the track calorimetry showed
good agreement with a proton-like Bragg peak and the shower shows a clear photon conversion
distance as well as a 3/3G consisted with a photon hypothesis. However, as we can see in the
top right there appears to be a second photon shower that is intersected by a cosmic ray. We
assume that this shower originated from the neutrino interaction as well given that the direction
points back the interaction vertex. This second, subleading shower was not associated with the
interaction vertex at the reconstruction level and therefore this is classed as a one shower and one
track neutrino interaction based off of the Pandora information.
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In order to target this particular background class we have developed a custom algorithm that
targets two pieces of information that are not otherwise included in the selection. The first, as
described in Sec. 5.4.3, is hits that are not associated with the 3D reconstructed objects produced
by the Pandora reconstruction. The second, as described in Sec. 5.4.4, is 3D showers that are not
associated with the neutrino interaction. In this sense both methods provide additional, orthogonal
information to that from the 3D reconstructed objects in the selected neutrino interaction and are
complementary to the other selection metrics. We call it the second shower veto (SSV) since the
aim is to identify clusters of hits indicative of a missed second shower and veto the event as a
potential NC c0 background.
The following subsections described in more detail the reconstruction failure modes associated
with NC c0 backgrounds that motivate the SSV and the new metrics that have been developed
to combat them with a hit-based reclustering algorithm. These new variables are then used in a
dedicated SSV BDT as part of the 1W1? selection, described in Sec. 6.4.4.
Because the neutrino interaction vertex position is crucial to accurately measuring the photon
conversion distance, the focus of the second shower veto is primarily the 1W1? selection. Being
able to associate a conversion distance to a candidate cluster of hits is one of the most valuable
metrics in order to distinguish a candidate noise cluster from a candidate photon shower cluster.
However, the SSV is used to a lesser extent in the 1W0? selection as well.
5.4.1 Irreducible NC c0 Backgrounds
We expect there to be an irreducible component of the NC c0 background contribution to the
single photon selections given that in some cases the two photons are highly boosted and will
overlap. However, we find that this is a minority of the backgrounds. More frequently the NC c0
second shower is missed at the reconstruction stage but is identifiable by eye. This was determined
in a hand-scan study with a previous MC sample in which selected backgrounds to the single
photon selections were classified based on the failure mode. The result of this study of ∼300
events is shown in Fig 5.9. The study was done using an MC version and a selection that is older
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than what is currently used in the analysis in order to demonstrate the kinds of backgrounds that
are selected without the additional background rejection techniques implemented in the current
selection and described in this section.
Figure 5.9: A summary of the hand scan study performed on a sample of NC c0 MC backgrounds
to the 1W1? selection, using a previous version of the MC and the selection. This does not include
the improved veto techniques described in this section and applied to the current selection, but
serves to illustrate the kinds of NC c0 reconstruction failures that contribute to the backgrounds
using only Pandora reconstruction.
We see that the single largest reconstruction failure mode for the selected NC c0 backgrounds
are events in which there is a visible second shower but it is not being reconstructed because
it is very low energy (“too weak”). This accounts for 40% of the NC c0 MC backgrounds
and can happen when the c0 decay is asymmetric and one of the resulting photons is very low
energy. In an additional 13% of cases the second shower looks track-like rather than shower-like
to the reconstruction. This is typically a secondary effect related to low shower energy given
that low energy showers may be straighter than the more energetic ones. Issues that are more
detector-related include cases where the second shower is in a dead wire region of the detector on
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one or more planes, which accounts for ∼9%, or where it is associated with cosmic contamination,
which is 10%.
Referring again to the hand scan study in Fig. 5.9, we see that the case in which the two
showers are overlapping because the showers are both very forward-going accounts for only 15%
of the backgrounds. If we include unknown failure modes (2%) and no clear problems (5%), which
include cases where there is not a visible second shower in the detector, we arrive at approximately
20% of all NC c0 backgrounds that cannot be distinguished from signal by-eye and are likely to be
truly irreducible. This means in the other ∼ 80% of cases, there is visible evidence of the second
photon shower from a c0 decay in the detector, but reconstruction failures mean that it either was
not reconstructed into a 3D shower or was not correctly associated with the neutrino interaction. It
is also then possible to identify and remove this subset of NC c0 backgrounds.
5.4.2 Strategy For Targeting Common NC c0 Reconstruction Failure Modes
The hand scan study discussed in the previous section highlights information that can be
ascertained by looking at event displays directly, but in order to consider a strategy for addressing
these NC c0 events that are misreconstructed it is useful to further classify the reconstruction
failures from the lens of the Pandora 3D reconstruction that is input for the selection itself. Broadly
speaking, NC c0 events in which the secondary shower was missed can be categorized into three
main cases based on how the energy deposited from a missed second shower is treated by the
reconstruction:
1. Not visible in the detector: This means that the energy from the shower is not visible
as a substantial number hits in the detector. These can happen for a variety of reasons that
include:
(a) Photon exits the active TPC volume before pair-producing: The secondary shower
from c0 decay propagates outside the active TPC volume before producing an 4+4− pair
that can deposit energy. This is addressed in the selection primarily through fiducial
volume cuts.
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(b) Photonuclear Absorption: This is a process whereby the photon is absorbed by the
argon before it pair-produces and also results in no significant visible energy from
the photon. Given that this is an irreducible background we have assessed the rate and
corresponding uncertainty for this process in the single photon selection. It is discussed
in more detail in Sec D.1.
(c) Below Hit Energy Threshold: It is possible that the true photon energy is too low to
produce enough hits to be considered a visible object. In this case there may be too few
hits not only to reconstruct into 3D, but to even cluster into a 2D group. This is rare for
photons from c0 decay, however it is also an irreducible background. The threshold for
how low energy a photon must be in order to not be reconstructable even as a 2D cluster
of hits on a plane is somewhat arbitrary and depends on factors like the hit threshold.
If we consider it to be 20 MeV, which is taken to be the energy threshold in the signal
definition for both the 1W and 2W selections, we find that 3.2% of all simulated NC c0
events have a subleading photon with a true energy below this energy threshold.
2. Visible hits in the detector but not associated with a 3D reconstructed object: Unlike the
previous options, in this case there is a visible energy deposited from the photon in the form
of hits in the detector that can be clustered in 2D, but those 2D clusters are not associated with
a 3D reconstructed track or shower-like object. This may be due to the shower overlapping
with dead wires or cosmic rays on one or more planes. We can further break this down based
on how these unassociated hits from the photon are classified by Pandora reconstruction:
(a) Associated with neutrino interaction: The hits are identified as related to the neutrino
interaction, but are not contained in one of the associated 3D reconstructed objects.
Typically this is because the clusters of hits could not be matched across planes.
(b) Not associated with neutrino interaction: The hits are not contained in a 3D reconstructed
object anywhere in the event. In this case, the true neutrino interaction was likely
broken into multiple candidate interactions by the reconstruction and may also not have
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matched across planes to reconstruct 3D objects.
3. Hits are reconstructed as a 3D object but not associated to the neutrino interaction: In
this last case, unlike the prior two, the shower is reconstructed but it is not associated with
the neutrino interaction. This could be due to a larger conversion distance or proximity to a
tagged cosmic ray.
In cases where the second photon shower from an NC c0 decay is not visible or below threshold
in the detector, as described in (1), this is not a reconstruction failure and other means are necessary
to account for these backgrounds to the single photon analysis. Instead the goal of the second
shower veto is to target cases (2) and (3). In case (2), where the shower made a visible energy
deposition in the detector that was not reconstructed to a 3D object, it is possible to identify
the missed second shower by looking for clusters of hits that are not associated with the 3D
reconstructed objects. Through similar methods we can also address case (3) by looking at 3D
reconstructed objects close to the selected neutrino interaction.
It must be stressed that the aim of the veto is not to reconstruct the missed showers in 3D,
as in the majority of cases there is a reason that they were missed by Pandora reconstruction as
are discussed in the previous section. Instead, the aim is to identify and veto events that have
unassociated 2D hits near the interaction vertex that make it more likely to be a NC c0 rather than
the single photon signal. There is a balance to be struck between successfully vetoing true c0
events and vetoing too much signal that contains coincidence noise or a cosmic cluster that looks
like a potential second shower. Categories (2a) and (3) are targeted in different approaches and the
following sections will go into detail of the methodology of both.
It is an intentional choice to leave out category (2b), in which the hits from the missed second
shower are visible in the event but not associated with the neutrino interaction. In theory the
methods and framework used to target (2a) can be expanded to all hits in an event in order to
help reject events in this category as well. However, the problem with this approach is that it
also increases the potential clusters by an order of magnitude and thus greatly increases the noise
contribution. As such we chose to limit the scope and complexity of the second shower veto.
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5.4.3 2D Hits-Based Second Shower Veto
This section describes the second shower veto techniques developed to reject clusters of hits
that are associated to the neutrino interaction but that are not included in a 3D reconstructed object.
This is done using a DBSCAN, density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise [81],
data clustering algorithm to recluster these associated hits on each individual wire plane. A
DBSCAN algorithm is well suited to this application and offers three key advantages; it does
not require that one specifies the number of clusters to expect a priori, can find arbitrarily shaped
clusters, and does not require all input hits to be included in a cluster. This means that it is robust
to outliers and will not try to group all of the potential noise hits into a cluster. The advantage
of using an additional clustering algorithm rather than working with the Pandora 2D clusters is
being able to tune the parameters, as are outlined in this section, to the low energy second photon
showers specific to the NC c0 backgrounds.
To illustrate this issue, fig. 5.10 shows a representative data event in which the Pandora reconstructed
3D information indicates that this is a 1W1? candidate event, but by hand-scanning it was flagged
as a potential NC c0 with a missed second shower. The top and bottom images show the hits
deposited on two of the three wire planes for the same event. Here the orange triangle on both
represents a 2D projection of the 3D reconstructed shower that is selected. The black hits on plane
0 represent the hits that are associated with the selected neutrino interaction but not associated with
a 3D reconstructed object.
On both planes we can identify a group of hits by eye that appears to be a second photon
shower that is missed by the 3D reconstruction; on plane 2 it is to the left of the primary shower
and on plane 0 it appears to the right. On plane 0 the hits from the presumed second shower are
black, meaning that they were successfully tagged as being associated with the neutrino interaction.
However on plane 2 we see that the same potential second shower intersects a cosmic ray that is
passing horizontally through the display and the hits are not shown in black, indicating that these
were not associated with the interaction by Pandora reconstruction. It is likely that these hits were




Figure 5.10: A example data event (Run 5214, SubRun 22, Event 1125) that passed an earlier
iteration of the 1W1p selection but is now rejected by the second shower veto. The small white dot
at the start of the track indicates the reconstructed neutrino interaction vertex. The pink line below
the track indicates that it corresponds to a 3D reconstructed track, and similarly the orange triangle
with red hits shows the 3D reconstructed shower. The black hits on plane 0 correspond to hits that
are associated with the neutrino interaction but not included in a 3D reconstructed object.
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Figure 5.11: The same event as shown in Fig. 5.10 that demonstrates the application of the
DBSCAN algorithm to find and isolate potential missed second photon showers from an NC c0
background event. The top row shows the hits that are input to DBSCAN on each plane, where each
plane is clustered individually. Note that we only input hits that Pandora has identified as associated
with the neutrino interaction. The bottom row shows the corresponding DBSCAN output clusters,
where purple indicates hits associated with a cluster and black indicates hits tagged as noise. Here
we see that it identifies a second shower candidate cluster on plane 0 and the other unassociated
hits on planes 1 and 2 are tagged as noise.
the second shower candidate hits could not be matched across planes it failed to be reconstructed
in 3D. We will use this event as an example in discussing the 2D hit-based second shower veto.
The inputs to the 2D hit-based SSV are all of the hits that are associated with the neutrino
interaction in a candidate 1W1? event but not included in a 3D reconstructed object, like the black
ones shown on plane 0 in Fig. 5.10b. For a given event we consider all planes, looking for clusters
of hits on each one individually.
The top of fig. 5.11 shows all three planes from the same event as in Fig. 5.10 that is input
to DBSCAN. Here we are only seeing the hits that are associated with the neutrino interaction on
each plane, rather than all of the information in the image. The red indicates the reconstructed
track, the blue indicates the reconstructed shower, and the black are the unassociated hits. The
gray vertical bands are also added to indicated known dead wire regions. On plane 0 we see the
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black hits corresponding to the NC c0 second shower, and in addition on each of the planes we
also see unassociated hits indicative of noise.
The first step is to cluster hits into potential candidates groups on a plane-by-plane basis.
DBSCAN works by defining core points, ?, and then associating hits with them to form clusters.
There are two core DBSCAN user-definable parameters that impact how these core points are
defined:
1. #MIN PTS: The minimum number hits to form a candidate cluster on any plane. Here a larger
value is more resilient to noise or coincidence clusters, but choosing a value that is too large
may also mean losing low energy photon showers. A value of 8 points was used for this
analysis.
2. n : A hit is considered connected if it is within n of a core point. A core point must have
#MIN PTS hits that are within n of each other. The value n =4 cm was used for this analysis.
A cluster is defined as one or more core points, together with all of the hits that are connected to
them. Therefore each cluster must, by construction, contain at least one core point. We also define
a MIN_ADC value such that hits whose total summed ADC charge is less than this threshold are
not included in the clustering. These are instead immediately tagged as noise for a summed ADC
<25 per hit.
The position of a hit on a given wire plane is defined in terms of the wire number and the
time-tick of the readout. Given that the value of n is in cm, this means that we need a conversion
metric. We take the approximate distance between a point at (wire, tick) of (F0, C0) and (F1, C1)
on the same plane to be:
 (F0, C0 |F1, C1) =
√
(F0 × 0.3 − F1 × 0.3)2 + (C0/25 − C1/25)2 (5.4)
This is the euclidean norm assuming a 0.3 cm wire spacing and an approximate drift speed of
electrons of 25 ticks per cm.
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There are several additional analysis-specific DBSCAN parameters that impact the result after
DBSCAN has performed its initial clustering:
• nrecluster: The required minimum distance between a hit in the primary shower and a hit in a
new DBSCAN cluster. For simplicity we take this to be nrecluster = n = 4 cm, which is the
minimum value. This ensures that the point of closest approach between a secondary shower
candidate cluster and the primary shower is 4 cm on any plane. Moreover, any hits that are
within n of the primary shower are instead tagged as associated with the primary shower.
See Fig. 5.13 for an example of this.
• #MIN TICK, #MIN WIRES: In the MicroBooNE data, DBSCAN has been able to pick up on
small clusters of noisy hits, noisy wires or correlated noise across many wires at the same
time can produce trains of hits. An example of a so called “noise train” is shown in Fig. 5.12.
In order to avoid mistaking such DBSCAN clusters for a second shower and rejecting an
otherwise signal-like event we have also instituted cuts so that the hits within a cluster must
be spread over more than #MIN TICK = 4 time ticks and #MIN WIRE = 3 wires. This removes
clusters that are energetic but very compact.
• MAX_PCA: In addition #MIN TICK, #MIN WIRES, we also want to remove candidate clusters
from consideration that are too straight since these are also indicative of detector noise rather
than a true shower. We keep only clusters for which the principal component is < MAX_PCA
= 0.999 to remove extremely straight clusters. This additional cut addresses cases where
such clusters can be removed even if they intersect cosmogenic hits and pass the #MIN TICK
cuts.
After the DBSCAN clustering, reclustering with the primary shower, and noise filtering, we
may have one or more candidate second shower hits clusters per plane, per event. However,
because we do not require a minimum number of clusters there may be no clusters on a given
plane or no clusters in the event at all. In this case this event is not included in the second shower
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Figure 5.12: This is an example event that has a straight a train of noise hits along a single wire
(vertical) as well as multiple wires (horizontal). On the left we see this event on plane 0 in the
normal event display, and in the middle we see this same event as the hits that are passed into
DBSCAN. Here we see that the noise hit trains are not associated with the primary shower (shown
by the hits in blue), however they are still associated with the neutrino interaction (shown in black).
The resulting clusters are shown on the right and we see that DBSCAN has identified both of the
noise trains as potential candidate clusters. Because DBSCAN is sensitive to these noise trains, we
apply further checks on the candidate clusters like the PCA cut and a minimum wire and time-tick
range.
veto based on 2D information, but may still be vetoed based on the 3D information discussed in
the following section.
In the circumstance where there are one or more clusters per plane, it may be the case that the
clusters across planes correspond to the same 3D object. It is advantageous to associate clusters
across planes because it consolidates the amount of information that is used to accept or reject an
event, and additionally an event with clusters on multiple planes looks more like a second shower
candidate and less like coincident noise.
In order to associate these 2D clusters across planes we perform a simple time-based merging
that uses the range of time ticks for a given cluster. For each cluster on a given plane (20), if there
is a cluster on one of the other two planes (21) such that the mean time tick of 21 corresponds to
the time tick range of 20 we consider these matched. This is repeated for all candidates on the
third remaining plane (22), looking for instances where the mean time-tick of 22 is overlapping
with either time-ticks of 20 or 21. However, it is not necessary to have a match on the third plane,
22, to be considered a matched cluster. In this matching process we consider only one cluster per
plane for a given matched set, but there can be multiple matched sets per event. Clusters that are
not matched across planes are kept as single plane clusters.
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Figure 5.13: This is another example event shown on plane 2 in which it appears that the primary
shower was split and only the first half is included in the 3D reconstructed shower. This is an
example of using the DBSCAN cluster to also associate hits with the primary shower. On the
left we see the input to DBSCAN on plane 2: here red corresponds to the reconstructed track,
blue corresponds to the reconstructed shower, and black are unassociated hits. Notably, where the
shower crosses a dead wire region, shown in the gray vertical bars, we see that some of the hits that
appear to originate from the shower are not included in blue and instead appear as unassociated in
black. By eye we can conclude that this is likely a split shower. On the right we see how DBSCAN
performs on these unassociated hits. The diffuse unassociated hits in black across the plane are not
associated with a cluster and are instead tagged as noise. There is one candidate cluster shower in
light blue, however due to its proximity to the primary shower it as tagged as associated with the
primary shower and will not be considered as a second photon shower candidate for this event.
The result of the cross-plane cluster matching is a set of clusters that can be comprised of hits
on one, two or all three planes. There may still be many candidate clusters for a given event, and so
in order to choose the one that is most like a second photon shower from an NC c0 decay we rank
them according to two metrics: the photon conversion distance and the ratio of impact parameter
to conversion distance. For a given candidate cluster, the conversion distance is defined as the
minimum 2D distance between any hit in a matched cluster on any plane and the reconstructed
neutrino vertex. If a candidate cluster is made up of clusters on more than one plane, the minimum
value over all planes is taken. Correspondingly, the impact parameter is the 2D distance between
the back-projected cluster direction and the neutrino vertex, using the same cluster and plane that
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is used for the conversion distance. The direction of the cluster on a plane is defined by a fitting
a straight line to the hits in the cluster. By taking the ratio of the impact parameter to conversion
distance we get a metric of how well the cluster points back to the vertex relative to how far away
it is. We expect a cluster from a true second photon shower with a shorter conversion distance to
point back more precisely than one that is further away.
With these two metrics we can rank candidate clusters into two categories: the closest candidate
cluster to the vertex and the cluster candidate with a direction that best aligns with the vertex.
These are not mutually exclusive categories and often the same cluster is the top candidate in
both categories, which naturally increases the likelihood that the candidate is due to a true second
photon shower. Based on these two main categories, a number of variables of interest for these
candidate clusters is passed to a tailored second-shower BDT which is trained on a sample of MC
c0 events in which the second shower was missed. The 1W1? SSV BDT is discussed in Sec. 6.4.4.
5.4.4 3D Shower-Based Second Shower Veto
In a similar vein to the 2D hit-based shower veto, we also perform a 3D second shower search
using 3D reconstructed showers that does not rely on DBSCAN and instead looks at additional
Pandora information. In this case we only consider showers that are not tagged as part of the
neutrino interaction by Pandora.
In order to identify candidate showers we do not rely on the Pandora default reconstruction but
instead use a configuration called “all outcomes” that reconstructs all 3D objects in the event as 3D
showers, rather than a combination of tracks and showers. From there we consider reconstructed
3D showers that are not tagged as part of the neutrino interaction. We use this “all outcomes”
mode because 3D objects that are reconstructed as part of a cosmic interaction rather than neutrino
candidate interaction in the default Pandora mode will actually result in different final reconstructed
objects. This is because the Pandora reconstruction takes into account the fact that cosmic interactions
are typically one long primary track with secondary tracks and showers as offshoots, whereas a in
a neutrino interaction the primary particles all originate at the interaction vertex.
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When considering all of the 3D reconstructed showers in “all outcomes” mode there may be
hundreds of reconstructed showers across the entire detector volume. In order to minimize the
number of showers that are considered we apply maximum conversion distance cut of < 80 cm,
meaning that we only consider showers whose start point is within 80 cm of the reconstructed
neutrino vertex. This increases the likelihood that the additional showers being considered could
originate from the neutrino vertex under and NC c0 background hypothesis since it is unlikely for
a true photon to travel beyond this distance in argon before pair-producing.
The final step is then, as with the 2D case, to rank the most likely second photon shower
candidates from the selected 3D reconstructed showers in the region of interest. Because the
candidate showers are reconstructed in 3D they have a more precisely defined energy and direction
than is the case for the 2D hit clusters. This means that we can use the kinematics of the primary
shower to calculate high level quantities for each candidate second 3D shower like the c0 invariant
mass. We define two metrics by which to rank the candidate second showers; the ratio of the
impact parameter to the conversion distance and the reconstructed c0 invariant mass. For the latter
we pick the one that is closest to the expected value, "c0 = 134.98 MeV. Again the same shower
may be the best candidate under both criteria. From these selected candidate 3D second showers,
we consider their energy, invariant mass, angle with respect to the primary shower, conversion
distance and impact parameter as training variables in the SSV BDT as described in the following
section.
Thus for a given event in the 1W1? selection, there is potentially information on both 2D
candidate hit clusters and 3D reconstructed showers that are input to the SSV BDT.
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Chapter 6: The Single Photon Selection
Figure 6.1: Cartoon illustrations of the two topological signatures of NC Δ → #W events that
comprise the single photon analysis. On the left we see the 1W1? with a single track consistent
with a proton hypothesis and a single shower consistent with a photon hypothesis. On the right we
see the 1W0? a single shower. An example of an MC 1W1? signal event is shown in Fig. 6.2.
In this chapter we describe the two topological 1W1? and 1W0? selections that comprise the core
of the single photon analysis. A cartoon of these topologies is shown in Fig. 6.2. Each selection
consists of a series of optimized topological, preselection, and boosted decision tree (BDT) cuts to
define the final selection.
The single photon analysis is a particularly challenging selection given the rarity of the signal
relative to the backgrounds, the most important of which is the dominant NC c0 background that
is also largely from Δ(1232) decay. Even after the topological and preselection cuts have been
applied, the signal to background ratio for either selection is at best ∼1:300 assuming the SM
rate of NC Δ → #W. For this reason the BDT selections have proven to be a powerful tool to
separate out the small signal from an overwhelming background rate. The resulting final selections
consequently have a signal to background ratio of ∼1:5 for the 1W1? selection demonstrating a
strong rejection of the total background rate. With this MicroBooNE first search for a photon-like
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Figure 6.2: Here we see an example MC simulated Δ+ → ?W event that results in a 1W1? signal
topology, shown on plane 2. Here the beam direction would be left to right across the event display,
perpendicular to the wire direction. We see a short track at the start of the interaction that appears
to have a Bragg peak because it is more ionizing towards the end of the track as the proton stops.
There is also a shower that points back clearly to the interaction vertex but is disconnected from
the vertex, showing the non-zero conversion distance indicative of a photon. This event represents
the ideal topology we are searching for with the 1W1p selection.
MiniBooNE “low energy excess,” we are well-situated to place a world-leading constraint on
neutrino-induced NC Δ → #W, as will be shown in Chap. 8. Additionally, we find a strong
separation between the NC Δ → #W signal and any potential a4 backgrounds. Thus the analysis
is true test of a photon-like interpretation, rather than an electron-like one.
Although at truth level there are a roughly comparable number of signal events with either
a one track or zero track topology, we find that the 1W1? selection that requires precisely one
reconstructed track yields a higher sensitivity on its own to NC Δ → #W than the 1W0?. For
this reason we consider the 1W1? selection to be the primary one, given the better reconstruction
and selection efficiency. However, we find maximum sensitivity to the NC Δ → #W hypothesis
by fitting jointly to both the 1W1? and 1W0? distributions, and in addition having two channels
enables a more robust cross-check of the background simulations.
The reason that the 1W0? selection is even more challenging than the 1W1? largely stems from
the fact that it is easier to categorize events and therefore reject backgrounds with a clear interaction
vertex. Without a track, relying on only one reconstructed shower, we cannot assume with any
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degree of precision the point at which the neutrino interaction occurred. The impact of this on
the selection efficiency can be seen both in terms of the topological reconstruction, described in
Sec. 6.1, and also for preselection the BDT cuts, described in Secc 6.2, 6.4, and 6.5. For example,
because there is no photon conversion distance used in the 1W0? selection there are fewer metrics
by which to reject misreconstructed electron-like backgrounds from a4 interactions. Additionally,
the 1W0? selection is also more sensitive to background showers from NC c0 events where the
one of the two photon showers is outside of the active TPC volume (called “Dirt” interactions for
historical reasons). As was discussed in the previous chapter, the second shower veto variables
that target the dominant NC c0 backgrounds to both selections are also most effective for the 1W1?
selection. Moreover, both selections are further complicated by detector effects like the “dead
wire” regions discussed in Sec. 5.4 and the distortion of the fiducial boundary due to space charge
effects [51].
The MicroBooNE single photon analysis uses data spanning three distinct run periods, where
detector conditions differ substantially. For example, the noise contribution for each run can vary,
as well as the purity of the argon. The BDTs for each topology are trained simultaneously on the
combination of MC samples from each run, scaled to match the appropriate fractional contribution
of each run. These have cosmic overlays corresponding to different run periods and the POT
scaling applied to the MC for each run reflects the data POT during those periods as the runs vary
in length. For the final selection, the BDT cuts are optimized simultaneously on the combination
of the different run samples.
The final distributions in Sec. 6.6 are MC scaled to the expected POT for the first result with
Runs 1-3. These distributions are used to evaluate sensitivity to the a photon-like interpretation
of the MiniBooNE “low energy excess” under an NC Δ → #W hypothesis in combination with a
constraint from the dedicated NC c0 selection that are described in Chap. 7 and 8.
All distributions in this chapter that include data utilize the open Run 1 unbiased sample and the
corresponding distributions for Run 3 are given in App. B. See Tab. 4.1 for a summary of available
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data sets. This is because the open Run 3 unbiased data set is significantly smaller than Run 1 and
therefore we rely on Run 1 for data-MC comparisons and Run 3 as a cross check of stability across
runs. The selection should be consistent across each of the MicroBooNE run periods and we are
able to validate this using other data sets, like the NC c0 selections and the sidebands.
Here all distributions are shown with MC statistical errors as well as flux and cross section
systematics errors. These represent the statistical uncertainty based on the number of generated
MC events, the uncertainty from the BNB flux prediction, and the GENIE neutrino cross section
modeling uncertainties respectively, as were outlined in Chap. 2. The detector systematics evaluation
is left out of this chapter in order to highlight the data-MC agreement with the systematic errors
that are correlated to the NC c0 selection and thereby constrained in the final fit. As is described
in Sec. 7.2.4 we take the detector systematics to be uncorrelated between the 1W and 2W selections.
The evaluation of uncertainties and the fit to the signal hypothesis are discussed in detail in the
subsequent chapters.
6.1 Topological Selection
In this section we start with an overview of the topological selection definitions and the corresponding
reconstruction efficiencies resulting from the Pandora 3D reconstruction. From there, we look at
the topological selection stages for the 1W1? and 1W0? selections.
6.1.1 Reconstructed Topology Definitions
The first stage of the selection is to apply the two topological definitions in order to identify
candidate 1W1? and 1W0? events. This is the basis of the single photon analysis and these definition
cuts are applied to all of the data and MC inputs that are reconstructed in 3D using Pandora
reconstruction, as was outlined in Sec. 5.1. We consider events that have a selected candidate
neutrino interaction vertex identified by Pandora and then apply the topological definitions for the
1W1? and 1W0? selections:
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• 1W1? - requiring exactly one reconstructed shower and one reconstructed track associated to
the vertex;
• 1W0? - requiring exactly one reconstructed shower associated to the vertex and no reconstructed
tracks associated to the vertex.
These definitions are intended to correspond to the #W expected final state topologies from NC
Δ → #W, where ? + W corresponds to 1W1? and = + W to 1W0?. However, there is some subtlety
with these reconstructed topologies because we cannot measure in isolation this interaction that
occurs inside the argon nucleus. Rather, because of final state interactions (FSI), we only observe
the particles that exit the nucleus. These exiting particles may correspond to those produced in the
initial neutrino interaction or the subsequent reinteractions of those particles.
Because of these FSI effects we cannot know in data whether the reconstructed topological
Figure 6.3: This shows the proton multiplicity for simulated NC Δ → #W events in GENIE with
the MicroBooNE neutrino flux. The green shows true Δ → =W events and the red shows Δ → ?W
events. In addition, we only consider protons that exit the nucleus and have >20 MeV true KE in
order to account for low energy protons that may not be reconstructed as tracks. If there were no
FSI effects then all of the green events would be in the first bin and all of the red would be in the
second, corresponding to either zero or one true protons. However, because of these effects we
see a smearing. While ∼67% of true 1W1= events fall into the zero-proton bin, the remaining third
have one or more protons exiting the nucleus. This migration applies to the true 1W1? events as
well; while ∼82% have only one proton exiting the nucleus, another ∼12% have zero protons and
the remaining ∼6% have more than one proton.
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selection, 1W1? or 1W0?, corresponds to a particular state before the interactions have occurred.
For example, it could be the case that the initial interaction for NC Δ → #W contains a neutron
and a photon in the final state, but the produced neutron subsequently knocks a proton out of the
nucleus. This could be a candidate 1W1? event if it is reconstructed as a track and a shower despite
not corresponding to a true Δ → ?W event.
The impact of these FSI effects on the number of protons that exit the nucleus for simulated
NC Δ → #W events is shown in Fig. 6.3. As a result we see for the reconstructed 1W0? events that
we predict that 88% to come from true 1W1= interactions and the remaining 12% to come from true
1W1? interactions. Similarly, we predict for the 1W1? reconstructed topology that 70% of events
from from true 1W1? interactions and the remaining 30% come from true 1W1= interactions. We
also note that as a result of FSI <10% of all true NC Δ → #W events will have more than one
proton as a final state topology. Because ∼90% still have either a 0? or 1? topology and this is
simpler than a multi-track topology we decided to not include a potential ≥ 2? topology.
We also see that, at the level of the GENIE simulation, there are slightly more true Δ → =W
than Δ → ?W events; ∼55% and ∼45% respectively. However, we see that with the migration in
final state topologies between bins we actually predict slightly more Δ → #W events with a one
proton topology at the truth-level as shown in Fig. 6.3. Nonetheless, we find that both topologies
are roughly equal in terms of the number of true signal events.
6.1.2 Truth-Level Signal Definitions for each Topology
In addition to defining the reconstructed topologies of interest, it is also important to clearly
define what constitutes the signal for either topology at truth-level. This enables us to define what
subset of NC Δ radiative decay events we consider to be the target for the two topological selections
and is thus the basis for subsequent reconstruction and selection efficiencies. This includes true
energy thresholds for the proton and photon, as well as fiducial volume requirements to restrict the
signal to interactions within the active TPC volume.
The set of truth-based requirements that define the 1W1? and 1W0? signals for the analysis is
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Requirement Signal 1x SM Events 3x SM Events
Fraction in 6.91e20 POT in 6.91e20 POT
True NC Δ → #W event 100.0% 148 443
True vertex >2 cm from active TPC boundary 85.3% 126 378
True number of c0s exiting the nucleus = 0 84.1% 124 372
True photon energy > 20 MeV 84.1% 124 372
1W1?: Exactly 1 proton with KE > 20 MeV 39.7% 59 176
1W0?: No protons with KE > 20 MeV 33.2% 49 148
Table 6.1: 1W1? and 1W0? truth-level signal definition requirements and expected event rates that
are applied to the NC Δ radiative MC samples. Here the signal fraction is the fraction of the total
generated NC Δ radiative MC events that pass each requirement. The requirements are applied
sequentially, so we start with 100% of all generated events and end up with 39.7% as true 1W1?
signal and 33.2% as true 1W0?. The last two columns give the expected number of events for the
first result on Runs 1-3 assuming 1x and 3x the theoretical Standard Model rate of NC Δ radiative
decay. Here 3x the Standard Model rate is the expected signal under a photon-like interpretation
of the MiniBooNE “low energy excess.”
shown in Tab. 6.1. For both topologies, we first require that the true neutrino interaction is not
within 2 cm of the active TPC boundary. This is to minimize the number of signal events for
which either the shower or the track is outside of the active TPC region and therefore not visible
and accounts for just under 15% of all signal events. It is important to note that this fiducial
requirement does not mean that the true photon or proton is fully contained within the active TPC
volume. For example, given that the photon conversion length in argon is ∼20 cm, there are still
both events that pass this signal definition for which the true photon converts outside of the active
TPC volume. However, the requirement on the true vertex position is meant to be minimal in
order to preserve as many events as possible in the two signal definitions. For example, if we were
instead to require a 20 cm fiducial requirement this would remove 43% of all generated NC Δ
radiative events from the signal.
From there we remove another 1.2% of generated NC Δ radiative single photon events have a
c0 in the final state. This occurs in a small fraction of events where a c0 is produced via FSI with
the target nucleus. Subsequently these do not count as part of the signal definition as they would
otherwise be classed as background at the selection stage for having a true c0.
The last signal definition requirements are minimum energies for the photon and protons based
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on their kinetic energy (KE). In both cases the goal is to define a lower-bound of energy that we
consider reconstructable, meaning that the source particle deposits enough energy in the detector
to be reconstructed as a 3D track or shower. For both topologies we require that the photon have a
true energy >20 MeV. This requirement has a minor effect and loss in signal as a result is <0.1%.
The only difference between the 1W1? and 1W0? signal definitions is the proton KE requirement.
For the 1W1? we require precisely one proton that has a KE >20 MeV. This means that an event
with multiple protons produced, but only one with a KE >20 MeV, would still count as 1W1?. This
accounts for 39.7% of all generated NC Δ radiative events. For the 1W0? we conversely require
no protons with a KE >20 MeV. Therefore the 1W0? signal can include any number of protons
so long as every proton falls below the energy threshold. Thus the events which meet the 1W1?
signal definition criteria except that the proton with KE is below threshold are not lost from the
overall analysis; they instead fall into the alternative 1W0? signal definition. This accounts for
33.2% of all generated Δ radiative events. For both the photon and the proton, the 20 MeV energy
threshold is relatively low. As we will see later in this chapter, the efficiency for reconstructing
both photons and protons falls off quickly for < 100 MeV true energy. However, the goal of the
signal definitions is to be maximally inclusive.
By combining the 1W1? and 1W0? signal definitions, we see that 72.9% of all generated events
fall into either signal topology. Of this 72.9%, slightly more than half fall into the 1W1? signal
definition. Furthermore, this means that of the 84.1% that pass the fiducial and c0 requirements,
11.2% have more than one proton exiting the nucleus with a KE >20 MeV. This corresponds to the
∼10% of events with greater than one proton due to FSI as we saw in Fig. 6.3.
If we consider the number of candidate events in either topology, we would expect to have on
the order of 50 events for each true signal topology in the 6.9×1020 POT data set for the first result
on Runs 1-3, assuming the Standard Model theoretical rate. This increases to ∼150 events per
topology under the MiniBooNE photon-like excess hypothesis in which we assume an enhanced
rate of 3x the Standard Model prediction. However, this truth-level event rate prediction does not
take into account the reconstruction and selection efficiencies that are discussed in the following
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sections.
For the rest of this chapter, all quoted signal efficiencies will be relative to these truth-based
signal definitions, rather than all of the generated NC Δ radiative MC events.
6.1.3 Pandora Topological Reconstruction Efficiency
Table 6.2 breaks down the topological reconstruction efficiency from Pandora for various
samples that are input to both the 1W and 2W selections. The first three rows give the principle
components of the simulation; BNB external data that represents the cosmic backgrounds, “dirt”
events representing the simulated neutrino interactions outside of the active TPC volume, and
“BNB All” representing the full BNB neutrino flux in MicroBooNE inside of the active TPC
volume. The efficiency is defined as number of events with the corresponding topological reconstruction
requirements over all generated events for a given sample.
Here we see that 43% of the simulated beam events in the active TPC volume have a reconstructed
candidate neutrino interaction. Pandora allows for at most one neutrino candidate per event. This
means that in more than half of all simulated neutrino interactions, no candidate vertices are
Sample a Candidate 1W-? 1W0? 1W1? 2W-? 2W0? 2W1?
BNB External 15.0% 3.0% 0.37% 1.68% 0.61% 0.13% 0.27%
Dirt 22.8% 3.0% 0.49% 1.77% 0.52% 0.14% 0.24%
BNB All 43.0% 8.1% 0.7% 2.9 % 2.9 % 0.4% 0.8%
NC c0 41.9% 16.5% 3.8% 7.1 % 12.4% 3.6% 5.3%
BNB a4 79.7% 40.3% 6.5% 16.2% 17.4% 2.9 % 6.1%
NC ΔRad (All) 62.5% 38.1% 12.8% 17.5 % 9.3% 3.0% 3.8%
NC ΔRad (1W1? Signal) 72.5% 47.1% 9.63% 28.9 % 8.6% 2.3% 4.1%
NC ΔRad (1W0? Signal) 64.3% 40.1% 20.6% 11.6 % 10.9% 4.3% 4.0%
Table 6.2: This table summarizes the topological reconstruction efficiency for key MC and
cosmic data samples that are inputs to both the 1W and 2W selections. This uses the Pandora 3D
reconstructed tracks and showers and MC from runs 1-3. Here the first column gives the sample
name, the second gives the percent of events in the sample that have a selected neutrino candidate
vertex anywhere in the event. Pandora allows at most one candidate neutrino interaction per event.
The subsequent columns give the percent of events in the sample that have a neutrino interaction
that matches the given one shower or two shower topology. Here 1W1?, 1W0?, 2W1?, 2W0?
correspond to the selection topologies. The columns with -? refer to any number of reconstructed
tracks, including 0, and are inclusive of the 1W and 2W selection topologies.
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selected. Of the 43% that do have a selected reconstructed neutrino candidate interaction, only
8.1% are single shower events and only 3.6% fall into either the 1W1? or 1W0? topologies. Both
BNB external cosmic data and “dirt” show lower relative efficiencies.
The next three rows in the table are sub-components of the “BNB All” sample that represent
different key types of neutrino interactions in the active TPC volume. We see that for the intrinsic
a4 events the reconstruction efficiency for finding a neutrino interaction in the event is nearly 80%,
and for all simulated NC Δ → #W events that efficiency is 62.5%.
For all simulated NC c0 events the total reconstruction efficiency is relatively lower. However
of the NC c0 events with a selected neutrino vertex, we see that more events fall into the 1W1?
topology, 7.1%, than into either the 2W1? or 2W0? topologies at 5.3% and 3.6% respectively.
This actually makes sense given that the probability of correctly reconstructing the two photon
showers is lower than the probability of only reconstructing one of the two true showers, and thus
more events have a topology consistent with one reconstructed shower associated to the neutrino
interaction.
For the NC Δ radiative we can further consider events that meet the signal definition for both
the 1W1? and 1W0? topologies, as is defined in Tab. 6.1. This signal definition includes cuts on the
true photon and proton energies in order to better define what we consider to be reconstructable
events. Here we see that for the true 1W1? signal events, the percent of events with a reconstructed
neutrino candidate vertex is relatively high, 72.5%. However, if we consider the number of cases
in which precisely one reconstructed shower is associated with the interaction, 1WXp, we see that
47.1% of true 1W1? signal events have one shower and 8.6% are reconstructed as having two
showers, 2WXp. This means that, of the 72.5% with a neutrino candidate vertex, 16.8% have either
no showers or more than two showers.
For the true NC Δ radiative events that meet the 1W0? signal definition, we see a similar
but slightly lower reconstruction efficiency to the 1W1?. Starting off with a 64.3% efficiency for
selecting a neutrino candidate vertex in the interaction, 40.1% have one reconstructed shower and
10.9% have two for any given number of tracks, corresponding to the 1WXp and 2WXp topologies
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respectively. This means that 13.3% have either no showers or more than two showers associated
to the reconstructed neutrino interaction. By comparing to the 1W1? signal definition efficiencies
we see that a roughly comparable percent of the events with a reconstructed neutrino interaction
fall into the 1WXp category, roughly 2/3 of candidate events in either case.
If we consider exclusively the two reconstructed signal topologies, 1W1? and 1W0?, we see a
sizeable amount of migration between events according to the true signal definitions. For example,
we see that 28.9% of true NC Δ radiative events that meet the meet true 1W1? signal definition are
reconstructed as one track and one shower events, and an additional 9.6% are misreconstructed as
one shower and no track. Similarly, for the 1W0? signal definition this number is 20.6% for no
tracks and one shower, and 11.6% are misreconstructed as one track and one shower. Therefore,
the 28.9% for the 1W1? and 20.6% for the 1W0? represents the starting signal efficiency for the
two topological selections. For both of these true signal definitions we also see ∼10% of events
that are reconstructed as the other topology, i.e. events that meet the 1W1? true signal definition at
are reconstructed without a track or vice versa.
It is tempting to consider that this ∼10% addition to either reconstructed topology from true NC
Δ radiative events that could still translate to an increased signal efficiency for the final selections.
However if we further evaluate the contributing reconstruction failure modes it becomes more
evident why the picture is more complicated for the individual topologies. Starting with the
true 1W0? events that are reconstructed as a one track and one shower topology, these events can
occur for reconstruction failures such as the true photon shower is associated with a reconstructed
cosmogenic track or the true shower is split into two reconstructed particles that are then classed as
a track and a shower. Whatever the case may be, these reconstruction failure modes do not result
in events that we want to select as they will not yield the characteristic kinematics of a 1W1? from
Δ radiative decay.
By contrast, the true 1W1? events that are reconstructed as a single shower 1W0? event could
potentially look more like true NC Δ radiative 1W0? events. This is because the most common
failure mode is a very low KE true proton that is not reconstructed as a track. Therefore, how
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many signal events fall into this category is largely a result of the true proton KE cut in the signal
definition. In order to maximize the number of reconstructed events in the 1W1? topological
selection we intentionally made the true proton energy threshold low, but if this threshold were
higher there would be more signal events under the true 1W0?. In this sense, the events that are
classed as true 1W1? signal but reconstructed as the 1W0? topology are potentially events that we
would still want to consider as signal as well given that the resulting photon is likely also a photon
from Δ radiative decay.
Thus one of the largest limiting factors to the single photon analysis are the initial 20-30%
reconstruction efficiencies for the two topological selections. This is the starting stage to the
analysis and the selection efficiency for subsequent cuts can only serve to further reduce the signal
efficiency. We see that the initial loss of efficiency in the Pandora reconstruction comes from
identifying a neutrino candidate in the event, which affects 30-40% of signal events per topology.
From there, another ∼40% for either topology is lost as a result of the neutrino candidate vertices
being reconstructed as the wrong topology. All of this goes to prove how challenging automated 3D
reconstruction is in a LArTPC, particularly with the additional challenges of effects like the dead
wire regions and a high cosmogenic background rate. If the analysis is going to be significantly
improved beyond the second result with more data, fundamental and major improvements to the
reconstruction would be impactful on the final sensitivity.
6.1.4 1W1? and 1W0? Topological Selections
Throughout this chapter we will see the 1W1? and the 1W0? selections at a variety of selection
cut stages. For the 1W1? we have chosen to highlight the reconstructed Δ invariant mass, which is
a high-level reconstructed quantity based on the selected reconstructed track and shower. In this
case we calculate the Δ mass assuming the selected reconstructed objects correspond to the true
proton and photon from a radiative Δ decay, respectively. Here <Δ is given by:
<Δ =
√
<2? + 2W? −
√
(2? − <2?) ∗ (| ®?? | · | ®?W |) (6.1)
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Where <? is the proton mass, W is the reconstructed calorimetric shower energy, and ? is the
track energy assuming a proton mass and in addition to the reconstructed track range-based KE
as described in Sec. 5.3. It is important to note that W also includes the reconstructed shower
energy correction factor as described in Sec. 5.2.2. For ®?? we use the 3D reconstructed track
direction from Pandora and for | ®?W | we use the implied shower direction. All of these reconstructed
geometric and calorimetric parameters are described in Chap. 5.
This reconstructed invariant mass at the 1W1? topological selection stage is shown in Fig. 6.4.
Here we see that without further selection cuts, a purely topology based selection is heavily
background-dominated. For the Standard Model predicted rate of NC Δ radiative events there
are fewer than two expected in this small unblinded data set. Recall that the first result on
6.9 × 1020 POT will have ∼15 times more data than the open Run 1 unbiased sample shown
here. However, there are almost 3000 background events, resulting in a signal to background ratio
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Figure 6.4: The distribution of the reconstructed Δ invariant mass for 1W1? selection at topological
stage where we require exactly one track and one shower associated to the selected candidate
neutrino interaction. This does not include any additional background rejection or reconstruction
quality cuts. Here we see that the dominant backgrounds are the cosmic data, followed by “BNB
other” and “dirt.”
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of ∼1:2000. If the selected events were truly NC Δ radiative decays then the distribution should
peak at <Δ = 1232 MeV, however because it is overwhelmingly backgrounds it skews to lower
reconstructed invariant mass.
We also see that there are more selected data events than MC, resulting in a 10% excess in
data relative to the prediction. However, the 6% error on this ratio reflects only the statistical, flux,
and cross section uncertainties. The discrepancy is not be significant with the inclusion of detector
systematic uncertainties, which are on the order of ∼5-10%.
For the 1W0? topological selection we instead will primarily consider the distribution for the
reconstructed shower calorimetric energy, W. As in the 1W1? case we consider the reconstructed
shower energy including the correction. Without having reconstructed information about the
nucleon we cannot calculate higher-level quantities pertaining to the parent Δ and must instead
focus on the photon distribution for the 1W0? case. The 1W0? selection at the topological stage
is shown in Fig. 6.5. Similarly to the 1W1?, we are also background-dominated before further
background rejection is applied.
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Figure 6.5: The reconstructed shower energy distribution for the 1W0? topological selection where
we require exactly one shower associated with the selected candidate neutrino interaction.
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In this case we see 1 expected NC Δ radiative event for the run 1 open data set, relative to
∼700 background events. Similar to the 1W1? we see that the dominant backgrounds at this stage
are the cosmic data, followed by “dirt.” However, we note that the ratio of signal to background
is higher for the 1W1?. This makes sense if we refer to Tab. 6.2. Here we see that for the three
main background categories, BNB External (cosmic), “Dirt”, and “BNB All”, the efficiency is
significantly lower for the 1W0? topology as compared to the 1W1?. Essentially, lone-shower
topology is less probable and less favored by the reconstruction, which means that there are fewer
candidate background events to start with. This does not mean, however, that the 1W0? signal is
easier to isolate over the backgrounds as we will see at the subsequent selection stages.
The topological stage selections highlight how overwhelmingly background dominated the two
selections that comprise the single photon analysis are from the very beginning. Even an enhanced
rate of NC Δ radiative decay is a rare neutrino process, and on top of that there is a high incident
background rate from interactions that originate outside of the visible detector due to both cosmics
and beam-induced neutrino interactions outside of the active TPC volume. Many of the more
obvious backgrounds can be addressed through the preselection cuts described in the following
section.
6.2 Preselection Cuts
This section outlines the preselection cuts that are applied to the two topological selections and
the resulting signal and background efficiencies. For both topologies, the aim of the preselection
cuts is to have a minimal impact on the signal efficiency to maximize the training statistics for
the BDTs while removing backgrounds that either do not require a BDT or might be an effect of
misreconstruction. Thus, the goal of the preselection cuts for either selection is twofold. First
we can attempt to remove obvious backgrounds like cosmic and “dirt” interactions that originate
outside of the active TPC. Second, we can also target common reconstruction failures that may be
challenging for the subsequent BDT selection to remove.
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6.2.1 1W1? Preselection
For the 1W1? topology, the preselection cuts target three main categories of potential backgrounds;
events where the neutrino interaction is not fully contained within the active TPC volume, reconstructed
tracks and showers for which the calorimetry does not align well with the proton-like or photon-like
hypothesis, and a shower-track pair that are reconstructed overlapping or back-to-back. This is
achieved with a combination of eight preselection cuts:
1. Vertex Fiducial Volume Cut: The reconstructed vertex must be at least 2 cm from the
wire cell space charge boundary (SCB) [51]. The SCB is a boundary within the active
TPC volume that demarcates more precisely which region of the detector is visible due
to non-uniformities in the drift electric field. This fiducial vertex cut is meant to minimize
events that are not contained within the visible TPC region, in conjunction with the following
cuts on the reconstructed track and shower.
2. Track Containment Cut: The reconstructed track start and end must both be at least 2 cm
from the SCB. This ensures that the reconstructed track is fully contained.
3. Shower Fiducial Volume Cut: The reconstructed start of the shower must be 7 cm from
the SCB. Although this does not ensure that the shower is fully contained, it does minimize
the number of selected showers that are not. In combination, these first three cuts target
principally both cosmic and “dirt” backgrounds which originate outside of the detector and
thus may be reconstructed close to the boundary.
4. Shower Energy Cut: The reconstructed calorimetric shower energy must be at least 40 MeV.
This cut affects very few signal events as the true photon energy from Δ → #W peaks
∼300 MeV, but is effective at rejecting backgrounds like Michel electrons or low energy
cosmic showers.
5. Track Length-Based Energy Cut: The range-based KE of the track must be < 500 MeV.
These high energy proton candidates are more likely to be longer tracks, like muons, that
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subsequently are reconstructed as higher energy because in the range-based method the track
length is directly related to its energy.
6. Track Calorimetric Energy Cut: As a cross-check, we also require that the calorimetric
KE is < 400 MeV. This targets shorter tracks that deposit a lot of energy and may be related
to noise.
7. Track Mean dE/dx Cut: The truncated mean dE/dx of the track must be >2 MeV/cm. A
MIP on argon will have a dE/dx of 2 MeV/cm and so any tracks with a value below this
minimum likely have poorly reconstructed calorimetric parameters.
8. Reconstructed angle between the shower and the track Cut: This back-to-back track
and shower cut requires that the absolute value of the cosine of the angle between the track
direction and implied shower direction must be < 0.99. This is most often the case because
either a track or a shower was split in two during the reconstruction and instead reconstructed
as a track and a shower that are perfectly in line with each other.
A signal to background comparison is available for a subset of these preselection cuts, shown
in Fig. 6.6. By comparing the area-normalised distributions we can see how these cuts reject
backgrounds while still preserving the signal efficiency. If we take for example the minimum
distance between the start or end of the track and the SCB, shown in the bottom right, we see that
most of the cosmic backgrounds have a track that is close to the SCB. This makes sense given that
cosmic rays enter the detector and so the reconstruction may tag the start or end as close to the
boundary.
More quantitatively, we can also consider the signal efficiency of each cut individually, as is
shown in Tab. 6.3. It is important to note that the efficiency for the 1W1? signal is specifically the
events that pass the truth-level signal definition as described in Sec. 6.1.2. Of all the preselection
cuts, the track dE/dx cut has the single largest impact. This results in a 5% loss of 1W1? signal
events, however given that this cut targets misreconstructed tracks it is likely that these were not
clean signal events at the reconstruction level, even if they met the truth-level signal definition.
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Figure 6.6: These plots are area normalized comparisons of the NC Δ radiative signal (red) and
either the cosmic (green) or “BNB Other” (blue) backgrounds. Each represents one of variables
used in the preselection cuts, and the black line indicates where the cut value is placed and the
arrow indicates which events pass the cut. From left to right we have: (top) the Reconstructed
shower energy, the track truncated mean dE/dx, and the cosine of the angle between the track and
the shower, as well as (bottom) the distance from the shower start to the SCB, the track calorimetric
energy, and the minimum distance from the track start or end point to the SCB.
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Cut 1W1? Signal Cosmic Data NC1c0
Vertex Fiducial Volume Cut 99.8% 63.9% 88.1%
Track Containment Cut 100.0% 34.3% 79.6%
Shower Start Fiducial Volume Cut 97.4% 79.8% 87.0%
Shower Energy Cut 97.6% 39.2% 80.3%
Track Length-Based Energy Cut 98.6% 53.0% 92.0%
Track Calorimetric Energy Cut 99.3% 73.6% 96.2%
Track Mean dE/dx Cut 95.1% 51.5% 73.3%
Track-Shower Angle Cut 99.5% 85.8% 96.5%
Combined 89.0% 5.59% 44.3%
Table 6.3: Signal efficiency of 1W1? preselection cuts, based off of the combined Runs 1-3 MC
samples. Efficiencies are defined relative to the 1W1? topological selection for events that pass the
truth-level 1W1? signal definition, as well as for the cosmic (Run 1) and NC c0 backgrounds. The
efficiency of each cut is listed individually and the combined effect is given in the last row.
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Figure 6.7: The reconstructed Δ invariant mass for the 1W1? topological selection at with the
preselection cuts applied. Here we see that all backgrounds have been greatly reduced relative to
the topological-only selection, in particular the cosmic backgrounds.
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When combined we see modest 11% reduction in the signal efficiency relative to the topological
stage.
These preselection cuts are highly effective at rejecting the cosmic backgrounds while preserving
the signal; for a loss of 11% of the signal we achieve greater than 94% cosmic rejection. In
particular, we see that the shower energy and track containment cuts are particularly powerful at
rejecting cosmic backgrounds. In addition, these cuts also reject more than half of the NC c0
backgrounds. Note here that the efficiencies are relative to all simulated NC c0 events whereas for
the 1W1? they are relative to events that meet the signal requirements.
We can compare the distribution of the reconstructed Δ invariant mass with the preselection
cuts applied, shown in Fig. 6.7, to what we previously saw with only the topological selection.
In particular we see that the overall data-MC normalization is in good agreement and that it has
improved relative to the topological-only selection stage shown previously. In total the signal to
background ratio is now ∼1:300 which represents an order of magnitude reduction in the total
backgrounds.
The largest change in the backgrounds between the topological and preselection cuts for the
1W1? selection is the cosmic backgrounds. Although they are still the largest single background
category, we now see roughly equal contributions from the combination of the BNB backgrounds,
which are dominated by “BNB Other” and non-coherent NC c0. There has also been a strong
rejection of “dirt” backgrounds that are outside of the active TPC volume, largely due to the
fiducialization and containment cuts. However, even with this shift in the backgrounds we are
still too background dominated to have any sensitivity to the NC Δ radiative decay signal.
6.2.2 1W0? Preselection Cuts
By comparison, the preselection cuts for the 1W0? topology are considerably simpler. This is
in part because the incident background rate is already less than half that of the 1W1? topology, but
also because there are fewer ways to reject events that originate outside of the active TPC volume.
As for the 1W1? preselection cuts, the goal is to remove obvious backgrounds while maintaining
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the signal efficiency.
For the 1W0? preselection, the following cuts are applied:
1. Fiducial Volume Cut: The reconstructed shower start must be at least 2 cm from the SCB.
Because there is no neutrino interaction vertex for the single-shower topology we rely only
for the shower start for fiducialization. Here the cut is more relaxed as compared to the
comparable 1W1? cut because of the lower reconstruction efficiency for this topology.
2. Shower Energy Cut: The reconstructed shower energy must be >30 MeV.
The signal efficiency of these cuts is shown in Tab. 6.4. Here we see that these preselection cuts
have a minimal impact on the events that pass the truth-level 1W0? definition, with the efficiency
remaining at > 98%. However, they are still impactful at removing the cosmic backgrounds where
we see a greater than 30% rejection.
We note by comparison that the 1W1? preselection cuts are substantially more powerful for
rejecting the cosmic backgrounds than the 1W0?. This is in part because of differences in the
distribution of the cosmic backgrounds for the two topologies. For example, if we compare the
reconstructed shower energy distributions at topological stage for the 1W0? and the 1W1? we see
that for the 1W0? there is more overlap with the cosmic backgrounds, shown in Fig. 6.8. The
reconstruction preferentially selects slightly higher energy showers for the lone shower topology
to be neutrino candidates as compared to events with a track where the vertex is better defined.
Therefore, a comparable cut on the shower energy for the 1W0? selection is removes fewer cosmic
Cut 1W0? Signal Cosmic Data NC1c0
Shower Start Fiducial Volume Cut 98.8% 75.5% 97.4%
Shower Energy Cut 99.7% 91.0% 99.5%
Combined 98.5% 67.2% 96.9%
Table 6.4: Signal efficiency of 1W0? preselection cuts based off of the combined Runs 1-3 MC
samples and Run 1 cosmic data. Efficiencies are defined relative to the 1W0? topological selection
for events that pass the truth-level 10? signal definition, as well as for the cosmic and NC c0
backgrounds. The efficiency of each cut is listed individually and the combined effect is given in
the last row.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the reconstructed shower energy for the selected cosmic backgrounds to
1W1? (right) and 1W0? (left) selections at the topological selection stage, before preselection cuts
are applied. Both signal (red) and cosmic (green) are area normalized to show a shape comparison.
Here we see that the distributions of the shower energy for the cosmic backgrounds in the 1W1? are
more strongly peaked at low energy, whereas for the 1W0? case they are still peaked at low energy
but have more overlap with the signal.
backgrounds. Moreover, for the 1W1? preselection cuts there are also more stringent containment
requirements and we can leverage the track position and calorimetry to reject obvious backgrounds,
but those variables are not applicable for the 1W0? selection.
We see a minimal reduction in the NC c0 backgrounds as a result of the preselection cuts
given that these events also originate inside of the active TPC volume at truth level and overlap
kinematically with the signal and therefore are not addressed by this set of cuts. Still, in total
the minimal 1W0? preselection cuts reject some of the obvious backgrounds while preserving the
signal efficiency.
The 1W0? topological selection with these preselection cuts applied can be seen in Fig. 6.9.
Unlike the 1W1? case, we see that the cosmic backgrounds are still significantly larger that the
BNB backgrounds. Given that there are fewer ways to identify interactions that originate outside
of the active TPC, we also see a more significant contribution from “dirt” for this reason. The
overall signal to background ratio for the 1W0? preselection stages is ∼1:500.
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Figure 6.9: The reconstructed shower energy distribution for the 1W0? selection with the
preselection cuts applied.
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6.2.3 Truth-level Breakdown of Backgrounds for 1W1? and 1W0? after Preselection Stage
Having examined the distributions of backgrounds that pass the topological and preselection
cuts for both of the selections, it can be instructive to consider the truth-level information for
the beam-induced backgrounds that are selected. Here we consider the breakdown of neutrino
scattering modes for each of the key MC background categories from the GENIE simulation.
Starting with the 1W1? in Fig. 6.10, we see the truth-level breakdown of the six main categories
of simulated events that pass the preselection cuts, as a function of the true neutrino energy. These
are the same set of MC events as those that are shown as a function of the reconstructed Δ invariant
mass in Fig. 6.7. The MC categories shown from left to right and top to bottom are: NC Δ radiative
decay, non-coherent NC c0, “BNB Other”, CC c0, intrinsic CC a4, and “dirt.” The colors indicated
the neutrino scattering mode according to GENIE; quasi-elastic (red), deep inelastic scattering
(green), resonant (blue), coherent (purple), and meson exchange current (yellow). The error band
shows only the intrinsic MC statistical error. Any events that fall outside of one of these modes are
labeled as “Other.”
Note that the NC Δ radiative sample shown in the top left panel is by construction resonant
only. By comparison, if we look at the non-coherent NC c0 events in the top right we see that while
they are also mostly from resonant neutrino interactions, >80%, there are additional contributions
particularly from deep inelastic scattering. Since the single photons from NC Δ radiative decay
and the NC c0 backgrounds to both come largely from Δ(1232) decay, one might assume that this
means that the signal is underestimated by only simulating resonantly produced single photons.
However, only 0.5% of the NC c0 events from deep inelastic scattering are produced via an
intermediate Δ(1232), and so we estimate that the additional single photon events that could be
produced in this manner would be less than 0.1% of the resonant fraction. Given this minor
contribution from non-resonantly produced Δ(1232) baryons it was decided that it did not warrant
the computational effort to include these in the signal simulation.
For the CC c0 simulated events in the 1W1? preselection we see a similar distribution as for
NC c0 that is dominated by resonant neutrino interactions. For the “BNB Other” and “dirt” we see
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a mixture of interaction types with the largest contributions from quasi-elastic and resonant. For
the intrinsic CC a4 we see most of the events are quasi-elastic scattering.
We can also look at the distributions of the true neutrino enery for the 1W0? preselection, broken
down by true neutrino interaction type as shown in Fig. 6.11. As with the 1W1? case, all of the
NC Δ radiative simulated events are resonant by design. In comparing Figs. 6.10 and 6.11 we see
that the composition and true neutrino energy distributions of each MC background at this stage
are similar, however there are more low energy meson exchange current events in the 1W0? case in
both the “dirt” and “BNB Other” samples. In addition, the NC and CC c0 resonance contributions
in the 1W0? peak at slightly higher true neutrino energy than in the 1W1?.
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Figure 6.10: Breakdown of the six major background and signal groups based on GENIE scattering
codes, with rates normalized to the 1W1? preselection stage. Note the signal NC Δ Radiative is
100% resonant by construction; see text for details.
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Figure 6.11: Breakdown of the six major background and signal groups based on GENIE scattering
codes, with rates normalized to the 1W0? preselection stage.
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6.3 Training Parameters for the Boosted Decision Trees
After the preselection cuts outlined the previous section, the signal to background ratio for the
1W1? topology sits ∼1:300, and the 1W0? topology has an even higher background ratio. In order
to extract this rare signal out of these overwhelming backgrounds we employ a strategy of using
an ensemble of BDTs that each target a different key background type. This BDT stage is the crux
of the single photon selections.
For the 1W1? selection there are five BDTs that are trained independently on key sets of
background events: cosmic, a4, NC c0, c0 mis-ID, and other BNB backgrounds. All of the events
that pass the topological preselection cuts are assigned a score from each of the BDTs. To obtain
the final selection, the cuts on each of the BDT scores are optimized simultaneously to maximize
the sensitivity.
A similar procedure applies to the 1W0? topology, for which there are three tailored background
rejection BDTs: cosmic, NC c0, and all other BNB events. Here the first two are targeting
comparable backgrounds for the 1W0? as for the 1W1?. For the third that targets all other BNB
backgrounds however, the training background definition includes a4 backgrounds whereas these
have a dedicated BDT for the 1W1? selection. This was done because there are fewer training
events and variables that are specific to 4/W separation in the 1W0? case, and so there was no signal
sensitivity gain by including a dedicated 1W0? a4 rejection BDT. Additionally, there is no second
shower veto BDT for the 1W0? selection given that the DBSCAN clustering [81] is tailored for
the 1W1? selection with a clearly defined neutrino interaction vertex. There are a few select SSV
variables included in the 1W0? NC c0 rejection BDT, unlike for the 1W1? NC c0 BDT.
All of the BDTs use the Xtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) algorithm [82]. This section
describes the training definition applied to the NC Δ radiative signal for both topologies, the
samples used for testing and training the BDTs, as well as the validation studies that are performed




For each of the BDTs, the NC Δ signal is defined in Sec. 6.1.2. However, we add some
additional truth-matching cuts for training to ensure that the BDT is not training on events that are
poorly reconstructed.
1W1? Training Definition Cuts
For the 1W1? selection these additional training requirements are:
1. Track and shower purity fraction > 0.5: The hits that comprise the selected reconstructed
track and shower must be least 50% from the simulation. This means that we allow up to
50% contamination from background cosmic interactions that have also deposited energy in
the event.
2. Track and shower matched to true proton and photon: The reconstructed shower contains
hits from the true photon and the reconstructed track contains hits from the true proton. This
is true so long as at least one hit overlaps for the true and reconstructed objects.
1W0? Training Definition Cuts
In a parallel fashion, these cuts are applied as part of the 1W0? selection for BDT training:
1. Shower purity fraction > 0.5: The hits that comprise the selected reconstructed shower
must account for at least 50% of total hits in the reconstructed object.
2. Shower matched to true photon: The reconstructed shower contains at least one hit from
the true photon.
Although these cuts do not guarantee that the selected training events are reconstructed perfectly,
it does remove events in which the reconstructed shower and track, where applicable, are highly
cosmic-contaminated. Fundamentally we want the BDTs to learn about the kinematics of the
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underlying NC Δ radiative events rather than about reconstruction failures, and we then use the
cosmic BDT to reject highly contaminated events as we will see in Sec. 6.4.1.
6.3.2 Testing and Training Samples
In order to ensure a strict separation between MC events that are used to test and train the
BDTs for both topological selections, we split all of the available MC into dedicated test and train
samples. Here training is used as input to the BDTs and testing is used to evaluate the performance
of this training on a statistically independent sample. For this reason we strictly enforce that the
two samples are mutually exclusive.
While strict conditions are in place to ensure that no event that has been used in training is
ever used in either testing or in any data-MC comparison plot, we do allow for overlap between
the training samples for different BDTs. Most notably, the SSV BDT uses the same sample of MC
events as the NC c0 BDT in addition to a sample of CC c0 events.
1W1? BDT Sample Training Percent Testing Percent
Train Test
NC Δ Signal 15213 84.5% 2977 15.5%
Cosmic Background 1638 46.4% 1890 53.6%
a4 Background 15297 80.6% 3673 19.4%
NC c0Background 18531 83.6% 3638 16.4%
SSV Background 13206 77.0% 3945 23.0%
BNB Other Background 2564 42.6% 3451 57.4%
Table 6.5: Number of events in the testing and training samples for each of the 1W1? BDTs. This
includes the topological, preselection, and training definition cuts.
1W0? BDT Sample Training Percent Testing Percent
Train Test
NC Δ Signal 13031 83.5% 2567 16.5%
Cosmic Background 4528 47.8% 4954 52.2%
NC c0Background 23405 80.7% 5593 19.3%
BNB Other Background 2607 43.3% 3417 56.7%
Table 6.6: Number of events in the testing and training samples for each of the 1W0? BDTs. This
includes the topological, preselection, and training definition cuts.
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The numbers of events used for training and testing BDTs for the 1W1? topology are summarized
in Tab. 6.5. Here we see the difference in the initial sample sizes, as is evident by the ample
statistics for NC c0, NC Δ radiative, and a4, which each had generous dedicated samples. By
contrast there are significantly fewer available training events in the “BNB Other” and cosmic
background training samples. To compensate, for the smaller samples a larger percentage was set
aside as the test sample, whereas for the larger samples the majority (> 80%) went into the training
sample. Further information on the validation studies to assess appropriate training parameters
for each BDT are described in the following section. A comparable procedure for splitting the
test/train samples is also used for the 1W0? selection as is shown in Tab. 6.6. Although the testing
samples significantly smaller than the training, they are designed to be large enough such that the
statistical error on the MC for the selected distributions will remain strongly subleading relative to
the systematic errors.
6.3.3 BDT Training Validations
Because the BDTs are critical to the selections, we must also carefully consider how to validate
the outputs. In particular, we want to be sure that we are maximizing the sensitivity, which includes
optimally positioning the bias and variance for each BDT. This section summarizes the studies
done to assure that each of the background rejection BDTs for both the 1W1? and 1W0? topological
selections is optimally trained, without over or under-training.
As with all statistical estimators, a BDT inherently contains error that can be classed as either
bias or variance. More specifically, bias refers to the erroneous simplifications in the model of the
estimator. We say that an estimator has high bias when this simplification means that it misses
relevant relations between training variables and the final model. This is commonly referred to as
underfitting or under-training, and is depicted in the middle panel of Fig. 6.12. Here we see that the
model is clearly missing the key relationship between the data points. By contrast, the variance is
the sensitivity to small fluctuations and deviations in the training set. This means that high variance
can cause the model to be too finely tuned to the random noise in the training data. This results in
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Figure 6.12: Cartoon example of overfitting and underfitting a given data set with a chosen
estimator [83]. Here we see that both high variance and high bias (left and center) fail to model
the relation between the points, and thus the goal is to minimize both bias and variance (right).
overfitting or over-training, as is shown in the left panel of Fig. 6.12. Here we see that this model
will not work when applied to a different data set because it is too finely tuned on the fluctuations
and is missing the more general relationship.
Thus, in defining the BDT training parameters we need to be conscious of where this falls in
terms of both bias and variance. This is often referred to as the “bias-variance trade off” [85] and
is further illustrated with the example model shown in Fig. 6.13. Here we see the error of the
estimator at correctly classifying events as a function of the model complexity. The blue curve
represents the variance error, the red the bias error, and the black gives the total error. For low
model complexity we see that bias is high, indicating that the model is underfitting the available
data. As the complexity increases we see the bias decreases and the variance increases. At high
complexity the model is over-fitting the data in the high variance regime. The ideal complexity is
therefore the point that minimizes both the bias and the variance, which subsequently corresponds
to the minimum in the total error.
Unlike in the example toy model, in a real estimator like a BDT we do not know with certainty
how much of the total error can be attributed to the bias or the variance specifically. Therefore we
must rely on the total error as a function of the model complexity to determine the optimum model
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Figure 6.13: Cartoon plot of the bias-variance trade off as a function of the model complexity [84]
complexity. In particular, we must assess this error on an independent testing sample because in
general the error of the training sample is a poor predictor of the performance of the model on new,
unseen data. Generally, the error on the train sample will decrease as a function of the complexity,
whereas for the test sample the error will decrease until the point at which the training can start
to adapt to the noise in the training sample. When this happens the training error continues to go
down but the testing error starts to increase [86].
So in essence, for the BDT training we are aiming for the optimum complexity that is neither
under-nor-over-trained, and this depends on its performance on an independent test sample. We
define this optimum point to be the complexity at which the performance starts to get worse on the
test sample while continuing to improve on the training sample because this indicates that the BDT
has learned the maximum amount of information that is generically applicable to a statistically
independent test sample. Allowing for additional complexity will instead over-tune the BDT to
specific qualities of the training sample. Another important note is that this assumes that the errors
are statistical rather than systematic.
We can see these regions of over and under-training in a toy BDT, shown in Fig. 6.14. Here
we are using the negative-log likelihood as a metric of the error, shown on the y-axis. The X-axis
is the number of trees in the BDT, with increasing number of trees corresponding to increased
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Figure 6.14: The central plot shows the negative log-likelihood, a metric of error, versus the
number of BDT trees, a metric of complexity, for a toy BDT example. The blue line gives the
error on the test sample, the red for the train sample, and the black star gives the minimum of the
test sample. The highlighted green and pink regions show what we would define as the regimes
of under and over-training respectively. Here we see that for the train sample, the error decreases
with increasing number of trees. By contrast, the error on the test sample decreases and then starts
to increase again, as indicated by the minimum point with the black star. Therefore the point given
by the black star would be the optimum training for this data set.
complexity. In looking at the trend of the distribution of error for the testing sample we see clear
regions of under, optimum, and then over-training. For all of the BDTs that we use in the single
photon selections the goal is to stop training in the optimum regime.
The resulting training parameters for the five 1W1? and three 1W0? background-rejection BDTs
are thus determined by looking for the minimum point based on metrics of error that include the
negative log-likelihood as well as the area under the ROC curve. The choice to rely on the global
minimum for these metrics to determine the training complexity is two-fold. Firstly, we want to
ensure for each BDT that we are not over- or under-training, and secondly we are able to enforce
a uniform training standard across BDTs while maximizing the separation power for each. Table
6.7 summarizes the final XGBoost training parameters chosen for each of the BDTs.
The primary BDT validations that were performed for the selections were studying the data-MC
agreement of the input training variables and resulting BDT response for each of the BDT’s
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BDT #Trees Wreduction Max Depth [learn Event Feature
1W1? Cosmic 1250 1.0 7 0.015 0.9 0.95
1W1? a4 900 0.1 7 0.02 0.9 0.95
1W1? NC c0 650 0.1 8 0.02 0.9 0.95
1W1? SSV 450 5.0 7 0.01 0.9 1.0
1W1? BNB Other 350 1.0 7 0.02 0.9 0.95
1W0? Cosmic 1500 2.0 6 0.01 0.9 0.95
1W0? BNB 1000 1 6 0.01 0.9 0.95
1W0? NC c0 1000 0.75 7 0.01 0.88 0.95
Table 6.7: The XGBoost BDT training parameters for each of the five 1W and three 1W0? selection
BDTs. The parameters include from left to right: the number of trees, the WA43D2C8>= factor, the tree
depth, the [;40A= factor, the event sub-sample ratio, and the feature sub-sample ratio [82]. We see
that the number of trees and the WA43D2C8>= factor, the minimum loss reduction required to make a
further partition on a leaf node of the tree, are the most tuned to the size of the background training
samples. The training statistics are shown for the 1W1? selection in Tab. 6.5
described in Sec. 6.4 and 6.5. All of these distributions in this chapter are shown with the independent
test samples as described in Sec. 6.3.2. In the remainder of this section we outline some additional
tests performed to demonstrate the consistency in the BDT performance by comparing results
across different trainings. Both examples use the 1W1? NC c0 BDT, which has ∼18,500 training
and ∼ 3500 testing events in the samples.
In the first example, we check for over-training by testing the BDT response on different,
independent train samples. This is achieved by randomly splitting the available training sample
in half, as is shown in Fig. 6.15. Here we see that for statistically independent samples of a
comparable size, the same BDT configuration results in nearly identical performance for both the
testing and the training samples. This serves as confirmation that the BDT is not over-trained
because it is not overly sensitive to fluctuations in the training samples.
Another way that we can check for the stability of the BDT performance is to consider the
impact of the same training on different test samples. For the same BDT training, independent test
samples should show a comparable behavior within statistical fluctuations. If there were deviations
outside of these expected fluctuations it could indicate that a certain test sample looks more like
the training samples and therefore that the BDT training is too sensitive to the particulars of the
given train sample. An example of this is shown in Fig. 6.16, where the test sample was split into
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Figure 6.15: Here we show a test performed to demonstrate the stability of the BDT performance
on statistically independent test and train samples. This shows the number of trees vs. the negative
log-likelihood as we first saw in Fig. 6.14. However, in this case the performance is for an actual
BDT used in the single photon selection; the 1W1? NC c0rejection BDT. In order to achieve two
independent test and train samples each we split the full test and train samples in half based on
the entry number of events in the files. This creates four independent, non-overlapping samples;
odd train, even train, odd test, and even test. Effectively we split one BDT into two statistically
independent BDTs. Each one was trained on one of the new training files and then the results were
applied to the corresponding new test sample, i.e. the BDT performance on the odd train sample is
benchmarked against the odd test sample. This plot overlays the resulting error for all four samples
to show that the two independent train samples will have a comparable error for a BDT comparable
complexity, and the same for the test samples.
four independent sub-samples and the corresponding BDT responses are shown. We see that for
each sub-sample of the test sample, any associated error in the BDT performance is subleading
when compared the statistical uncertainties on the generated MC indicated by the error bars. We
also see that the test sub-samples agree with the full test sample within uncertainties.
It is important to note that the test and train samples do not agree, as we see in comparing
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Figure 6.16: The responses for sub-samples of the background test sample for the 1W1? NC c0
rejection BDT. Here the X-axis gives the distribution of the BDT scores and the y-axis gives the
area normalized number of events. The black solid line gives the train sample, the black dashed
line gives the full test sample, and the colored data points show the test sample split into four
independent samples with corresponding statistical uncertainty on the number of generated MC
events.
the solid and dashed black lines in Fig. 6.16. This follows from the fact that the error on the
train sample is lower than the error on the test sample as we have seen in Fig. 6.14 and 6.15.
This difference in performance is why it is important to enforce strict separation between the
training samples used in the BDTs and the testing samples that are used to evaluate the analysis
and sensitivity. However, different test samples do agree with each other within errors.
In total, these validation studies of the stability of the test and train samples based on the
optimum complexity give us confidence in the resulting BDT responses discussed in the following
sections.
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6.4 Boosted Decision Trees for the 1W1? Topology
This section describes the training configuration for each of the 1W1? background rejection
BDTs, including the training variables, training definitions, and resulting BDT responses for each.
Finally we see the optimized BDT cut values for the 1W1? topology resulting in the final selection
shown in Sec. 6.6.
There are five background-rejection BDTs for the 1W1? topology: cosmic, a4, NC c0, Second
Shower Veto (SSV), and “BNB Other.” Although all BDTs are trained separately, the cut values
are optimized simultaneously. However, in the following subsections it is illustrative to look at the
effect of each individual BDT on the selection in order to better understand the impact of each.
This is done in Sec. 6.4.1 through 6.4.5. While these sections contain information on only some of
the top BDT training variables that are used, a comprehensive list is given in Appendix C.
6.4.1 Cosmic BDT
Because MicroBooNE is a surface detector, the cosmic rays are a significant background to
any neutrino analysis. For the 1W1? selection, even after the strong cosmic rejection that we saw
with the preselection cuts (Sec. 6.2), the cosmics still comprise nearly 40% of all backgrounds.
Although some component of this background will contain true c0 interactions in addition to those
that are beam-induced, the primary cosmic backgrounds at the preselection stage are reconstructed
` tracks and an associated reconstructed shower. However, despite the high rate of cosmic backgrounds,
they are in many cases straightforward to distinguish from the signal given that they tend to align
vertically within the detector. Moreover there are lots of geometric and calorimetric variables
with which we can distinguish them. Thus the goal of the cosmic BDT is to efficiently remove
the cosmic backgrounds so that the other BDTs can target the beam-related backgrounds more
precisely. The 1W1? cosmic BDT trains on exclusively cosmic data events as a background, as
defined in Sec. 4.4, and the 1W1? training signal as defined in Sec. 6.3.1.
Examples of two of the top training variables for the cosmic BDT at the preselection stage
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Figure 6.17: Two of the top training variables for the 1W1? cosmic BDT, ranked in terms of the
total gain. On top we have the ratio of the shower impact parameter to the shower conversion
distance, and on bottom we show the reconstructed track 3/3G. Both are distributions from the
1W1? selection at the preselection cut stage.
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are shown in Fig. 6.17. Figure 6.17a shows the ratio of the shower impact parameter to the
shower conversion distance, both of which are described in Sec. 5.2. Here zero indicates that
the impact parameter is much less than the conversion distance and therefore points back well to
the vertex, whereas a ratio of one indicates that the impact parameter is of the same magnitude as
the conversion distance and therefore the shower does not point back well to the interaction. By
taking the ratio of the two rather than relying only on the impact parameter we effectively allow
for showers that are further away to have a larger potential impact parameter because of the error
in the direction. Here we see that the background events at the preselection stage tend to pile up at
a ratio of 1 whereas the CC and NC c0 backgrounds with true photons peak lower.
Figure 6.17b shows the track truncated mean 3/3G. Given that cosmogenic backgrounds
usually contain ` tracks and the signal must have a ? track, this is useful training variable for
identifying clear cosmic backgrounds. Here we see that most of the selected tracks at the preselection
stage peak at the MIP value of 2 MeV/cm, consistent with a ` hypothesis. Note that the 3/3G
values on the x-axis start at 2 MeV/cm because of the preselection cut that removes all events
below this value.
The top ten training variables for the cosmic BDT ranked by gain are:
1. Reconstructed track truncated mean 3/3G
2. Ratio of the shower impact parameter to the shower conversion distance
3. Reconstructed Δ momentum in the Z direction: The reconstructed momentum of the Δ
using the reconstructed track and shower energies and directions. We use the Z direction
specifically because we expect true beam-induced Δ’s to have a positive momentum in Z,
the beam-direction.
4. Pandora neutrino score: For each event in which there is a selected neutrino-candidate
interaction, the Pandora reconstruction also gives an associated score that indicates how
likely it is to be a neutrino or cosmic interaction [75].
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5. Pandora track score: For each reconstructed track, Pandora also provides a score indicating
how likely it is to be from a true track-producing particle [75].
6. Reconstructed shower energy
7. Ratio of the truncated mean track 3/3G at the start and end of the track: Here we take
the ratio of the 3 between the first 4 cm and last 4 cm of the track. For a long track like a
muon it is more likely for the reconstructed track to miss the end and produce a ratio is close
to 1, but for a stopping particle like a proton the ratio is greater than 1 because of the Bragg
peak.
8. Angle of track with respect to the vertical: Cosmic tracks typically enter from the top of
the detector and so the angle with respect to the vertical is often small.
9. Pandora shower score: Similarly, for each reconstructed shower Pandora provides a score
indicating how likely it is to be from a true shower-producing particle.
10. Ratio of the track calorimetric and range-based KE: As is discussed in Sec. 5.3, there are
two means by which we can evaluate the track KE: calorimetric and range-based assuming
a proton hypothesis. The ratio of the two can be a good indicator of a muon track because
the range-based energy will be high, assuming a track that is longer than the characteristic
length of a proton track, whereas the calorimetric energy will be low because it is a MIP. For
a true proton these two calculated energies should be in better agreement.
Note that the definitions for track and shower variables are given in Chap. 5. Here we see that some
of the most useful variables for cosmic rejection deal with the direction of the interaction, the track
calorimetry, and the Pandora-based metrics for how well the event is reconstructed. For all of the
training variables and their relative importance to the BDTs, see App. C. As we will see for the
subsequent 1W1? BDTs in this section, for several there are overlapping training variables. This
is because one particular variable can be useful for separating different categories of backgrounds
from the signal. However, the relative importance of each variable will change for each BDT.
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Thus, in tailoring a set of BDTs, we have taken into consideration the combination of background
definitions, training variables, and training complexity to maximize the overall signal-background
separation.
The resulting cosmic BDT response is shown in Fig. 6.18. The score is in the range of
(0,1), with low score meaning more background-like, in this case cosmic, and high score meaning
more signal-like. Here we see that the distribution is peaked at either extreme, with most of the
signal accumulating at 1 and most the cosmic backgrounds peaked at 0 but spanning most of the
distribution. We also see that the other beam-induced backgrounds, like NC c0 and “BNB Other,”
are roughly flat across the distribution. Some amount of these neutrino backgrounds to also include
cosmic contamination and therefore there will be some that score more like cosmic backgrounds
and some that will score more signal-like.
We also note for the cosmic BDT response in Fig. 6.18 that there is a subleading peak in the
signal sample in the left-most bin at low score. Here it is important to note that we are plotting
all events with a simulated NC Δ radiative single photon, not those that exclusively meet the
signal definition. Therefore these plotted NC Δ events are not representative of the training sample
because they include cases where the selected 1W1? shower and track candidates are not well
reconstructed and are potentially contaminated by the cosmic backgrounds.
It is also informative to consider the distribution of the events that pass the optimized cosmic
BDT rejection cut. Details on how these cut values are chosen will follow in Sec. 6.6.1. The
distribution of the reconstructed Δ invariant mass for events that pass the cosmic BDT cut after
applied to the preselection stage events is shown in Fig. 6.19. Here we see that the cut is highly
efficient at removing the cosmic backgrounds relative to the preselection stage, rejecting >97%
of cosmic and additionally >99% of dirt backgrounds. The efficiency of the cosmic BDT at
rejecting dirt also motivates not having a dedicated dirt-rejection BDT. What remains are a mixture
of beam-induced backgrounds, of which NC c0 is the leading component. It follows that the same
approach to targeting cosmic-induced ` tracks also works to reject CC neutrino interactions with
` tracks because of the emphasis on the track calorimetry. This can be seen in the fact that after
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the cosmic BDT cut there is proportionally more NC background than CC backgrounds. However,
we do see that nearly 70% of all CC intrinsic a4 interactions remain after the cosmic cut, given
that they can contain a proton track as well. In the next section we will address the rejection of
this small but important background. The overall distribution is peaked lower than the value of
<Δ=1.232 GeV, which is a result of the fact that these selected events are not required to align with
the kinematics of a Δ decay so long as they do not look like cosmic backgrounds. Overall data-MC
agreement is good and within data statistical uncertainty.
We can look the truth-level breakdown for the full selection of NC Δ radiative events at this
stage in more detail, shown as a function of the cosmic BDT score and the reconstructed Δ invariant
mass in Fig. 6.20. These are all of the simulated NC Δ radiative events that pass the preselection
cuts for the 1W1? topology. They are subdivided into five main categories: events that meet the
truth-level signal definition; events that have a proton or photon below the true energy threshold;
events with multiple protons above the true energy threshold; badly reconstructed events where
either the reconstructed track or shower does not match to the true proton or photon; and events
that have a significant cosmic contamination. Here, we see that over 93% of events that meet the
signal definition are in the right-most bin of the cosmic BDT response, whereas nearly all the NC
Δ events that are cosmic-contaminated are in the right-most two bins. Moreover we see that these
cosmic-contaminated events skew to the lower range of the reconstructed Δ invariant mass.
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Figure 6.18: Cosmic BDT response distribution for the 1W1? selection. The cut position, as
optimized simultaneously with the other BDTs, is placed at 0.953
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Figure 6.19: Reconstructed Δ invariant mass for the 1W1? selection with only the optimized cosmic
BDT cut of >0.953 applied.
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Figure 6.20: Truth-level breakdown of all selected NC Δ radiative events at the 1W1? preselection
stage as a function of the cosmic BDT response (top) and the reconstructed Δ invariant mass
(bottom). Here we see that 70% of all selected NC Δ radiative events meet the signal definition
(red), while ∼13% have a proton or photon below the true energy threshold of 20 MeV
(orange), ∼7% have more than one proton above this threshold (green), and another ∼8%
are cosmic-contaminated (purple) or otherwise poorly reconstructed (yellow). Here cosmic
contamination is defined as an event in which either the track or shower contains more than 50%
of its hits coming from overlays. Bad reconstruction is an event where the track or shower is not
matched to the true Δ decay proton or photon respectively. The shaded error bands represent the
total MC stats error.
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6.4.2 a4 BDT
Although intrinsic a4 backgrounds don’t comprise a large percentage of the total backgrounds
at the preselection cut stage, the 141? events are topologically similar to 1W1? since both contain a
single shower and a proton track. Hence it is important to build confidence that we can effectively
reject these a4 backgrounds in order to exclusively test the photon-like MiniBooNE interpretation.
Moreover, having a dedicated BDT focused on 4/W separation allows the other BDTs to focus on
rejecting principally photon-related backgrounds.
The a4 rejection BDT trains specifically on the intrinsic CC a4 simulated events. In order
to remove events that are heavily cosmic-contaminated from the training for the a4 background
training sample we apply the following additional training requirements:
• MC track and shower purity fraction > 0.5: The hits that comprise the simulated track
and shower must account for at least 50% of total hits in those reconstructed objects.
All of the training variables for the a4 BDT are given in App. C, and additionally we highlight
a few key training variables in Fig. 6.21. On the top we have the reconstructed shower 3/3G, as
is described in Sec. 5.2.3, for all events that pass the preselection cuts. Here we see a peak at 0
that is unphysical and instead is indicative of cases where the Kalman track fitter method failed.
This can happen when the start of the shower is not straight enough to fit to a straight line. This
failure mode is not unique to this method of 3/3G calculation as all methods are predicated on the
assumption that the start of a shower will be straight. However, this is still a useful BDT variable
for discriminating between photons and electrons in the cases where the calculation was successful
and it returns a 3/3G value greater than 0. In this case we see a primary peak at 2 MeV/cm and a
secondary peak at 4 MeV/cm for true electron and true photon showers respectively. The majority
of the CC a4 events fall into the bins around 2 MeV/cm, making this a variable that ranks highly
for discriminating a4 backgrounds.
On the bottom in Fig 6.21b we see the reconstructed shower conversion distance, which is also
a key training variable for a4 rejection. Note that the x-axis is the logarithm of the conversion
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distance. We again see two peaks on the distribution for electron-like and photon-like showers,
with most of the CC a4 events with a conversion distance of <1 cm. A true electron shower should
be connected to the vertex. By contrast, the NC and CC c0 distributions peak at larger conversion
distance.
Including the two discussed so far, the top ten training variables for the a4 rejection BDT ranked
by total gain are:
1. Reconstructed shower conversion distance
2. Reconstructed Δ invariant mass
3. Minimum distance from the shower to the track start or end: This is another metric
for the conversion distance that uses the position of the track rather than the vertex. This is
additionally useful in cases where the reconstructed track direction is defined as backwards
relative to the true track direction as it also considers the track end point.
4. Reconstructed Shower 3/3G
5. Minimum distance between any point in the track and any hit in the shower: This gives
the distance between the point of closest approach between the track and the shower.
6. Distance from the track start to the vertex: The track start and the vertex should be
very close to each other, and so if they are not this can be an indication that the interaction
vertex was misreconstructed. Because the vertex position is used to calculate the conversion
distance, this can also identify cases where there is an artificial conversion distance for a true
electron shower where the vertex position is misreconstructed.
7. Reconstructed shower energy
8. Ratio of the shower impact parameter to the shower conversion distance
9. Reconstructed track truncated mean 3/3G
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10. Pandora track score
Here we see that, although there is some overlap with the training variables for the cosmic BDT as
we saw in the previous section, the strength of the a4 BDT comes from focusing on 4/W separation
of the shower specifically.
The resulting a4 BDT response is shown in Fig. 6.22. Here we see that the majority of CC
a4 backgrounds are in the left-most bin, indicating a strong separation from the signal. The
distribution of the reconstructed Δ invariant mass for the 1W1? selection with only the optimized
a4 rejection cut applied is shown in Fig. 6.23. In isolation this cut shows a rejection of >90% of all
CC a4 backgrounds relative to the preselection cuts stage. Again we see that the mass peaks lower
than the expected value of <Δ , but the selected events are still largely a combination of beam and
cosmic backgrounds.
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Figure 6.21: Some of the top training variables for the a4 BDT training in terms of the total gain,
shown at the preselection cuts stage.
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Figure 6.22: Intrinsic a4 BDT response distribution for the 1W1? selection. The cut position, as
optimized simultaneously with other BDTs, is later placed at 0.747. Strong data-MC agreement is
found not only at the region we cut on, but also at high BDT response.
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Figure 6.23: 1W1? selection after preselection cuts and only a a4 BDT cut of 0.747 applied. Here
we see that >90% of all a4 events are removed with this cut, and we additionally see a significant
reduction in the “BNB Other” backgrounds.
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6.4.3 NC c0 BDT
NC c0 events are the most challenging background to remove given that they closely mimic the
signal 1W1? from NC Δ events if only one of the photon showers is reconstructed. As such there
are two BDTs targeting this background: NC c0, described in this section, and SSV, described in
the following. The NC c0 BDT specifically focuses on focuses on distinguishing the background
events using kinematic and calorimetric information about the reconstructed track and shower from
the candidate neutrino interaction. By contrast, the SSV BDT targets potential second shower
candidates that weren’t reconstructed properly by looking at information that is not included in the
reconstructed neutrino interaction. In this sense the two BDTs address the NC c0 backgrounds in
complementary ways.
In order to ensure that the BDT focuses on the true underlying behaviour of NC c0, the
following training requirements are applied to the general NC c0 background training samples:
• Not a true Δ single photon radiative event
• NC event with exactly one true c0 exiting the nucleus
• MC track and shower purity fraction of > 0.1: The hits in the reconstructed track and
shower that originate from MC must account for at least 10% of total hits (with the remainder
being overlay).
• The track is matched to a true proton: This could be any simulated proton, regardless of
whether it is the primary.
• The shower is matched to a true photon: This could be either of the simulated photons,
regardless of whether it is the leading or subleading.
These requirements are principally to ensure that the training sample is true NC events with only
one c0 in the final state, in addition to the reconstruction quality requirements.
One of the key training variables for the NC c0 rejection BDT is shown in Fig. 6.24. Here
in Fig. 6.24a we see a data-MC comparison for the reconstructed shower energy of the selected
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shower at the preselection stage. Given that the signal is not apparent in the data-MC comparison,
it is informative to additionally consider the distributions of the NC Δ radiative signal and NC c0
backgrounds as we see below in Fig. 6.24b. These are area-normalized to show a shape comparison
of the energies. Here we see that the overall energy scale is similar because the majority of c0
photons come from the Δ decay as well. However, in the case of the c0 decay there are two
resulting photons for the same available energy and thus we see that the Δ radiative single photons
have higher energy on average. The similarity of the energy scale also highlights why the NC c0
backgrounds are challenging to reject.
Another key training variable can be seen in Fig. 6.25. Here again we see a data-MC comparison
and an area-normalized MC comparison, this time for the photon transverse momentum, %)W.
This is the momentum of the reconstructed shower in the plane transverse to the beam direction
(Y-X). As the true single photon showers from Δ radiative decay have lower transverse momentum
compared to their Z momentum, for true signal events the photon %) W relative to the proton %) ?
tend to have a comparable spread. However, for true NC c0 decays where one of the photon
showers missing, this relationship does not hold as well and the distribution will be skewed to lower
transverse momentum. We see this in the area-normalized shape comparison in Fig. 6.25b where
the NC Δ radiative signal peaks at higher transverse momentum relative to the NC c0 backgrounds.
For both of the training variables in Fig. 6.24a and 6.25a we see good data-MC agreement.
The top ten training variables for the NC c0 rejection BDT ranked by total gain are:
1. Reconstructed Δ invariant mass
2. Ratio of the shower impact parameter to the shower conversion distance
3. Reconstructed shower energy
4. Photon transverse momentum
5. Distance from shower end to active TPC boundary: Although the shower end is not a
precise quantity, we approximate it by projecting a point from the shower start using the
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reconstructed length and direction. Some of the NC c0 backgrounds occur because one of
the photon showers exits the active TPC volume and as such the preselection cuts include
a fiducial cut on the shower start point of the selected shower. This variable provides an
additional metric for which showers are close to the fiducial boundary, even if the start point
is contained.
6. Pandora track score
7. Ratio of the track calorimetric and range-based KE
8. Distance from the track start to the vertex
9. Ratio of the shower energy to the number of hits: This gives the average energy per hit for
a shower. As a complement to the shower energy, this can identify cases where the shower
is anomalously dense and is likely misreconstructed.
10. Reconstructed angle between the shower and the track: This gives the opening angle
between the reconstructed track and shower. Similar to the case for the photon transverse
momentum, the distribution of this opening angle for true Δ radiative decay to a single
photon is narrower as compared to that for a proton and only one photon from an NC c0
decay.
As with the previous BDTs, all of the training variables for are given in App. C. Here we see that
whereas the a4 rejection BDT was focused on 4/W separation, or the cosmic BDT that leverages
the track calorimetry to target backgrounds, the NC c0 rejection BDT utilizes the kinematics of
the Δ decay. This is necessary because both signal and background contain a true photon shower
and true proton track, and therefore there are often subtle differences in the signal and background
distributions.
The resulting NC c0 BDT response is shown in Fig. 6.26. Here we see that, unlike for the
BDT distributions shown in previous sections, the NC Δ radiative signal is relatively flat rather
than being strongly peaked. Similarly the NC c0 backgrounds accumulate more at low BDT score
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but are generally more evenly distributed across the range of scores than other backgrounds have
been. This shows a strong overlap in terms of the kinematics and the calorimetry of the signal and
background.
We can further understand the impact of this BDT by looking at the 1W1? selection with the
only the optimized NC c0 BDT, shown in Fig. 6.27. Here we see a mixture of beam and cosmic
backgrounds that peak close to the expected value of the Δ invariant mass. Because the goal of
the NC c0 rejection BDT is to target NC c0 backgrounds using the kinematics of the shower and
the track, the events that score highly and are selected are those that reconstruct well to these
kinematics. Although this BDT is relatively less efficient at rejecting NC c0 backgrounds as
compared to the previous BDTs were at their respective backgrounds, we can further target these
backgrounds with the SSV BDT.
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(a) Data-MC Comparison of the Reconstructed Shower Energy
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MicroBooNE Simulaton In-Progress - Training Variable
1pγ1
(b) MC Comparison of the Reconstructed Shower Energy for the
NC Δ Radiative Signal and NC c0 Background
Figure 6.24: The reconstructed shower energy, shown at the preselection cut stage. The top gives
a data-MC comparison and the bottom shows an area-normalized comparison of the simulated NC
Δ radiative signal (red) and NC c0 backgrounds (black).
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(a) Data-MC Comparison of the Photon Transverse Momentum
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MicroBooNE Simulaton In-Progress - Training Variable
1pγ1
(b) MC Comparison of the Photon Transverse Momentum for the
NC Δ Radiative Signal and NC c0 Background
Figure 6.25: The photon transverse momentum, shown at the preselection cut stage. The top gives
a data-MC comparison and the bottom shows an area-normalized comparison of the simulated NC
Δ radiative signal (red) and NC c0 backgrounds (black).
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Figure 6.26: NC c0 BDT response distribution for the 1W1? selection. The optimized cut as
implemented for the final selection rejects all events below a response of 0.467. Data and MC are
in good general agreement across the spread of scores.
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Figure 6.27: The reconstructed Δ invariant mass for the 1W1? selection with preselection cuts and
only an NC c0 BDT cut of 0.467 applied. This cut alone removes 78% of NC c0 backgrounds
from the preselection cut stage.
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(a) Event display for a candidate 1W1? event from the Run 1 open unbiased data: Run 5607, Subrun 9,
Event 488. This is one of the highest scoring candidate events for the NC c0 BDT which means that it looks
strongly like an NC Δ radiative single photon event according to the selected reconstructed track and shower.
Here the event has a primary shower with a reconstructed energy of 0.24 GeV, track length of 14.5 cm, and
invariant mass of 1.17 GeV. This aligns well with the expected kinematics and calorimetry of a photon and
proton from a Δ decay. However, by eye we can see that it appears that the secondary shower from a NC c0
was included in the primary shower on plane 1, but the corresponding hits were unassociated to the shower
on planes 0 and 2. This is more likely to be a candidate NC c0 event where the second photon shower was
missed at the reconstruction stage. In order to reject this event, the hits from this shower on planes 0 and 2
were reclustered via DBSCAN and input to the SSV BDT. The resulting SSV BDT score for the same event
is low, 0.14, and therefore this event is rejected from the final selection.
(b) Event display for a candidate 1W1? event from the Run 1 open unbiased data: Run 5399, Subrun 73,
Event 3699. This is another high scoring data event according to the NC c0 rejection BDT. There is a
primary shower with reconstructed energy of 0.21 GeV, a proton candidate track length of 53.0 cm, and the
reconstructed invariant mass of the pair is 1.17 GeV. Similar to above, the hits from the NC c0 secondary
shower were included in the primary shower on plane 0. However, the corresponding second shower hits
were unassociated to the shower on planes 1 and 2. These were again reclustered via DBSCAN leading to
an SSV BDT score of 0.35, and subsequent easy removal.
Figure 6.28: Event displays for the two highest scoring Run 1 data events for the 1W1? NC c0
BDT using the open unbiased sample.
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6.4.4 SSV BDT
The goal of the second shower veto (SSV) BDT is to reject NC c0 events based on potential
second shower candidates by looking primarily at hits that were not reconstructed included in
either the 3D reconstructed track or shower associated to the selected neutrino interaction. This
is done by reclustering hits into candidate shower clusters on each plane. We also consider 3D
reconstructed showers that are not associated to the neutrino interaction although as we will see
this is generally a less powerful tool. Both of these methods are described in Sec. 5.4. Like the
NC c0 BDT, the SSV BDT trains on events from the dedicated NC c0 sample that have only one
reconstructed shower and thus topologically look like signal NC Δ radiative events. For the SSV
as it is training on a significant amount of 2D hits coming from the overlay cosmic data of the MC
events, all duplicated overlay MC events are removed from the training sample.
We can consider two of the highest scoring events according to the NC c0 BDT in order to
better understand how the SSV complements the NC c0 BDT to further reduce the backgrounds.
The most signal-like data events in the open unbiased Run 1 data sample are shown in in Fig. 6.28,
and what we see is that by eye they are readily identifiable as NC c0 candidates rather than true
single photon candidates. This is because the input BDT parameters make them both excellent
signal candidates, but that relies only on the reconstructed information and the second shower
candidate is not correctly reconstructed. However, the hits from the second shower candidate
make them the ideal target for the SSV BDT that reclusters hits that are not associated to the
reconstructed objects. Both are successfully removed via the SSV BDT.
As the second shower veto is focused solely on identifying the second shower, we are not
interested in whether the selected track is a good proton candidate. Therefore, in order to boost
training statistics the BDT is trained on the combined NC and CC c0 samples. The additional
training requirements applied to the these samples to obtain the SSV background training sample
are:
• Not a true Δ radiative event.
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• NC or CC event with exactly one true c0 exiting the nucleus.
• Both photons from the true c0 underwent pair-conversion inside the active TPC volume.
• At least one candidate SSV cluster contains hits matched to a true c0 photon.
With these requirements we select a c0 training sample in which there is some overlap between the
candidate second-shower clusters and one of the true photons.
The SSV training variables can be broken down into three main categories: those that pertain
to the number of hits that are associated to a neutrino candidate interaction but not included in
a 3D reconstructed object, those that pertain to the 2D clusters of these hits that are formed by
the DBSCAN reclustering, and those that pertain to the 3D reconstructed showers that are not
associated to the neutrino interaction. More details on each can be found in Sec. 5.4. For the latter
two categories, there can be zero, one, or more than one second shower candidate per event. In the
case where there is more than one candidate per event we can choose a candidate to train on using
different criteria. These criteria include the candidate that is closest, or the candidate that yields
the best reconstructed c0 invariant mass in combination with the primary track and shower. This
means that for a given event, there may be multiple different clusters that are input to the BDT
as second shower candidates if they meet different criteria for looking like good second photon
shower candidates.
The top ten SSV training variables ranked by total gain are:
1. Number of hits that are associated to the candidate neutrino interaction vertex but not
associated to the reconstructed track or shower, within 10 cm of the vertex: The 2D
second shower candidates are made from clusters of hits that are not included in either of the
3D reconstructed objects. A noisy event in which there are many hits that are not included
in these reconstructed objects may be indicative of misreconstruction.
2. Conversion distance of the closest 2D hit cluster candidate: For an event with more than
one 2D candidate cluster, whether on the same plane or different planes, we take the closest
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2D candidate cluster to the interaction vertex and calculate an approximate conversion distance
based on the vertex position and the closest point in the cluster.
3. Best reconstructed c0 invariant mass of any 2D hit cluster candidate: Again we consider
all of the candidate 2D clusters on all planes, but this time we take the one which gives an
approximate c0 invariant mass that is closest to the expected value of 135 MeV.
4. Impact parameter of the closest 2D hit cluster candidate: Similar to the conversion
distance, we take closest 2D candidate cluster to the interaction vertex on any plane. A
principal component analysis gives a 2D cluster direction and from there we can calculate
the impact parameter of the cluster. The impact parameter indicates how well the direction
points back to the vertex.
5. Reconstructed shower energy of the closest 2D hit cluster candidate
6. Reconstructed c0 invariant mass of the closest 2D hit cluster candidate: Instead of
considering the best c0 invariant mass candidate, we can also consider the invariant mass
of the closest candidate.
7. Angle of the closest 3D reconstructed second shower candidate with respect to the
primary shower: While most of the training variables focus on the 2D hit clusters, we also
consider 3D reconstructed showers that are not associated to the neutrino interaction. Here
we take the angle between the primary shower and the closest candidate 3D reconstructed
shower.
8. Fraction of all hits associated to the candidate neutrino interaction vertex but not
associated to either the reconstructed track or shower: Another metric of how noisy
the reconstructed interaction is is to consider what fraction of all of the hits are included in
the 3D reconstructed objects, rather than restricting to a particular region of interest around
the vertex. Interactions with a high fraction of unassociated hits have a higher chance of
containing a true second photon shower that was not reconstructed in 3D.
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9. Reconstructed conversion distance of the 2D hit cluster candidate with the best reconstructed
c0 invariant mass
10. Angle of the closest 2D hit cluster candidate with respect to the primary shower
Here we see that the 2D candidate hit clusters are the primary means by which the SSV rejects
events with a potential second photon shower, in addition to lower level information about the
unassociated hits. The SSV BDT also contains variables that do not overlap with any of the other
BDTs.
Two of these training variables are shown in Fig. 6.29. Fig. 6.29a shows the second shower
closest 2D candidate conversion distance. Here we see that both c0 backgrounds and other beam
and cosmic backgrounds have clusters that peak at low conversion distance, however the dominant
contribution for the higher conversion distance is non-c0 backgrounds. This is because clusters
further away have a higher probability of being noise caused by other interactions. We expect the
signal to also have a relatively flat distribution given that there is no true second photon shower for
the NC Δ radiative events. The data-MC agreement for this variable is poor within uncertainties
but this is shown without the detector systematics, which reduce the discrepancy.
Another top training variable can be seen in Fig. 6.29b, which shows the cosine of the angle of
the 3D second shower with respect to the primary shower. Here we see that most of the true CC
and NC c0 backgrounds are peaked at ±1, indicating that they have a small opening angle with
respect to the primary shower. Most of the other backgrounds are relatively evenly distributed, as
we would also expect for the signal because there is no true second photon shower. If the candidate
shower is colinear with the primary that can indicate that the candidate is more likely a fragment
of the primary shower than a second photon. Here we see good data-MC agreement.
The resulting SSV BDT response is shown in Fig. 6.30. Here we see that the signal is peaked at
1 with a long tail, whereas the backgrounds are relatively flatly distributed. For clean signal events
there are few candidate second shower clusters and a high BDT score, whereas misreconstructed
or noisy signal events score slightly lower. In the case of the SSV BDT, the optimized BDT
parameters favoured a slightly deeper set of trees than the other BDTs, primarily to probe the
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correlations between the many 2D and 3D second shower candidates. The selection with only
the SSV BDT cut applied is shown in Fig. 6.31. Here we note that unlike the majority of other
BDTs, the makeup of the events surviving are uniformly spread across most data-samples, with
the exception of the c0s (NC and CC) fraction being reduced.
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Figure 6.29: Two of the top training variables for the SSV BDT in terms of the total gain, shown
at the preselection cut stage.
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Figure 6.30: Second Shower Veto (SSV) BDT response distribution for the 1W1? selection. We
will later cut at 0.709.
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Figure 6.31: 1W1? Selection with preselection cuts and only a SSV BDT of 0.709 cut applied.
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6.4.5 BNB Other BDT
The BNB Other BDT trains on a subset of the full simulated BNB MC to target all of the other
neutrino backgrounds that are not included in one of the other targeted BDTs. The goal of the BNB
Other BDT is to isolate and subsequently reject all non-NC c0 and non-a4 backgrounds, that aren’t
dominated by cosmic contamination. Thus the focus is largely on separating CC and NC events,
principally CC c0’s.
The following training requirements are applied to the BNB overlay input sample in order to
obtain a background training sample:
• Not a true Δ radiative event: This excludes both CC and NC Δ radiative events from the
background definition.
• Not an NC event with exactly one true c0 exiting the nucleus: This excludes NC c0 events
which have their own dedicated BDT.
• Must be from a a` interaction: This excludes a4 events which have their own dedicated
BDT.
• Track overlay fraction < 0.5: The hits in the reconstructed track coming from overlay
rather than MC must be less 50%.
• Shower overlay fraction < 0.5. The hits in the reconstructed shower coming from overlay
rather than MC must be less 50%.
In this way we isolate events that are not true NC c0 and not a4 events, and also are not heavily
cosmic-contaminated.
The top ten training variables ranked by total gain are:
1. Ratio of the shower impact parameter to the shower conversion distance
2. Pandora shower score
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3. Reconstructed track truncated mean 3/3G
4. Minimum distance from the shower to the track start or end
5. Reconstructed Δ invariant mass
6. Pandora track score
7. Reconstructed shower conversion distance
8. Ratio of the truncated mean track 3/3G at the start and end of the track
9. Reconstructed Δ momentum Z
10. Reconstructed shower energy
Here we see that the BNB Other BDT uses a combination of variables pertaining to the track and
shower reconstruction in order to isolate CC backgrounds and backgrounds without a true photon.
Two of these variables are shown in Fig. 6.32. On the top in Fig. 6.32a we see the log of the
maximum distance between any 3D space point in a track and a line fit to all of the space points
in that track. This is a metric of how straight and clean the track is, and true protons will have
a broader distribution as compared to muons that are generally straight. This can be seen with
the NC c0 events that have true protons and are less sharply peaked than the other backgrounds.
On the bottom in Fig. 6.32b we see the Pandora shower score. This is a score assigned to all
reconstructed showers, with 0 corresponding to very shower-like and 0.5 to less shower-like/more
track-like. Here we see that the signal events with a true photon tend towards low score whereas
the backgrounds span the full range of scores.
The corresponding BNB Other BDT response is shown in Fig. 6.33, where we see a strong
separation between the signal and the “BNB Other” backgrounds. We can see how efficient the
BNB Other BDT cut is by looking at it in isolation, as is shown in in Fig. 6.34. By cutting
aggressively we see that the remaining backgrounds that pass the cut are overwhelmingly NC
c0 events, and there is a strong reduction of both CC c0 and “BNB Other” backgrounds. In
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conjunction with the BDTs targeting NC c0 rejection, we have a means to extract out a small
signal from these overwhelming backgrounds.
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Figure 6.32: Some of the top training variables for the BNB Other BDT training in terms of the
total gain, shown at the preselection cut stage.
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Figure 6.33: BNB Other BDT response distribution for the 1W1? selection. The cut position chosen
in this analysis is at 0.985.
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(a) Data-MC comparison after BNB Other BDT cut
Figure 6.34: 1W1? selection after preselection cuts and only a BNB Other BDT cut of 0.985
applied. This cut alone removes > 99% of “BNB Other” backgrounds, leaving the largest
background to be NC c0.
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6.5 Boosted Decision Trees for 1W0? Topology
As in the 1W1? case, the 1W0? selection uses a series of BDTs that are each trained independently
to target different key backgrounds. However, there are three BDTs rather than the five that are
used in the 1W1? case. This is largely due to the limited number of variables that are available to
reject backgrounds for the 1W0? topology. This is driven by the fact that having access to only
shower-related variables, and not any variables pertaining to the vertex, track, or Δ kinematics,
greatly reduces the total number of available training variables. Whereas for the 1W1? BDTs there
are cumulatively greater than 80 training variables, for the 1W0? there are only 22.
As we saw in the previous section, although there is significant overlap in the training variables
for most of the 1W1? BDTs, each BDT has a specific set of training variables and not all variables
are used to train all of the BDTs. Even for variables that are common to several of the 1W1? BDTs,
their relative importance depends strongly on the background definition. However, for the 1W0?
BDTs we have instead opted to use the same training variables for all three of the BDTs in order to
maximize the available variables for each. As for the 1W1? case, their relative importance changes
for each of the 1W0? BDTs. All of the training variables and their relative importance for each
BDT are given in Appendix C.
The two BDTs that are not part of the 1W0? selection but are included in the 1W1? are the SSV
and the a4. For the former, although NC c0 backgrounds are also key for the 1W0? selection, the
SSV reclustering of hits as described in Sec. 5.4 is largely based around the vertex position. The
photon conversion distance is one of the most powerful metrics by which we can distinguish second
shower candidate clusters from coincident noise and therefore without an accurately reconstructed
vertex in the 1W0? case we have instead incorporated a select few SSV variables into the other
BDTs. For the a4 rejection, this is instead included in the training definition for the 1W0? BNB
BDT. Otherwise, the background training definitions for the 1W0? cosmic and NC c0 rejection
BDTs are largely parallel to that of their 1W1? counterparts. A summary of the number of events
in the testing and training samples for each of the 1W0? BDTS is given in Table 6.6. Details on
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(b) Neutrino Score
Figure 6.35: Two of the top training variables for the 1W0? BDTs, shown at the preselection cuts
stage.
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Figure 6.36: Another two top training variables for the 1W0? BDTs at the preselection cuts stage.
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each of the three 1W0? background-rejection BDTs are given in sections 6.5.1, 6.5.2, and 6.5.3,
followed by the optimized cuts and the resulting selection in section 6.6.
Data-MC comparisons for some of the key 1W0? training variables can be seen in Fig. 6.35 and
6.36. Starting with Figure 6.35a, here we see the photon transverse momentum at the preselection
stage of the 1W0? selection. As in the 1W1? case, this is a useful variable for rejecting the NC c0
backgrounds that are peaked at lower transverse momenta than the photons from true NC Δ → #W.
As was noted in Sec. 6.2, for the 1W0? we see a higher relative contribution of dirt and cosmic
backgrounds at this stage as compared to the 1W1?. Here we see good data-MC agreement.
In Fig 6.35b we see the Pandora neutrino score, where events towards the left of the distribution
are more cosmic-like and right more neutrino-like. The distribution is peaked at 0 given the
prevalence of cosmic backgrounds. Here we see that the signal NC Δ radiative events span the
full range of scores. Because there are no reconstruction quality requirements on the events
that are plotted, this includes signal events can also be cosmic-contaminated. Furthermore, the
1W0? selection is more susceptible to cosmic contamination because there is no clearly identified
neutrino interaction vertex. Again we see good data-MC agreement within errors.
Figure 6.36a shows the ratio of the shower energy to geometric size. If the ratio is large this
indicates that the energy is high relative to the size of the reconstructed shower, which is useful for
removing tracks mis-reconstructed as showers or highly energetic cosmogenic showers.
Figure 6.36b shows the shower 3/3G, an important variable for 4/W separation. Here again
the peak at 0 indicates cases where the shower fitting method has failed to return a valid 3
value. More interestingly we see a relatively noisy spectra at high 3/3G values at this stage
(>5 MeV/cm) that is negatively impacting the data-MC agreement. However, the most important
part of the distribution are the electron and photon peaks at 2 and 4 MeV/cm respectively. In this
region in particular the agreement is better, and therefore it is less concerning to see this trend in
the tail of the distribution.
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6.5.1 1W0? Cosmic BDT
As for the 1W1? selection at the preselection cuts stage, the cosmic events comprise the largest
single background to the 1W0? selection. They represent 56% of all selected events at this stage.
Given that cosmic and neutrino-induced backgrounds differ considerably, this motivates having a
dedicated 1W0? cosmic rejection BDT.
The top training variables from the cosmic BDT ranked by total gain are:
1. Reconstructed shower energy
2. Pandora neutrino score
3. Angle of shower with respect to the vertical
4. Photon transverse momentum
5. Pandora shower score
6. Reconstructed shower length
7. Ratio of shower energy to number of hits
8. Shower 3/3G
9. Distance from shower start to SCB
10. Impact parameter of the closest 2D hit cluster candidate
Here we see that a combination of calorimetric and geometric variables are most useful for identifying
the cosmic backgrounds. Although these are the same training variables as are used for the other
two 1W0? BDTs, as we will see in the following sections they rank differently depending on the
background.
The resulting cosmic BDT response is shown in Fig. 6.37. Here we see cosmic and cosmic-contaminated
events peaking on the left, including a significant amount of BNB backgrounds. This is also due to
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the fact that muon identification provides a strong handle on cosmic rejection as well as helping to
naturally reject muons from BNB sources as well. Most of the signal peaks at the right indicating
that it scores as signal-like, but there is a long tail to the distribution. As was also the case for the
1W1? cosmic BDT in Sec. 6.4.1, for the 1W0? signal there is a cosmic-contaminated portion that
scores as more background-like.
We can see the impact of the cosmic rejection BDT by considering the selection with only the
optimized cut applied, shown in Fig. 6.38. Here we see that this cut removes 99.6% of all cosmic
backgrounds relative to the preselection cuts stage, as well as 94.8% of dirt events. The remaining
cosmic backgrounds peak at low reconstructed shower energy and most of the selected events are
now the beam-induced NC c0 backgrounds. The subsequent NC c0 rejection BDT is described in
Sec. 6.5.3.
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Figure 6.37: Cosmic BDT response distribution for the 1W0? selection. The cut position, as
optimized simultaneously with the other BDTs, is placed at 0.988.
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Figure 6.38: 1W0? selection after preselection cuts and only a Cosmic BDT cut of 0.988 applied.
6.5.2 1W0? BNB BDT
In general, the charged current backgrounds are much less of a problem for the 1W0? selection
because the topological requirement of no reconstructed tracks removes the majority of CC a`
events. Nonetheless, any muon and pion tracks that are reconstructed as showers still make up
a non-negligible background. This reconstruction failure may be due to either the tracks being
very low energy or proximity to dead wire regions. CC c0 events in which one shower travels
some distance before converting and is reconstructed as a single shower are also a focus of this
BDT. Lastly, CC a4 events with no clear hadronic activity also fall into this background category.
Although they are not the dominant background, it is harder to reject a4 backgrounds with only the
shower 3/3G as the only metric of 4/W separation.
The top training variables from the BNB BDT ranked by total gain are:
1. Pandora shower score
2. Ratio of shower energy to number of hits
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3. Reconstructed shower energy
4. Distance from shower start to SCB
5. Pandora neutrino score
6. Shower 3/3G
7. Angle of the closest 3D reconstructed second shower candidate with respect to the
primary shower
8. Ratio of shower energy to geometric size: The geometric size is taken to be the reconstructed
shower length times the opening angle of the shower. The ratio gives a proxy for the energy
for the spatial size of the shower.
9. Reconstructed shower length
10. Photon transverse momentum
Here we see that the top variables for identifying the beam-induced shower backgrounds include
the Pandora metrics for how shower-like and neutrino-like the selected reconstructed shower are,
as well as the shower calorimetry like the energy and 3/3G.
The resulting BNB BDT response is shown in Figure 6.39. Here we see that the “BNB Other”
and CC c0 backgrounds are shifted to lower score, whereas the cosmic and dirt backgrounds are
more evenly distributed. If we consider the impact of the BNB BDT cut on the selection, we see
the resulting distribution of shower energies in Fig. 6.40. What passes is a mixture of neutrino and
cosmic-induced backgrounds, with most of the beam backgrounds comprised of NC c0 events. The
“BNB Other” backgrounds are reduced by 92.4%, the CC c0 by 70.1%, and the CC a4 by 73.1%
relative to the preselection cuts stage. Thus we see that the BNB BDT is effective at reducing the
overall CC neutrino backgrounds, which leaves the NC c0 backgrounds for the NC c0 rejection
BDT discussed in the following section.
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Figure 6.39: BNB BDT response distribution for the 1W0? selection. The cut position, as optimized
simultaneously with the other BDTs, is placed at 0.893.
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Figure 6.40: 1W0? selection after preselection cuts and only a BNB cut of 0.893 applied.
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6.5.3 1W0? NC c0 BDT
Lastly we have the 1W0? NC c0 rejection BDT. Like for the 1W1? selection, this is the largest
background at the final selection stage given the kinematic overlap of the resulting photons. However,
it is even more challenging to distinguish these backgrounds from signal in the 1W0? case. Without
a track to identify the interaction vertex, we lose some of our most powerful rejection tools
targeting NC c0’s. Principally, it is substantially harder to distinguish a true second shower from
an NC c0 event from noise without having an accurate vertex position because we can’t determine
the photon conversion length. Additionally, we cannot reconstruct the Δ invariant mass which is a
key training variable in the 1W1? selection. In spite of these limitations, we found that a tailored
BDT for NC c0 rejection boosted the sensitivity as part of the 1W0?, rather than including this
background in the general beam-induced background category.
The top training variables from the NC c0 BDT ranked by total gain are:
1. Reconstructed shower energy
2. Conversion distance of the closest 2D hit cluster candidate
3. Ratio of shower energy to geometric size
4. Distance from shower start to SCB
5. Reconstructed c0 invariant mass of the closest 2D hit cluster candidate
6. Impact parameter of the closest 2D hit cluster candidate
7. Ratio of shower calorimetric energy to number of hits
8. Photon transverse momentum




Here we see that the SSV variables are most important for the NC c0 rejection BDT as compared
to the prior two.
The resulting BDT response is shown in Fig. 6.41. Here as in the 1W1? case we see a relatively
flat response for the signal, with the backgrounds accumulating at low score. The selection with
only the optimized NC c0 BDT cut applied is subsequently shown in Fig. 6.42. The resulting
distribution of the selected reconstructed shower energies shows a somewhat similar result to what
we saw for the BNB BDT cut in Fig. 6.40, except that the dominant beam background is now
“BNB Other.” In this way we see how the two BDTs are complementary to each other. The NC c0
rejection cut removes 81.5% of NC c0 backgrounds relative to the preselection cuts stage.
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Figure 6.41: NC c0 BDT response distribution for the 1W0? selection. The cut position, as
optimized simultaneously with the other BDTs, is placed at 0.429.
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Figure 6.42: 1W0? selection after preselection cuts and only a NC c0 BDT cut of 0.290 applied.
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6.6 Final Selection
In this penultimate section of the chapter we first summarize the optimized BDT cuts and
efficiencies for both the 1W1? and 1W0? topological selections in Sec 6.6.1. From there we present
the final selections for both topologies in Sec. 6.6.2 and 6.6.3. This includes both a data-MC
comparison using Run 1 unbiased open data only and an MC only prediction by scaling the
combined Run 1-3 Monte Carlo to 6.9 × 1020 POT to show the expected distribution for the first
result.
6.6.1 Optimized BDT Cuts
In this section we detail how the optimized cut values are chosen and recap the BDT cuts
applied to both selections. In both cases the choice of cuts is designed to maximize the simple
statistical-only significance of the number of signal events over the square root of the background
events. This is done by scanning the possible range cuts, with one cut per BDT. For example, for
the 1W1? selection this means a 5-dimensional grid scan. For each event in either topology there is
a score per-event for each BDT and only events that pass the cuts on all of the BDTs are included
in the final selection. One consequence of this method is that the number of selected events do
not correspond to a unique set of cuts, but rather it is possible to arrive at the same selection with
different combinations of cut values.
We also note that the simple statistical-only significance method also does not take into account
the effect of systematic uncertainties on the final sensitivity. However, we have found that relaxing
the cuts to allow more events to pass the final selection does not significantly reduce the systematic
uncertainties and thus does not improve the sensitivity. Therefore we determined that the statistical-only
significance is sufficient in order to select the final cut values.
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Cosmic BDT BNB Other BDT NC c0 BDT a4 BDT SSV BDT Comb.
Cut Val.: 0.953 0.985 0.467 0.747 0.709 -
Signal Eff.: 18.3% 12.1% 14.6% 12.9% 17.2% 7.9%
Signal Pur.: 0.9% 3.7% 1.6% 0.8% 0.6% 15.4%
Table 6.8: The optimized cut values for each of the 1W1? BDTs. The top row gives the cut value,
the middle gives the signal efficiency relative to the truth-level definition, and the bottom gives the
signal purity. Note that for each individual BDT the values for the efficiency and purity are given
individually relative to the preselection cuts stage. The right-most column gives the combined
value for the final selection.
Summary of Optimized 1W1? BDT Cuts
Table 6.8 gives the optimized cut values for each of the five 1W1? BDTs that are outlined
in Sec 6.4. Note that the signal efficiency and purity are given relative to the truth-level signal
definition, and relative to the events that pass the preselection cuts. Here purity is the number of
selected signal events out of the total number of selected events.
Here we see that the most aggressive cuts are placed on the BDTs targeting more generic
backgrounds, the cosmic and “BNB Other.” For the remaining BDTs that have a more tailored
background definition, we can then cut a little further away from the extremes of the distribution.
Nonetheless, we see that the signal efficiency is comparable for both the more and less stringent
BDT cuts. The overall efficiency of each cut varies from ∼10% to 20%, however, they are not
independent and there can be significant overlap between the events that each BDT rejects. The
combined efficiency for all 5 cuts simultaneously is 7.9%. Similarly, the purity after each cut is
low, ranging from ∼1-4%, however the combination yields many fewer backgrounds than any of
the individual cuts alone resulting in a final signal purity of 15.4%.
Summary of Optimized 1W0? BDT Cuts
Table 6.9 gives the optimized cut values for each of the three 1W0? BDTs that are outlined in
Sec 6.5. Here we see that both for each individual BDT as well as for the combined selection, the
signal efficiency is higher for the 1W0? topology as compared to the 1W1?. For the final selection,
the total signal efficiency is 37.4%. However, this is at the expense of the signal purity, which is
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Cosmic BDT BNB Other BDT NC c0 BDT Combined
Cut Pos: 0.988 0.893 0.429 -
Signal Eff: 55.3% 69.6% 47.4% 37.4%
Signal Purity: 1.2% 0.8% 0.6% 2.8%
Table 6.9: The optimized cut values for each of the 1W1? BDTs.
less than 3%. This higher background rate also results in less significance as compared to the 1W1?.
However, although the 1W0? selection on its own would be insufficient to put a strong constraint
on NC Δ → #W, we will see in the distribution of the final selection that it serves as an important
cross check of the backgrounds.
6.6.2 1W1? Final Selection
In this section we look at the distribution of selected events for the final stage of the 1W1?
topological selection. Starting with the data-MC comparison for the Run 1 open unbiased data
shown in Fig. 6.43, we have only the Run 1 events that pass all of the optimized BDT selection
cuts. The top shows the reconstructed shower energy and the bottom shows the reconstructed Δ
invariant mass. The motivation for the single bin distribution of the shower energy is related to
systematic effects and will be discussed in Chap. 7. Only one data event passes the selection out of
the open data set, however this is in good agreement with the MC which predicts 1.9 events. The
same selection scaled to the POT for Runs 1-3 with MC from the corresponding runs is shown in
Fig. 6.45. There are more than 30 events according to the POT scaling of the MC. Here we see that
the selected reconstructed shower energy peaks between 200 and 300 MeV, and the reconstructed
Δ invariant mass peaks slightly below the expected value of 1.232 GeV. Overall this is in good
agreement with the kinematics for photons from Δ radiative decay. The selection demonstrates a
strong rejection of cosmic, dirt, and a4 backgrounds, with the two main backgrounds coming from
NC c0 and then “BNB Other” events.
The backgrounds are overwhelmingly NC c0 events, which comprise ∼80% of all selected
events. Of these selected NC c0 backgrounds, 30% have one photon that has exited the active TPC
volume and therefore we consider irreducible. A further 34% have a subleading photon below
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50 MeV true shower energy, of which nearly half convert further than 50 cm of the reconstructed
neutrino interaction vertex. Only 2% of true selected NC c0 events have a photon that undergoes
photonuclear absorption, and this corresponds to only 4 MC events. See Sec. D.1 for a more
detailed study with a higher statistics photonuclear absorption sample. The remaining NC c0
backgrounds have a visible second shower within the active TPC volume that is not reconstructed
with the neutrino interaction and is not rejected by the second shower veto. This dominant NC
c0 background for the 1W1? final selection motivates the NC c0 measurement and side-band
constraint as described in Secs. 7.1 and 7.3, respectively.
For both the reconstructed Δ invariant mass shown in Fig. 6.45 and the reconstructed c0
invariant mass for the 2W1? selection, as will be shown in Fig. 7.1, we see that the mass distributions
are slightly asymmetric and skew to lower reconstructed mass. This may be a result of enforcing
that the shower direction points back to the vertex with the “implied” shower direction because
we see less of this effect for the 2W1? selection that uses the Pandora shower direction, as will be
shown in Fig. 7.2.
It is interesting to note in Fig 6.45 that there is still a very small intrinsic a4 component that
passes the final selection. This corresponds to less than 1 expected event at 6.9 × 1020 POT
according to the MC. We see an example of this in the selected data event from Run 1 from
Fig. 6.43, shown in Fig. 6.44. By eye we can identify this as a candidate electron event because the
shower is connected to the interaction vertex. However, if we look at the reconstruction we see that
some of the hits from the shower are not associated to the 3D reconstructed shower, highlighted in
black. Effectively then, this reconstruction failure mimics a conversion distance. Although these
hits are clustered using DBSCAN as part of the second shower veto, the initial round of reclustering
removes this as a second shower candidate due to its proximity and colinearity with the primary
shower. Nonetheless this is a subleading background to the full selection.
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Figure 6.43: 1W1? final selection with all cuts applied using the Run 1 open unbiased data. On the
top is the reconstructed shower energy and the bottom is the reconstructed Δ invariant mass. There
is one surviving data event in the selection with an expectation of ≈ 2 MC events.
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Figure 6.44: This is a candidate a4 events from data that passes the 1W1? final selection. On
the left we see the image from the collection plane and the shower is clearly connected to the
interaction vertex. On the right we see the reconstructed information and we see a large cluster
of hits in black that are incorrectly left out of the 3D reconstructed shower. Because of the
shower misreconstruction this event shows a fake conversion distance according to the high-level
reconstructed quantities.
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Figure 6.45: 1W1? final selection with all cuts applied for the combined runs MC, scaled to 6.9 ×
1020 POT, for Runs 1-3. The top shows the reconstructed shower energy and the bottom shows
reconstructed Δ invariant mass.
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6.6.3 1W0? Final Selection
The final 1W0? selection with all of the cuts applied is shown in Figure 6.46 for Run 1 open
data as well as the Run 1-3 MC prediction. Here we see that the shower energy for the selected
events is peaked slightly higher than for the 1W1? selection, around 350 MeV. This is in line with
the higher shower energy that we saw beginning at the topological selection in Sec. 6.2.2. In the
Run 1 open unbiased sample we select 7 data events and expect 9.5 from the MC prediction. For
the first result on Runs 1-3 we expect 175 events. As we saw with the optimized cuts in Sec. 6.6.1,
for the 1W0? selection we have a higher signal efficiency as compared to the 1W1?, corresponding
to more selected events. However, this also comes with a lower signal purity meaning that there
are roughly the same number of signal events in either topological selection but more than five
times the backgrounds for the 1W0?.
Although the dominant background is still NC c0 events, which comprise 41% of selected
background events, this is a lower NC c0 purity as compared to the 1W1? selection. The next
leading background is dirt, which comprises 22% of backgrounds, followed by “BNB Other”, CC
c0, and CC a4. Generally we see that the 1W0? selection is not only lower in signal purity that the
1W1? selection, but also has a broader range of backgrounds.
The importance of the NC c0 backgrounds in both the 1W1? and 1W0? selections means that we
can include both in the subsequent side-by-side fit with the NC c0 selections, described in Chap 8.
Given that there are fewer metrics by which we can reject backgrounds for the 1W0? selection, we
see less separation between signal and background as compared to the 1W1?. However, the 1W0?
selection is much more sensitive to fluctuations in the a4 or NC c0 non-coherent backgrounds, and
than can also help to constrain these backgrounds as we will see in Sec. 7.1.3.
6.7 Summary
This chapter has presented the selection for two final state topologies, 1W1? and 1W0?, for
single-photon events from NC Δ radiative decay in MicroBooNE. Data-MC comparisons have
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been presented throughout all stages of the selection, following topological reconstruction.
Using only the unbiased, open Run 1 data set, the data-MC comparisons show reasonable
data-MC agreement at preselection and final selection stages as shown in this section. They also
are compatible with Run 3 only results as are shown in App. B; note that as the unbiased Run 3
data is only 0.7 × 1019 POT a different binning has to be used.
In order to further validate the simulation against data, the analysis follows a multi-stage
unblinding procedure consisting of sequentially opening far and near sidebands before the final
box opening for the signal region, as described in Sec. 8.1. Far sideband data-MC comparisons are
provided in Sec. 8.2, as well as run-to-run comparisons. In the following chapter we discuss the
NC c0 constraint and evaluation of systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 6.46: The top plot shows the reconstructed shower energy for the 1W0? final selection with
all optimized BDT cuts applied for the open Run 1 data. The bottom plot shows the same selection
with MC from combined Runs 1-3, scaled to 6.9 × 1020 POT.
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Chapter 7: Evaluation of Uncertainties and NC c0 Constraint
The previous chapter described the two topological single photon selections in MicroBooNE
that are the basis of the search for NC Δ → #W and in this chapter we describe the evaluation
of the corresponding uncertainties. First there is an overview of the in situ NC c0 measurement
in Sec. 7.1 that we use to constrain constrain the total uncertainty, as described in Sec. 7.3. This
includes the flux, cross section, and detector systematic uncertainties as outlined in Sec. 7.2. The
dominant NC c0 backgrounds to the single photon selections are highly correlated with the NC
c0 events that are measured in situ and thereby we are able to reduce the flux and cross section
systematic uncertainties.
The final fit to the NC Δ → #W rate is described in the next chapter, Sec. 8.4.3. It is done by
fitting jointly to the NC c0 and NC single photon selections in order to measure the rate of NC
Δ → #W with a constraint on the uncertainties from the NC c0 selections. This chapter shows
the evaluation of the uncertainties for each of the selections individually that are input to this final
signal fit, and Sec. 7.3 estimates the effective impact on the systematic uncertainties by including
the NC c0 selections in addition to the single photon selections.
7.1 In Situ NC c0 Measurement
This section summarizes the in situ NC c0 measurement of the 2W1? and 2W0? topologies
that is carried out in parallel with the single photon selections. As we saw throughout Chap. 6,
misreconstructed NC c0 events are the dominant background to both the 1W1? and 1W0? selections.
As we recall from Chap. 3, the Δ(1232) resonance has two primary decay modes: #c, with a
branching ratio of of 99.4%; and #W, with a branching ratio between 0.55% and 0.65% [68].
Given this, the same selection framework was adapted to select a sample of well-reconstructed NC
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c0 events with two reconstructed photon showers at the topological selection. Because both of the
single photon selections require exactly one reconstructed shower at the topological selection this
means that the single photon and NC c0 selections are mutually exclusive, and no single event can
fall into both.
This high-statistics measurement of the rate of NC c0 events is presented in Sec. 7.1.1 and is
used to directly constrain the misidentified NC c0 backgrounds to the single photon search, as well
as to indirectly constrain the signal prediction under certain fit interpretations. In the context of the
photon-like MiniBooNE interpretation, the selection allows for critical cross-checks of the GENIE
cross-section modeling and effective correction.
Interestingly, we see a discrepancy in the total rate of NC c0 from the data relative to the
MC prediction. As is discussed in Sec. 7.1.3, the observed deficit in data can be interpreted as
an overestimate of the NC c0 non-coherent rate and/or an underestimate of the NC c0 coherent
production rates. The NC c0 rate measurement also serves as a basis for a future cross-section
analysis and the selection is the largest sample of NC c0 events measured on an argon target to
date.
7.1.1 2W1? and 2W0? Topological Selections
This section gives an overview of the NC c0 selection strategy and shows the final 2W1? and
2W0? selections. The basic steps are the same as was outlined in Chap. 6 for the single photon
case: a topological selection, a series of preselection cuts, and then tailored background-rejection
BDT cuts.
Like the single photon selections, the NC c0 selections start with topological selections. The
2W1? requires exactly two reconstructed showers and one reconstructed track associated with the
neutrino interaction vertex. Similarly the 2W0? requires exactly two reconstructed showers and
no reconstructed tracks associated with the vertex. The preselection cuts then work to reduce the
backgrounds from very low energy reconstructed showers and interactions that are close to the
fiducial boundary.
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For each topology there is then a single BDT targeting the beam-induced backgrounds. Unlike
the single photon selection that has multiple background rejection BDTs, for the NC c0 selections
the signal purity for the 2W1? and 2W0? selections is greater than 20% in both cases for the
topological selection. This is not only because of the higher true rate of NC c0 events as compared
to NC single photons, but also because it is less common for non-c0 backgrounds to be reconstructed
as two shower interactions. As such, a single, general BDT that trains on all BNB interactions
without an NC c0 in the final state is sufficient to reject the remaining backgrounds. The resulting
selections are given in the next section.
7.1.2 2W1? and 2W0? Final Selections
This section shows distributions from the 2W final selections with data from Runs 1-3, as is
described in more detail in Sec. 4.4. Whereas the single photon selections in Chap. 6 were shown
principally with a small unblinded sample of Run 1 unbiased data, the NC c0 selection is able to
use a larger sample of data that comes from all three runs because the two-shower requirement
conserves blindness to the MiniBooNE hypotheses. This makes it a strong test of the data-MC
agreement overall as well as across different Runs.
Figure 7.1 gives distributions of several important kinematic quantities for final 2W1? selection
for Runs 1-3. Here we note that like for the single photon selections, these distributions use the
implied shower directions as described in Sec. 5.2.5 and the shower energy correction as described
in Sec. 5.2.2.
The final 2W1? selection has 69.9% signal efficiency relative to the preselection cuts stage and
is and 63.5% purity of NC 1c0 events. Here we see that we expect ∼500 non-coherent NC c0
events and fewer than 2 coherent NC c0 events out of ∼800 predicted total events in the MC.
However in the data we select only ∼600 total data events. This is a ∼20% deficit in data relative
to the MC prediction, however it is covered by flux and cross-section uncertainties which are also
roughly a 20%.
Figure 7.1a shows the reconstructed c0 invariant mass of the final selection from the two photon
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showers. The expected <c0 is 135 MeV and a Gaussian-plus-linear fit to the data points gives a
mean of 138.9 ± 2.1 MeV with a width of 31.7 ± 2.4 MeV. Thus we see that the reconstructed c0
mass peaks a little higher than expected but is relatively broad. Figure 7.1b shows the reconstructed
c0 momentum. Here we see that we are selecting relatively low-momentum c0 that peak around
150-200 MeV.
The reconstructed cosine of the center-of-mass (CM) decay angle is defined as the angle
between the lab-frame c0 momentum direction and the nearest photon in the CM frame. This is
shown in Fig. 7.1c. In theory, this quantity should give a flat distribution because the angles of the
photons in the CM frame should be isotropic, making it useful to show biases in the reconstruction.
Here we see some tapering off at high cos(\2<) corresponding to more asymmetric c0 decays.
This indicates that when reconstructing asymmetric c0 decay events, we are more likely to miss
the subleading photon shower due to its low energy.
Figure 7.1d shows the 3/3G for the leading shower. As expected we see peaks at 2 and
4 MeV/cm corresponding to the 1 and 2 MIP peaks.
We note that for all of the distributions in Figure 7.1 the data deficit looks relatively flat
rather than isolated in a specific region of phase space, as is also evidenced by the good data-MC
agreement according to the j2 probabilities. This would seem to indicate that the MC is over-predicting
the total NC c0 non-coherent cross section, as will be discussed in Sec. 7.1.3.
Similarly, final selection distributions for the 2W0? selection are shown in Figure 7.2. The 0?
selection has 54.8% efficiency relative to the preselection stage and 59.6% purity of signal events,
and we note that both the efficiency and purity are lower in this selection than in the 2W1? case.
This is largely due to the absence of a track that provides powerful separation between signal
and background events through the track calorimetry, as for the 1W0? selection. Unlike in the 1?
case, the data-MC normalization difference is less than 10%. We also note that the 2W0? selection
has a higher contribution from coherent NC c0 events that comprise ∼8% of all selected NC c0
according to the MC prediction.
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Figure 7.1: Data-MC comparisons for the 2W1? final selection with flux and cross-section
uncertainties. There is a 20% normalization difference between data and MC, but this is within the
21% flux and cross-section systematic uncertainties (detector systematics are not included here).
A Gaussian-plus-linear fit to the data points in the invariant mass distribution gives a mean of
143.3 ± 3.2 MeV and a width of 47.9 ± 4.9 MeV. In general, the final selection distributions show
good agreement between data and MC and with the 2W1? selection where applicable. One notable
exception is the 2W0? leading shower 3/3G, which shows discrepancies around 6 MeV/cm.
However, nearly all other bins are covered by systematics uncertainties, and the few bins that
deviate significantly are in a region with few events.
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Figure 7.2: Data-MC comparisons for the 2W0? final selection.
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7.1.3 Constraining the Coherent NC c0 Fraction
As was seen in the previous section, the observed NC c0 data and MC agree within uncertainties,
however the data indicates an overall deficit in the selected NC c0 rate. This is more pronounced
in the 2W1? selection with a data deficit on the order of 20%, and less so in the 2W0? selection
with a deficit on the order of 10%. This section summarizes a fit to the observed coherent and
non-coherent NC c0 rate from the 2W selections done in order to understand the relative contributions
from each on the observed normalization discrepancy. These studies build confidence that the
agreement between data and MC is sufficiently captured within the systematic uncertainties and
therefore is still suitable for the joint NC c0 and NC single photon fit described in Chap 8.
Note that the fit study presented here is done purely in order to quantify the discrepancy. For the
final fits discussed in Sec. 8.4.3, the MC is not corrected prior to the single photon signal fit. Rather
we allow for such disagreement to be captured through systematic uncertainties. This approach
differs from the strategy taken by the MiniBooNE collaboration, which chose to a priori constrain
the c0 events through in situ measurements and correct the MC prediction accordingly [87].
Instead, we impose an indirect constraint on c0 background predictions by using a simultaneous
fit of 1W and 2W selections.
Assuming any data-MC discrepancies in the 2W selections are within the assessed systematic
and statistical errors, the MiniBooNE approach and our approach should be roughly equivalent.
Moreover, the simultaneous fit provides the most information and flexibility at the final fit stage.
In particular, it allows us to remain agnostic by not making an implicit assumption about why the
cross section simulation is under or overestimating the coherent/non-coherent NC c0 rates so long
as any such mis-estimation is consistent with uncertainties.
There is reason to suspect that there are two competing effects that play a role in the predicted
NC c0 rate discrepancy. The first, as was discussed in Sec. 3.2.3, is that we expect from prior
measurements that the coherent rate in GENIE is underestimated. The second is a lower total rate
for non-coherent NC c0 that contributes to most of the observed data deficit. The difference in
the composition of coherent and non-coherent NC c0 events between the final 2W1? and 2W0?
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selections can be used to constrain these two effects.
Flat Normalization Fit to Coherent and Non-Coherent c0 Rates
In the 2W selections, NC coherent and non-coherent c0 events cannot be differentiated on
an event-by-event basis. However, the distributions of coherent and non-coherent can be based
on how forward-going the produced c0 are relative to the neutrino beam. As is shown in the
reconstructed cos \c0 distribution in Fig. 7.4, coherent events produce on average far more forward
c0’s. To investigate whether the 2W data prefer a higher coherent fraction than in the GENIE MC,
we perform a simultaneous fit to 2W1? and 2W0? selections, allowing the coherent normalization
to float. Because the data shows an overall deficit relative to the MC, we also allow the NC c0
non-coherent rate to vary. Note that results shown in this section use an uncertainty assessment
from an earlier iteration of the analysis and therefore may be slightly different from what is shown
in subsequent sections [88].
In this fit, the coherent and non-coherent c0 rates are both varied independently by a cross
section normalization factor. The fit is performed as a function of three bins of reconstructed
cos \c0 , including all systematics except the GENIE cross section normalization uncertainties
on the coherent and non-coherent c0 rate as these are what we look to extract through the fit.
In this sense, the data-MC discrepancy is attributed solely to the cross section normalization
uncertainty since the normalization uncertainties due to flux and detector systematic uncertainties
are still included. We also remove GENIE correlations between the coherent and non-coherent
components, as well as GENIE correlations between the two components and other backgrounds.
The test statistic used is a j2 calculated using the Combined-Neyman-Pearson j2 [76].
The data-extracted normalization corrections are #2>ℎ = 1.4 and #=>=−2>ℎ = 0.8 with a j2/=35
and ?-value of 2.03/4 and 0.730 respectively. This means that the data seems to prefer an increase
of the coherent NC c0 by a flat factor of 40%, and a decrease of the non-coherent NC c0 by
a factor of 20%. These values are also consistent with the expectation that the GENIE MC is
over-predicting non-coherent c0 production based off of the 2W selections shown in the previous
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section, while at the same time under-predicting coherent NC c0 production as was discussed in
Sec. 3.2.3. The j2/=35 and ?-value for a point that represents the cross section scaling used in the
analysis, (#2>ℎ, #=>=−2>ℎ)=(1,1), correspond to 5.07/6 and 0.535, respectively. The Δj2 between
this standard GENIE normalization point and the best-fit point is 3.04, for 2 3.>. 5 . This is shown
in Fig. 7.3.
Figure 7.4 shows the cos \c0 distribution before and after the fit, with GENIE prediction corrected
according to the best fit parameters. Note that the error bars on the plot include all the systematics
but with GENIE normalization uncertainty of NC coherent and non-coherent c0 removed.
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Figure 7.3: The Δj2 surface obtained during the last iteration of the fit, as a function of flat
normalization factor for NC coherent and non-coherent c0. The red star marks where standard
GENIE rate is, and the white rectangle is the best-fit point (1.4, 0.8), surrounded by the 1,
2f contours shown in white solid and dashed lines, assuming that the distribution follows a j2
distribution with 2 degree of freedom.
Summary of Coherent/Non-Coherent Constraint
Our conclusion is that default GENIE cross section normalization for the coherent and non-coherent
NC c0 contributions are inconsistent with our data measurement at the 1.2f level. Nevertheless,
the observed data distributions are generally consistent with the GENIE prediction given the large
prior GENIE uncertainties. This is further supported by the reasonably good j2 probabilities in the
2W final selection distributions shown in the previous section. In short, the discrepancy we see is
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covered by prior GENIE errors, though our data suggests the normalizations from this prediction
may be wrong. At this point, we find that a correction to the distributions before fitting for an
excess is not warranted because the final fits account for the prior GENIE uncertainties. I.e., our
final fits account for the possibility that the prediction could be wrong at this level.
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Figure 7.4: The top shows the cos \c0 distribution before the fit: left is for 2W1?, right one is for
2W0?. The error bars on the plot include intrinsic statistical errors and all the systematic errors
(flux, cross-section and detector) to GENIE prediction, but with GENIE normalization uncertainty
on NC c0 coherent and non-coherent removed. The bottom shows the same after the fit.
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7.2 Systematic Uncertainties for the Single Photon Analysis
The relevant systematic uncertainties for the single photon analysis fall into three main categories:
flux, cross section, and detector systematics. Those can be further classified as reweighable
(flux and cross section) and non-reweighable (detector). This section describes how systematic
uncertainties in the final selected distributions for 2W1?, 2W0?, 1W1?, and 1W0? are evaluated,
including bin-to-bin and sample-to-sample correlations, encapsulated in the form of a full systematics
covariance matrix. These distributions and uncertainties are then input to the simultaneous fit
described in Sec. 8.4.3.
Different methods are used to quantify the uncertainties and correlation coefficients built into
the covariance matrix based on whether they are reweighable or non-reweighable. As we discuss
in Sec. 7.2.2 and 7.2.3, we are able to reweigh the MC prediction on an event-by-event level
according to an underlying systematic effect as a function of truth-level parameters for the flux and
cross section systematics. Hence why we class these as “reweighable.” On the other hand, for the
detector systematics we use an independently generated sample of MC variations about our central
value and use those to assess a systematic error band. They cannot be created by reweighing events
that have already been generated because they include modifications to the detector response rather
than the underlying neutrino interaction. These “non-reweighable” systematics are described in
Sec. 7.2.4.
An additional source of systematic uncertainty that is not captured in the GENIE cross section
uncertainties is associated with the GEANT simulation of the final state propagation through the
detector. We consider explicitly the systematic uncertainty associated with photonuclear absorption
of final state photons, described in App. D.1. However, given that it is a very small effect we do
not include this in the final evaluation of uncertainties. Similarly there is also pion reinteraction
that could be incorporated as a GEANT systematic uncertainty, but was found to have a negligible
impact on the total systematic uncertainty.
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7.2.1 Covariance Matrix Construction
The SBNFit [89] module (https://github.com/NevisUB/whipping_star.git)
has been used for the creation of covariance matrices that encapsulate systematic uncertainties,
including bin-to-bin and sample-to-sample systematic correlations. The uncertainty is accounted
for with a fractional covariance matrix that contains the statistical and systematic uncertainties
as well as the systematic correlations among different samples for a given selection. For a given
distribution, SBNFit calculates a covariance matrix for each set of systematic variations and for
each of the component sub-samples. From there, the full covariance matrix for the distribution
is the sum of individual covariance matrices constructed for each underlying source of systematic
error.
Each individual covariance matrix, " : , that corresponds to an underlying source of systematic
uncertainty, : , is constructed by considering # separate varied distributions. This gives a variation,
+ := , for each distribution, where = = 1, .., # . The varied distributions are calculated each time by
varying the underlying source of uncertainty : within its associated error band. The distributions
are typically broken down by sub-channels of signal and background types for each bin in the
distribution. The deviations of those varied distributions relative to the central value prediction, %,






(%8 −+ :8,=) × (% 9 −+ :9 ,=), (7.1)
where 8, 9 are bin numbers.
When plotting distributions, uncertainties on the bins of a given distribution are determined
by the diagonal of the full systematics covariance matrix. Specifically, the elements of the full
covariance matrix "88 correspond to f288 , where f88 is the error bar on bin 8. These covariance
matrices are also used for the NC c0 constraint analysis as well as calculating sensitivity for the
single photon search in Sec. 8.4.3.
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7.2.2 Flux Systematic Uncertainties
Variation BNB CC1c0 Dirt NCΔRad NC1c0 NC1c0 CCa4 OTPCinC
Other Coh NotCoh
2W1? 8.65 6.32 8.17 7.13 14.95 7.50 6.60 8.04
2W0? 8.73 6.11 5.15 6.59 8.21 7.20 6.31 7.89
1W1? 9.07 7.16 - 6.45 - 7.35 10.87 -
1W0? 7.81 7.20 7.63 6.59 7.27 7.04 8.42 8.86
Table 7.1: Table of combined flux systematics percentage error on each final selection sub-sample.
A hyphen represents an empty sample. Variations in the uncertainty on a given sub-sample for
each topological selection are largely due to the number of selected events for that sample. Here
OTPCinC (“out of active TPC, in cryostat”) is a subdivision of “dirt” referring specifically to
neutrino events that happen on argon in the cryostat but not within the active TPC volume.
For the flux uncertainty we use the prediction and variations that are common to MicroBooNE
analyses, documented in [31]. The systematic variations were tested for consistency with the
MiniBooNE final flux uncertainties. In this section we describe the most dominant flux systematics
for the single photon analysis, and a breakdown of each individual source of uncertainty can be
found in Appendix E in Tabs. E.2 through E.5.
Because both the NC Δ radiative and NC c0 events are both mainly from a` interactions,
the most important flux systematics are those pertaining to c+ production since this is the main
contributor to the a` flux. As a consequence, the two most important flux systematics are:
• Skin depth: The skin-depth flux unisim refers the variance in the electric currents in the
horn conductor of the BNB over time. The horn current impacts the focusing of mesons
produced at the target and therefore impacts the resulting distribution of c+’s that decay to
produce neutrinos. It is estimated by calculating weights with separate models and assuming
the variations have a Gaussian distribution. The effect of skin depth variations on the non
coherent c0 component of the 1W final selected samples is illustrated in Fig. 7.5.
• c+ production: The primary spline that parameterizes c+ production, the Sanford Wang
Central Spline, is also applicable to the majority of the events in our final selections [31].
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Like other hadron production weights, uncertainties are propagated via multi-Gaussian smearing.
The effect of c+ production variations on the #c0 non coherent component of the 1W final
selected samples is illustrated in Figs. 7.6.
The size of of the total combined flux systematic uncertainty on the events in our final 2W1?,
2W0?, 1W1?, and 1W0? selections is provided in table 7.1. Here we see that they range from
∼6-10% for a given sub-sample.
Figure 7.5: A variation plot illustrating the skin depth flux uncertainties’ effect on the #c0
non-coherent background in the final 1W1? and 1W0? selections. The color I scale represents the
density of "multisims" or reweighted iterations that land in that particular bin thus giving a visual
representation of the spread of prediction created by this underlying systematic uncertainty.
Figure 7.6: A variation plot illustrating the central Sanford Wang c+ flux uncertainty effect on the
#c0 non-coherent background in the final 1W1? and 1W0? selection. The color I scale represents
the density of "multisims" or reweighted iterations that land in that particular bin thus giving a
visual representation of the spread of prediction created by this underlying systematic uncertainty.
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7.2.3 Cross-Section Uncertainties
The cross section systematics are evaluated using a set of variations using the internal GENIE
reweighing package that is used to propagate uncertainties from parameters (e.g. ") to any
observables like the cross sections. In this analysis we rely primarily on a set of variations, dubbed
“GENIE all”, that runs a suite of multisim variations. For the multisims, for each event a number
of GENIE systematic parameters are fluctuated up and down simultaneously in order to produce a
set of systematic variations that represents the expected uncertainty range. This multisim approach
is preferable because it accounts for correlations between individual model parameters. For most
model parameters we use 1000 multisims, and we further increase the number of variations for
some parameters that have a large effect on the signal and background in the single photon analysis.
In addition to these multisims, we also include a select few unisim cross section uncertainties to
capture relevant systematics that are not included in the standard GENIE reweight package.
Tables E.1 and E.7 in App. E summarize all sources of cross section systematic uncertainties.
We can see the effect of cross section variations from “GENIE all” as illustrated in Fig. 7.7 for
the 1W final selection stages. There is a broad variation around the peaks of the distributions
of reconstructed shower energy. Some of the bins show up to ∼30% uncertainty from these cross
section variations. The uncertainty of the combined “GENIE all” variation can be found in Tab. 7.2.
For the single photon selection in particular, the most important cross section uncertainties
pertain to the NC resonant cross section since they impact both the NC Δ radiative signal and
NC c0 background. One of the most relevant cross section uncertainties comes from the neutral
current resonant axial mass, "'4BG80;

. This is an important parameter for both the 1W and 2W
selections given that by design both are dominated by NC resonant interactions. It nominally has
the value of "'4BG80;

= 1.07 GeV and it enters in the cross section calculation via the form factor
1/(1 + &2/"2

), where & is the four-momentum transfer in the interaction. For this analysis, it is
assigned an uncertainty of ±20%. Other important cross section uncertainties include the neutral
current resonant vector mass, "'4BG80;E , the fractional cross section for nucleon charge exchange,
and the fractional cross section for pion charge exchange.
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Figure 7.7: A variation plot illustrating the “GENIE all” uncertainties’ effect on #c0 non
coherent component in the final 1W selections. The color I scale represents the density
of "multisims" or reweighted iterations that land in that particular bin thus giving a visual
representation of the spread of prediction created by this set of underlying systematic uncertainties.
In addition to the multisims, we include a set of unisim systematic variations that are used
to assess the uncertainty by taking the difference between the maximum and minimum variations
rather than the spread, as is used for multisims. These unisims, referred to as min-max cross section
uncertainties, are meant to incorporate an uncertainty based on the choice of model itself and
therefore these aren’t easily included in the existing uncertainties framework if it is not possible to
reweigh events from one case to the other. These include things like adding an RPA correction [90,
91], or using the Nieves model or the empirical model for MEC interactions [92, 93, 94]. More
detail on the choice of parameters can be found in [48]. The combined uncertainty of these
supplemental unisim variations can be found in Table E.1.
Further information on each individual variation is included in Appendix E where Tables E.2
through E.5 provide the fractional error on final stage selections from each source of systematic
uncertainty the 2W1? study, broken down by component sub-samples. Tables E.8-E.9, E.10-E.11,
E.12-E.13, and E.14-E.15 show the two variations contained within the combined GENIE variation.
For more complete descriptions of all reweighable systematics, see [31], [48], and the GENIE
manual [47].
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Variation BNB CC1c0 Dirt NCΔRad NC1c0 NC1c0 CCa4 OTPCinC
Other Coh NotCoh
2W1? 14.91 25.01 16.02 28.05 0.00 24.56 15.79 16.78
2W0? 16.11 27.19 20.29 24.93 0.00 22.12 22.36 18.22
1W1? 17.46 24.16 - 25.56 - 24.40 17.10 -
1W1? 16.56 26.89 15.34 23.26 0.00 22.60 20.01 19.63
Table 7.2: Table summarizing the combined GENIE systematic percentage error (“GENIE all”)
on each final selection sub-sample. A hyphen represents an empty sample, and a 0 means that
the sample in question was not affected by the variation. Note that the coherent NC c0 has
no uncertainty listed because it is not included in the “GENIE all” variations, but there is a
corresponding cross section uncertainty assigned to NormNCCOH shown in Tab. 7.3.
Variation BNB CC1c0 Dirt NCΔRad NC1c0 NC1c0 CCa4 OTPCinC
Other Coh NotCoh
2W1? 1.70 3.85 5.96 0.00 87.37 1.48 10.93 6.67
2W0? 4.05 4.54 13.33 0.00 20.87 1.44 22.57 3.81
1W1? 9.38 69.08 - 0.00 - 6.48 26.83 -
1W0? 4.54 5.55 7.91 0.00 33.79 0.46 14.35 5.73
Table 7.3: Table of combined contribution to the percentage error from each min-max formatted
GENIE variation on each final selection sub-sample. A hyphen represents an empty sample. Note
while NC c0 coherent appears to have a large uncertainty it is entirely from a single variation
NormNCCOH (see App. E). Due to the smallness of the sample it should not have a large impact
on final uncertainty and fitting. Also note that there is no impact of the min-max variations on the
signal NC Δ radiative uncertainties as these are contained entirely by the GENIE errors shown in
Tab. 7.2.
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Total Flux and Cross Section Covariance Matrices
In this section we highlight the full covariance and correlation matrices for the 1W and 2W
distributions for the flux and cross section uncertainties. These are used to incorporate the uncertainty
in to the predictions and will ultimately be used for the final fits described in Sec. 8.4.3. The
fractional covariance matrix, and full covariance matrix for all four final selected samples are
provided in Figs. 7.8, 7.9, and 7.10, respectively, constructed using the method described in
Sec. 7.2.1.
Figure 7.8: Collapsed flux and cross section correlation matrix of the final 2W1?, 2W0?, 1W1?, and
1W0? selections. The 2W distributions are the reconstructed c0 momentum in GeV/c and the 1W
are the reconstructed shower energy in GeV. Note that the matrix is symmetric about the diagonal
so the units are the same for both axes. Also note that the color scale (indicating the correlation
strength) starts at 40% correlated, with the correlations between the primary constraint and signal
channels 2W1? and 1W1? being > 70% in bins, with the most populated bins being correlated by
> 90%. This exceptionally high correlation is what allows the dramatic reduction in flux and cross
section systematics for the signal channels.
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Figure 7.9: Collapsed flux and cross section fractional covariance matrix of the final combined
2W1?, 2W0?, 1W1?, and 1W0? selections. The 2W distributions are the reconstructed c0 momentum
in GeV/c and the 1W are the reconstructed shower energy in GeV. Note that the matrix is symmetric
about the diagonal so the units are the same for both axes. Overall, flux and cross section systematic
uncertainties never exceed ∼15% fractional covariance.
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Figure 7.10: Collapsed flux and cross section full covariance matrix of the final 2W1?, 2W0?, 1W1?,
and 1W0? selections (all sub-selection background samples combined). The 2W distributions are
the reconstructed c0 momentum in GeV/c and the 1W are the reconstructed shower energy in GeV.
Note that the matrix is symmetric about the diagonal so the units are the same for both axes.
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7.2.4 Detector Systematic Uncertainties
For the non-reweighable systematics we have the detector systematics, which represent the
uncertainties in the detector response. This is a significant component of the total uncertainty and
MicroBooNE has developed an innovative, data-driven method to cover the uncertainties in effects
that can be described by variations in the signals read out by the TPC wire planes. It is referred
to as the wire-modification method. This section will outline this approach to detector systematics
for a LArTPC detector and the subsequent evaluation for the single photon analysis.
Wire-Modification Detector Systematics
Figure 7.11: Schematic of a single hit on a wire as a function of the time tick and the ADC
value. Here the blue region represents fitting the hit, shown with the black curve, with a Gaussian
function shown in blue. &ℎ8C and fℎ8C are the integrated area (charge) and standard deviation from
the Gaussian fit, respectively. Credit: Lauren Yates
The premise of the wire modification systematic variations is to characterize all variations
in the detector response in terms of terms of the charge (&ℎ8C) and width (fℎ8C) of Gaussian
hits of ionization charge read out by the wires, as is illustrated in Fig. 7.11. Instead of trying
to individually model detector effects like the drift electron longitudinal diffusion and the wire
response, the goal is instead to characterize the impact of all detector effects on the hits that
are measured. These hits are then the basis of all reconstructed events that go into the detector
variations samples.
One of the advantages of using the wire-modification method to produce detector systematics
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samples is that you do not need to model all of the detector effects. Instead, this method is able
to encompass detector effects that are missing in or not well-described by the standard detector
simulation by considering directly the variations in the observed data. Even more importantly, this
method uses post-deconvolution wire waveforms. Doing so greatly reduces the computing time
required to generate the variation samples. More detailed information regarding the wire-modification
method can be found in Ref. [95].
The wire-modification of the hits in the systematic variations is based on extracting a continuous
ratio function between the data and the MC for a set of variables that parameterize the detector
response. These ratios, '(30C0/")
&
and '(30C0/")f , are based off of observed trends in &ℎ8C and
fℎ8C . An example cartoon of this is shown in Fig. 7.11. These functions are then used to modify
the wave forms in the MC to better match the data.
Figure 7.12: This cartoon example shows &ℎ8C (left) and fℎ8C(right) with respect to the detector X
coordinate. The extracted data to MC ratios, '(30C0/")
&
and '(30C0/")f , are indicated by the black
lines. These continuous functions are used to modify the MC event hits. Credit: Lauren Yates
Brief Summary of Detector Systematics Categories and Samples
There are three main categories of detector systematics: the wire modification samples that
characterize the wire response, the light yield (PMT), and the electron-drift effects. These are
meant to describe the TPC wire readout, PMT readout, and other systematic effects within the
argon in detector volume respectively.
For the wire-modification systematics, the detector is parameterized by a set of spatial coordinates:
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• X direction (WireX): the drift direction of the ionized electrons
• Y-Z direction (WireYZ): the direction perpendicular to the drift direction
• Angle in the X-Z plane (AngleXZ): the angle with respect to the wires in the X-Z plane
• Angle in the Y-Z plane (AngleYZ): the angle with respect to the wires in the Y-Z plane
These are relevant because we expect the systematic effects that impact the drifting electrons to be
largely related to the position of the incident ionizing particles in the detector as well as the angle
with respect to the wires.
For the light yield category, there are several different variations that are used. One reduces the
total light yield by 25% (LY), another varies the light yield attenuation in the argon (LYAtt), and
the last varies the light yield due to Rayleigh scattering length variations (LYRay).
The other detector effects category includes the space charge effects (SCE) due to distortions
in the electric field and ionized electron recombination effects (Recom). More details regarding
how input variables are applied and how these samples are produced can be found in the detector
systematics supporting note [95].
For the single-photon analyses, five different generated exclusive final state MC samples are
used to evaluate the signals and backgrounds. These samples are: NC Δ Radiative, NC c0
(including 1c0 Coherent, 1c0 Non-Coherent), BNB intrinsic a4 and ā4 CC, a` CC 1c0, and “BNB
Other”. For this analysis we use Run 3 detector systematics samples only, meaning that they use
background cosmic overlays from Run 3 and are meant to capture the detector variations that differ
between Runs 1 and 3.
Assessing Detector Systematic Uncertainties
For the rest of this section we study how different detector variations affect the 1W1? and 1W0?
selections as are described in detail in Chap. 6. In order to this we apply the same topological,
preselection, and BDT cuts to each of the detector variation samples and compare the resulting
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BNB a` NC Δ NC c0 Intrinsic a4 CC c0
CV 1,053,275 | 1.320E21 46,456 | 2.169E23 138,406 | 8.085E21 102,221 | 6.003E22 76,953 | 2.696E21
WireX 1,034,508 | 1.297E21 46,113 | 2.153E23 135,047 | 7.892E21 96,320 | 5.654E22 83,929 | 2.942E21
WireYZ 1,051,341 | 1.318E21 45,923 | 2.144E23 136,364 | 7.964E21 96,762 | 5.679E22 82,525 | 2.891E21
AngleXZ 1,004,651 | 1.135E21 46,394 | 2.166E23 137,824 | 8.050E21 96,808 | 5.694E22 84,386 | 2.957E21
AngleYZ 1,044,252 | 1.309E21 46,416 | 2.167E23 137,982 | 8.061E21 98,652 | 5.810E22 83,167 | 2.914E21
LY 1,053,815 | 1.320E21 45,460 | 2.123E23 137,699 | 8.043E21 102,316 | 6.012E22 84,062 | 2.946E21
LYAtt 1,043,083 | 1.307E21 42,535 | 1.987E23 136,840 | 7.992E21 101,332 | 5.952E22 76,871 | 2.690E21
LYRay 1,045,254 | 1.310E21 46,456 | 2.169E23 131,795 | 7.702E21 101,279 | 5.947E22 83,474 | 2.925E21
SCE 483,586 | 5.987E20 49,584 | 2.318E23 129,600 | 7.574E21 91,944 | 5.402E22 86,617 | 3.036E21
Recom 510,031 | 6.317E20 58,995 | 2.758E23 137,061 | 8.007E21 90,005 | 5.267E22 77,205 | 2.707E21
Table 7.4: For each detector variation type we give the number of events for each of the five main
MC categories used in the 1W and 2W selections. For each sample, the left column gives the number
and right gives the corresponding POT. All samples are for Run 3. In this table, CV corresponds
to the “central value” MC used to tune the selections that has no variations applied; BNB-a` is
inclusive of the “BNB Other” and Dirt sub-samples; NC Δ is inclusive of the NC Delta Radiative
sub-sample; NC-c0 is inclusive of NC 1c0 (Coherent and Not Coherent); a4 is inclusive of intrinsic
a4 and ā4 CC; and CC-c0 is inclusive of a` CC 1c0.
distributions to the MC central value (CV). We check the result at both the preselection cuts stage
and the final selection stage for both the 1W1? and 1W0? topologies.
The reweighable systematics described in Sec. 7.2.2 and 7.2.3 are calculated by varying the
same MC samples that are used to create the selections. By contrast, the detector systematics
require a new set of samples to be generated and as a consequence these samples are substantially
smaller than those used for the main selections. Table 7.4 shows the generated number of events
POT equivalents for each sample after passing through the analysis selection module and removing
any events that match the BDT training samples. Note that the last two variations samples, space
charge and recombination, are substantially smaller than the others for the BNB a` samples.
What we have found is that for some of the categories of backgrounds, the statistical uncertainty
of the detector variations samples dominates the extracted uncertainty for the final selections.
In this case we cannot rely on comparing the detector variations samples to the main selection
samples at the final selection stage alone in order to accurately assess the detector systematic
uncertainty. To mitigate this we still use the largest samples to evaluate the detector uncertainties
at the final selection stage, the high-statistics signal NC Δ-Radiative and primary background NC
c0 Non-Coherent samples. However, for the remaining lower statistics categories we assess the
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uncertainties at the preselection stage for all selection stages since there are sufficient statistics in
the samples at this point. In order to validate this method of evaluating the systematic uncertainties
at an earlier stage than the final selection for some samples we compared the percent change in the
evaluated systematic as a function of the number of events selected from the sample by the BDT
cuts. This demonstrated that the assessed uncertainty was strongly correlated with the statistical
uncertainty of the samples and that the trend from the larger samples was more representative of
the uncertainty from the detector response. The results when combined with the flux and cross
section systematics are described in Sec. 7.2.5.
1W1? Detector Systematics Here we summarize the detector variations for the 1W1? selections
at the preselection stage, that are used to assess the uncertainty for the sub-leading backgrounds,
and at the final selection stage for the NC Δ and NC c0 samples. The same follows for the 1W0?.
Here we first compare the CV and detector systematics sample events that pass the topological
and preselection cuts for the 1W1? selection. Table 7.5 gives the difference in the number of
selected events in the CV and the detector variation sample as the percent change for each variation.
This is defined as (#E0A − #+ )/#+ × 100%, where # is the total number of events, E0A and
+ represent the detector variation and CV samples. For example, a shift of 5% for a given
sample would indicate that there are 5% fewer events selected in the CV sample than there are
in the corresponding detector systematic sample. The total detector systematic uncertainty for a
given selection would be the combined total uncertainty on each of the sub-samples, scaled by the
fraction of the distribution each one represents.
From the table, we can see the uncertainties for NC Δ , NC non-coherent c0 and intrinsic a4
sub-samples are small, each with less than 5% total shift due to all detector systematic effects. For
other backgrounds however, the effect can be relatively large. For example we see up to up to
∼10.8% from the recombination detector variation sample alone for “BNB Other”. As we see in
Tab. 7.4 this sub-sample is generated with relatively low statistics and therefore we expect that the
observed percent shift is limited in accuracy by the level of statistical uncertainty in the generated
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sample.
We can also consider the percent shift based on the detector variations for the 1W1? final
selections as is given in Table 7.6. Here we show only the NC Δ and NC c0 samples as the
preselection stage is used to assess the uncertainty for all other samples. For the NC Δ signal the
largest individual uncertainty is 3.75% from recombination. For the NC c0 samples, the leading
contributions come from the X position, light attenuation, and space charge effect variations.
The comparison between CV and each detector systematics for the reconstructed shower energy
spectra at both preselection stage can be seen in Fig. 7.13. The spectra are taken into account all
sub-samples. In general we see that no one detector systematic effect dominates, and there are
contributions from the light yield, space charge effect, and wire modified systematics.
1W0? selection The percent shift in the CV events after preselection cuts for the 1W0? selection
are provided in Table 7.7. Again we see a small uncertainty on the signal NC Δ sample with the
largest single variation being the recombination. For the sub-dominant backgrounds we see a total
uncertainty ranging from ∼2-28%. with the largest being CC c0. The comparison between CV and
each detector systematics for the reconstructed shower energy spectra at preselection stage can be
seen in Fig. 7.14.
As for the 1W1?, we only use the final stage for the NC Δ and non-coherent NC c0, shown in
Table 7.8. Similarly to what we saw for the 1W1? final selection, the resulting total uncertainties
are ∼6% and ∼9% on those samples, respectively.
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Sub-sample WireX WireYZ AngleXZ AngleYZ LY LYAtt LYRay SCE Recom Tot
NC Δ 0.03 0.44 1.00 0.13 0.20 0.23 0.17 0.04 1.56 1.94
NC 1c0 Not Coh 0.94 0.49 0.76 1.64 1.56 1.48 0.53 1.06 2.45 4.05
NC 1c0 Coh 0.00 2.92 11.60 2.91 1.15 1.23 0.595 0.67 6.83 14.20
Dirt(Inside Cryostat) 3.87 2.00 0.96 1.56 0.00 7.57 5.19 3.70 2.19 11.20
CC a` 1c0 0.33 0.91 1.78 4.02 4.67 6.90 1.92 3.67 2.84 10.70
Intrinsic a4/ā4 1.12 0.74 0.26 0.34 0.37 0.26 0.77 2.15 0.32 2.73
BNB Other 5.36 1.12 0.75 1.79 0.87 1.03 0.205 3.53 10.80 12.90
Table 7.5: Percent (%) shifts in number of events for each 1W1? sub-sample, for each systematic
variation, defined as (#E0A − #+ )/#+ × 100%, at preselection stage. The first two sub-samples,
NC Δ and NC c0 Non-Coherent are the two high statistics samples that would be most robust to
statistical variations. The last column Tot is the quadrature sum of all detector effects.
Sub-sample WireX WireYZ AngleXZ AngleYZ LY LYAtt LYRay SCE Recom Tot
NC Δ 0.84 1.26 1.46 3.23 0.32 2.14 0.94 1.12 3.75 5.98
NC 1c0 Not Coh 5.49 2.50 2.89 0.00 1.24 5.09 1.28 6.88 4.74 11.98
Table 7.6: Percent (%) shifts in number of events for each 1W1? sub-sample, for each systematic
variation, defined as (#E0A − #+ )/#+ × 100%, at final selection stage. As noted before, the first
two samples, NC Δ and NC c0 Non-Coherent are both the primary components and also the only
two high statistics detector variation samples that would be most robust to statistical variations.
The combined (summed in quadrature) detector normalization uncertainty for NC Δ and NC c0
non-coherent are 6.0% and 12% respectively. For the other sub-samples, we see much larger
percent shifts for those which still have events at the final selection stage. This is not because
we expect the corresponding uncertainties to be this high, but rather because the statistics in the
detector systematics samples are too low at this stage and thus are dominated by the statistical error
on the samples themselves. Thus for the smaller samples this method is insufficient to assess the
detector systematics and we instead use the values from the preselection cuts stage.
Sub-sample WireX WireYZ AngleXZ AngleYZ LY LYAtt LYRay SCE Recom Tot
NC Δ 0.64 1.22 1.43 1.12 1.17 1.10 0.64 0.45 1.51 3.27
NC 1c0 Not Coh 2.60 0.27 0.37 1.20 5.24 7.57 0.92 4.02 3.44 11.04
NC 1c0 Coh 0.98 0.57 1.90 0.57 0.19 0.20 0.99 2.74 2.38 4.41
Dirt(Inside Cryostat) 0.75 2.36 0.82 1.72 1.78 1.12 2.36 3.70 4.01 7.04
CC a` 1c0 3.43 7.49 4.00 2.62 11.58 21.29 5.86 8.17 2.67 28.03
Intrinsic a4/ā4 1.44 0.02 0.19 0.92 0.99 0.68 0.76 0.08 0.58 2.30
BNB Other 1.68 3.00 1.40 1.42 5.29 8.59 0.81 6.24 3.10 12.91
Table 7.7: Percent (%) shifts in number of events for each 1W0? sub-sample, for each systematic
variation, defined as (#E0A − #+ )/#+ × 100%, at preselection stage. The total column shows
the quadrature sum of all individual detector effects.
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Sub-sample WireX WireYZ AngleXZ AngleYZ LY LYAtt LYRay SCE Recom Tot
NC Δ 3.07 1.32 1.84 0.00 0.09 0.25 0.35 3.21 4.03 6.43
NC 1c0 Not Coh 1.72 7.45 3.23 3.39 0.61 2.24 0.16 0.17 0.16 9.27
Table 7.8: Percent (%) shifts in number of events for each 1W0? sub-sample, for each systematic
variation, defined as (#E0A − #+ )/#+ × 100%, at final selection stage. The total column shows
the quadrature sum of all individual detector effects.
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(a) 1W1? preselection stage
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(b) 1W1? preselection stage
Figure 7.13: Detector variations for the reconstructed shower energy for the 1W1? preselection.
Here (a) is a comparison of the spectrum for the CV and detector systematics samples, and (b)
shows the ratio of each systematics sample relative to the CV. Detector CV and systematics sample
are all normalized to 6.6 × 1020 POT for Runs 1-3.
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(a) 1W0? preselection stage
Corrected Calorimetric Shower Energy [MeV]


































(b) 1W0? preselection stage
Figure 7.14: Detector variations for the reconstructed shower energy for the 1W0? preselection.
Here (a) is a comparison of the spectrum for the CV and detector systematics samples, and (b)
shows the ratio of each systematics sample relative to the CV. Detector CV and systematics sample
are all normalized to 6.6 × 1020 POT for Runs 1-3.
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7.2.5 Full Systematics Evaluation
In this section we discuss creating a covariance matrix from the detector systematics variations
discussed in Sec. 7.2.4. Then we consider the total systematic uncertainties, including flux, cross
section, and detector, on the 1W and 2W final selections.
Unlike for the reweighable systematics, for the detector systematics we do not consider correlations
across bins in the selections. Although it is possible to incorporate such correlations for unisims,
because of the high variations that we see in bin-to-bin detector uncertainty it does not seem
as though the samples that we have represent the true detector systematic correlations between
different bins and different samples. As a result we intentionally drop all correlations for the
detector uncertainties and instead treated them as fully uncorrelated, meaning independent between
different bins. We do so in order avoiding over-constraining the detector systematic effects for the
single photon measurements.
The detector uncertainty can then be understood the absolute fractional difference between an
individual detector variation sample and the detector CV taken bin-by-bin, summed in quadrature
over all detector systematics samples. We show the final side-by-side correlation matrix in Fig. 7.15,
for both the flux and cross section only and the full systematics including the uncorrelated detector
systematics. Here we see that, while there are still strong correlations between the 1W and 2W
selections with the inclusion of the detector systematics, the overall correlation decreases.
In order to understand the impact of each of the detector systematics, we can also look at their
relative contributions to the error on the final 1W and 2W selections. This is shown in Fig. 7.16,
which gives a summary and comparison of the scale of the flux, interaction and detector systematic
uncertainties is shown for the four final selections. Here we see that the cross section systematics
are the leading systematic error for each of the selections, averaging 20-25%. The next leading is
the detector systematics, and finally the flux. Because the flux and cross section are constrained
with the NC c0 fit, the detector systematics are a leading uncertainty after the constraint as we will
see.
Since the 1W1? selection has the lowest signal efficiency and therefore is the most susceptible to
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low-statistics in the detector variation samples we use a single-bin. As we will discuss more with
regards to the fit method, this is also in line with the analysis goals given the signal hypothesis
























































Figure 7.15: The collapsed correlation matrix between all four samples at final selection stage. The
left most bin represents the 1W1? final selection, and to the right are the 1W0?, 2W1? and 2W0?
final selection bins. The 2W distributions are the reconstructed c0 momentum in GeV/c and the
1W are the reconstructed shower energy in GeV. Note that the matrices are symmetric about the
diagonal so the units are the same for both axes. The left matrix has only flux and cross section
uncertainties, same as in Fig. 7.8 but rebinned. The right matrix has full uncertainties including
the detector systematics. Here we see that the reweighable systematics are highly correlated, in the
80-90% range, but these correlations are weakened with the addition of the detector systematics.
For example the higher energy bins of 1W0? (around 10) show a significantly reduced correlation
factor due to the wash-out effect of the larger detector systematics in this region. However, the
final sensitivity benefits from the fact that the correlations between the 1W1? selection and the 2W
selections, although reduced, remain extremely strong.
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Figure 7.16: These plots show the relative contributions of the systematic uncertainties on the 1W
(top) and 2W (bottom) selections. The 1W does not include the conditional constraint discussed
Sec. 7.3. The blue, green and red curves represent flux, cross section and detector systematics
respectively. The black curve is the total systematics. The magenta line gives the MC statistical
uncertainty and the dashed gray gives an expected statistical uncertainty assuming the number of
selected data events matches the CV prediction. Overall the systematics are between 20% to 30%
in the primary bins of interest.
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7.3 Constraint on Systematic Uncertainties from the NC c0 Measurement
In this section we estimate the constraint on the systematics for the 1W final selections using
the 2W selections for the purposes of illustrating the expected reduction in systematic uncertainties
in the final fit. This is not the final fit method but it is a useful study in order to understand the
impact of including the side-by-side fit to the NC c0 and NC single photon selections. Instead this
is a trick that we can employ in order to estimate the effect on different systematic effects. With
this conditional constraint estimation we can foreshadow the level of sensitivity improvement that
we can expect from a simultaneous fit to 1W and 2W selections, particularly with respect to the
systematic uncertainties.
We estimate the amount of the 1W systematics constraint using the method described in Ref. [96].
Here we consider the NC c0 sideband (2W) measurements relative to the 1W signal measurements,
in a way analogous to how constraints were estimated for a4 backgrounds using observed a` events
in the MiniBooNE or MicroBooNE experiments.
The constraint estimation procedure is as follows: one begins with the total covariance matrix,
"8 9 , containing statistical and systematic uncertainties (and correlations) for both the 1W background
samples and the 2W signal and background samples. This is then inverted to give "−1
8 9
. An


















. After this step, the matrix is re-inverted and this leads to
new uncertainties on the 1W background blocks of the matrix, which are reduced, relative to the
original. Those uncertainties are referred to as “constrained” uncertainties. The level of constraint
(i.e. the level of uncertainty reduction) improves with increased 2W statistics.
In the first scenario we will study the impact of the conditional constraint without the detector
systematics, using only the flux and cross section uncertainties. As we saw in Fig. 7.16, the cross
section uncertainties are dominant and this is expected given that the underlying NC c0 model
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parameters like the neutral current resonance axial mass are poorly constrained. Therefore we
expect a sizable reduction on this error with the inclusion of the NC c0 measurement. The resulting
constrained errors for the 1W final selections can be seen in Fig. 7.17. For both 1W1? and 1W0?
we see very large reductions, on the order of 50-60% in most bins. This large reduction is perhaps
unsurprising when one considers that the overall correlation factor between the 1W and 2W spectra in
the flux and cross-section correlation matrix is above 85% in the majority of bins, as was observed
in Fig 7.15.
We expect the constraint to be less powerful with the inclusion of the uncorrelated detector
systematics. The resulting uncertainty is shown in Fig. 7.18, where we see a stronger effect for the
1W1? as expected due to the weaker correlations between the 1W0? and 2W selections. Nonetheless,
we still see a dramatic reduction in the bin-by-bin systematic uncertainty before and after the
constraint, highlighting the performance of the 2W selections. A more detailed breakdown of the
bin-by-bin total uncertainty before and after the constraint is shown in Tab. 7.9.
The total systematic uncertainties that were originally ∼25% in the 1W selections are reduced
to < 20% in most bins with the inclusion of the conditional constraint. Further detail about the
impact of the constraint on individual cross section parameters can be found in the supplementary
App. F. The level of constraint evaluated using this method suggests a promising reduction of the
systematic uncertainty on the background components of 1W1? and 1W0? samples for the final fit,
which are highly correlated with the 2W1? and 2W0? samples.
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1W1? Bkgd. Bins Events Unconstrained Constrained Reduction Factor
of Shower Energy (GeV) Uncertainty Uncertainty
0 - 0.6 29.4339 24.55% 9.53% 2.58
1W0? Bkgd. Bins Events Unconstrained Constrained Reduction Factor
of Shower Energy (GeV) Uncertainty Uncertainty
0.1 - 0.2 10.22 17.63% 12.19% 1.45
0.2 - 0.25 21.47 17.77% 10.06% 1.77
0.25 - 0.3 33.40 17.38% 7.63% 2.28
0.3 - 0.35 34.10 18.13% 7.35% 2.47
0.35 - 0.4 28.80 19.61% 9.35% 2.10
0.4 - 0.45 16.61 21.59% 11.68% 1.85
0.45 - 0.5 11.12 20.77% 15.14% 1.37
0.5 - 0.55 6.44 23.97% 19.27% 1.24
0.55 - 0.6 3.99 28.08% 25.48% 1.102
0.6 - 0.7 3.71 24.24% 16.96% 1.43
Table 7.9: Effect of constraint per bin, provided in terms of a reduction factor on the total flux,
cross section and detector systematic uncertainty on the backgrounds of the 1W selections. The
event numbers correspond to the available Run 1-3 of 6.9×1020 POT, however, the NC c0 (2W)
selections that provide the constraint are fixed at the POT of the filtered samples, 5.8 × 1020 POT
and 5.9 × 1020 POT for 2W1? and 2W0? respectively.
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Figure 7.17: A visual representation of the reduction in flux and cross-section systematic
uncertainty on the 1W1? and 1W0? final selections using a conditional constraint with the high
statistics NC c0 samples. Here the hatched color gives the unconstrained error per bin, and the
solid color gives the constrained. See Fig. 7.18 for the effect of including detector systematics.
Note that this plot is for the full final selections, including the signal channels, where as Table. 7.9
is for backgrounds only.
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Figure 7.18: A visual representation of the reduction is systematic uncertainty on the 1W1? and
1W0? final selections, due to the high statistics NC c0 samples. Note that this plot is for the full
final selections, including the signal channels, where as Table. 7.9 is for backgrounds only.
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Chapter 8: Results
As we have seen in Chap. 6, the MicroBooNE single photon analysis was refined on a small
unblinded sample of data in order to preserve blindness towards both an electron and photon-like
interpretation of the MiniBooNE excess. In this chapter we discuss the unblinding strategy that
involves a three stage process of looking at data that is increasingly more signal-like. It consists of
far sidebands, near sidebands, and the signal region. This staged unblinding facilitates a rigorous
validation of the simulation against data before fully unblinding. In Sec. 8.2 we show results from
the far sideband region from Runs 1-3 that have been unblinded and represent a ∼15 fold increase
in the available data for the 1W selections. Here we see good data-MC agreement that helps build
confidence in proceeding with the unblinding procedure.
Despite the importance of the NC c0 selections to the single photon measurement, they are
topologically exclusive from the signal because they consider only two shower topologies to
conserve blindness. Therefore, without the sidebands, the largest available data set to check
for data-MC agreement for single shower topologies prior to unblinding was the Run 1 unbiased
5×1019 POT sample which is used for data-MC comparisons in Chap. 6. While this was sufficient
to build confidence in the selection at the preselection and topological selection stages, and validate
the BDT responses and training variables, there are very few data events that pass the final selections
from this sample. This was intentional, to preserve blindness, and so the single photon sidebands
allow a stronger validation of background events with that match the signal topology.
In the second part of the chapter, Sec. 8.4.3, we demonstrate the method that will be used on
the unblinded signal region in order to measure the rate of NC Δ → #W using the 1W and 2W
selections. This also includes the projected sensitivity for the first result with Runs 1-3.
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8.1 Unblinding Strategy
This section details the three step unblinding strategy for the two single photon topologies
consisting of the far sidebands, near sidebands, and the signal region. First we outline the general
strategy and then show results from the open far sidebands.
The basic premise of the unblinding procedure is to create a map between the data at preselection
stage and the final selection in order to define regions that are progressively more signal-like. For
each respective selection, the “signal box” is defined in terms of five BDT scores for the 1W1?
sample (cosmic BDT, a4 BDT, NC c0 BDT, Second Shower Veto (SSV) BDT, and “BNB Other”
BDT) and three BDT cuts for the 1W0? sample (cosmic BDT, NC c0 BDT, and BNB BDT).
We start with the preselection because it is heavily background dominated and does not look
signal-like aside from the topology. This enables high-statistics validation of the MC backgrounds.
The difference between the preselection and final stage selection is the BDT selection cuts, and
therefore we use these cuts to define the sideband regions. Here the far sideband is the first to be
opened and is the least signal-like, and then the near sideband is medium signal-like and will be
opened before the final “signal box.” More precise definitions of these sideband regions are given
in the following sections, 8.2 and 8.3.
The goal of the tiered unblinding is to study events that are topologically similar to our 1W
signal but signal-blind. This allows us to confirm that our backgrounds are correctly predicted and
reconstructed in our analysis. Since NC c0 mis-identified events are our primary background, a
primary goal is to ensure that our MC correctly models the mis-reconstruction and mis-identification
failures for NC c0 events that we should expect in the data. Furthermore, we are interested in
confirming that the data to MC discrepancy evident in the 2W selections is indeed appropriately
attributed as a normalization shift for the NC 1c0 coherent and non-coherent event rates, explicitly,
i.e. a similar discrepancy is not evident in sidebands that contain a small fraction of true NC c0
events. As such, we seek to obtain at least one high-statistics sideband box for each selection which
is NC c0 pure, as well as others which target other backgrounds more holistically. In addition, we
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seek to obtain an NC c0 sideband that exposes events from a wide range of true c0 momentum,
complementary to the 2W selections, which preferentially select high-momentum NC c0 events.
This will explicitly help test whether any NC c0 discrepancy is a purely normalization discrepancy,
a c0-momentum dependent effect, or another effect.
8.2 Far Sidebands
The largest and most important sidebands to the single photon selection are the NC c0 2W
selections, for which a full sample of unblinded data from Runs 1-3 was used to develop the
selection shown in Sec. 7.1. Its associated coherent/non-coherent rate measurement is presented in
Sec. 7.1.3 and indicates an overall deficit in the data relative to MC, which can be interpreted as an
underestimate of the NC c0 non-coherent production rates by a factor of ≈ 0.80. However, this is
nevertheless covered by the cross section systematic uncertainties. The fact that such a 20% deficit
in NC c0 rich data samples is observed in the 2W selection must be taken into consideration when
studying the far sideband data-MC comparisons presented in this section.
The far sidebands for the 1W1? and 1W0? topologies are defined separately given that each
topology has a different set of BDTs, but the strategy is parallel for both. In either case we
first apply a4 rejection cuts in order to avoid inadvertently breaking blindness to an electron-like
MiniBooNE interpretation. From there the far sidebands are defined as all events that fail either
the NC c0 and/or the BNB rejection BDT cuts for the 1W1? and 1W0? selections, as defined in
Sec. 6.6.1. This means that according to the BDTs they must score as either a clear BNB or NC c0
background. Moreover, because the far sideband events must fail at least one of these optimized
cuts, they are completely orthogonal to the signal region.
The resulting distributions as shown in the following sections yield a high-statistics sample of
background events that match the single shower topology. This section shows the results from the
unblinded far sidebands using the combined data events from Runs 1-3 and using Run 1 and Run 3
MC scaled by the appropriate POT, with the Run 3 MC used for both Runs 2 and 3. The following
section show results for each topology, considering both the full 1W1? and 1W0? far sidebands as
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well as using BDT cuts to select out specific backgrounds of interest such as NC c0 and “BNB
Other”.
8.2.1 1W1? Far Sideband Results from Runs 1-3
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Figure 8.1: The 1W1? reconstructed shower energy for all of the events in the 1W1? far sideband
using the combined events from Runs 1-3. Note that we expect a 20% overprediction of the
non-coherent NC c0 in the MC based off of the NC c0 selections.
First we can consider the full 1W1? far sideband, meaning all events from Runs 1-3 that fail
either the NC c0 or “BNB Other” optimized BDT cuts, with some additional a4 rejection cuts
applied. These include a relaxed cut on the 1W1? a4 rejection BDT and the shower 3/3G. This is
shown as a function of the reconstructed shower energy in Fig. 8.1. Here we see good agreement
between the prediction and the data within systematic uncertainties. Although there appears a
deficit in data at higher energies, this is consistent with the trend that is also apparent in the NC
c0 selection in Chp. 7.1 and is not statistically significant with the inclusion of systematics. Of the
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Figure 8.2: The full 1W1? far sideband with a cosmic rejection cut of 0.9 applied to reduce the
cosmic contamination. Note that we expect a 20% overprediction of the non-coherent NC c0 in
the MC based off of the NC c0 selections.
MC backgrounds, we see that the dominant contribution comes from “BNB Other”, followed by
NC c0.
Nearly a third of all selected events in the 1W1? far sideband are cosmic backgrounds. Because
cosmic events are easily distinguished from the NCΔ radiative signal it follows that they accumulate
in the far sideband since it is well-separated from the signal region. For more specific data-MC
comparisons that has a higher purity of MC, we can apply an additional cut on the 1W1? cosmic
BDT score of > 0.9 to remove a significant amount of of these cosmic events. We can also further
isolate categories of MC background with cuts on the “BNB Other” and NC c0 rejection BDT
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scores.
A selection of distributions from the full far sideband with a cosmic BDT cut applied are shown
in Fig. 8.2. Here we see that the cosmic contamination has been reduced to less than 10%, making
for a clearer comparison to the MC. Furthermore, the dominant MC background is now NC c0.
We expect the cosmic BDT cut to also remove some of the “BNB Other” CC events with muons.
Figure 8.2d gives the reconstructed invariant mass of the Δ from the track and shower and it is
clear that these backgrounds peak below the value of the true Δ invariant mass, 1.232 GeV. This is
also expected given that the far sideband events are easily distinguished from the NC Δ radiative
signal despite having the same topology.
We can further isolate the NC c0 backgrounds within the 1W1? far sideband, as is shown
in Fig. 8.3. Here we consider only events that fail the optimized NC c0 BDT cut but pass the
optimized “BNB Other” BDT cut, in addition to the loose cosmic BDT cut shown previously for
the full far sideband. By isolating events that fail the NC c0 we select a pure sample of obvious
NC c0 backgrounds, which contain 77% non-coherent NC c0 events.
In looking at the reconstructed shower energy in Fig. 8.3a, we see that the selected events skew
to lower mean energy than those that make up the backgrounds for the signal region. Additionally
we see that the overall data-MC normalization agreement in this region of the far sideband is
just at the boundary of the normalization uncertainty, with the MC over-predicting the number of
data events. This is consistent with the normalization agreement seen in the 2W1? selection. As
such, this builds confidence that the final fit described in Chap. 8.4.3 that utilizes the 2W selections
to constrain the NC c0 backgrounds to the 1W selections will be representative for the signal
topologies as well.
Additionally we can study other variables in this NC c0-rich sideband region that are important
to targeting the NC c0 reconstruction. Figure 8.3b shows the fraction of unassociated hits, which
gives the number of hits associated with a neutrino interaction that aren’t associated to the reconstructed
track or shower. This is a metric of the noisiness of the interaction and is input to the SSV BDT to
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target events with a missing shower from a c0 event. Here we see reasonable data-MC agreement
within errors.
We can also study the proton reconstruction since we expect that an NC c0 rich sample would
also be rich in true protons. The distribution of the track truncated mean 3/3G is given in
Fig. 8.3c. This is a key variable in distinguishing protons from muons and we see good data-MC
agreement. This plots starts at 2 MeV/cm as we remove all events below this in our pre-selection
cuts. While track 3/3G is indeed an important variable, the exact value of the proton is less
important than the ability to separate highly ionizing protons from MIP like muons.
Similarly, we can further study the “BNB Other” backgrounds in the 1W1? far sidebands by
isolating a “BNB Other”-rich region as is shown in Fig. 8.4. Here we see a “BNB Other” purity
of 43% and additionally a CC c0 contribution of 20%, with a cosmic contamination of under 10%.
These are events which pass the optimized NC c0 BDT cut but fail the “BNB Other”, meaning
that they look clearly like BNB induced backgrounds. This box also represents a "catch-all"
for mis-reconstructed events and any large deviations could highlight potential unexpected failure
modes. All of the “BNB Other”-rich background distributions shown have good data-MC agreement.
In general we see a ∼25% data deficit in this region but that is only slightly outside of the 1f
normalization error, which is ∼20%.
We see that the reconstructed Δ invariant mass, shown in Fig. 8.4b, peaks close to the true
value of 1.232 GeV. This makes sense given that these events passed the NC c0 BDT and therefore
look more signal-like than the total “BNB Other” backgrounds. Additionally we see that the “BNB
Other”-rich backgrounds have a higher mean shower energy than those in the NC c0-rich region
shown in Fig. 8.3a. Figure 8.4c shows the reconstructed track truncated mean 3/3G, which peaks
at 2 MeV/cm consistent with selecting a muon track. Most of the CC c0 backgrounds pile up at
low 3/3G given that the reconstructed track and shower are likely a muon and a photon from the
c0.
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Figure 8.3: A subset of the 1W1? far sideband which isolates a NC c0 rich box, with cuts of
NC c0 BDT score < 0.467404 and “BNB Other” BDT score >= 0.96273 . An additional cosmic
rejection cut of 0.9 is applied to reduce the cosmic contamination and facilitate a better data-MC
comparison. Note that we expect a 20% overprediction of the non-coherent NC c0 in the MC based
off of the NC c0 selections.
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Figure 8.4: A subset of the 1W1? far sideband which isolates a BNB Other rich box, with cuts of
NC c0 BDT score > 0.467404 and “BNB Other” BDT score <= 0.96273 . An additional cosmic
rejection cut of 0.9 is applied to reduce the cosmic contamination and facilitate a better data-MC
comparison. Note that we expect a 20% overprediction of the non-coherent NC c0 in the MC based
off of the NC c0 selections.
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8.2.2 1W0? Far Sideband Results from Runs 1-3
As with the 1W1? far sidebands, for the 1W0? far sideband there are more than a thousand
selected events across Runs 1-3. The distribution of the reconstructed shower energy is given in
Fig. 8.5. Here we see a larger relative contribution from cosmic backgrounds as compared to 1W1?,
with half of the selected events in the 1W0? far sideband being cosmic data. This is expected given
that no cosmic rejection cuts have been applied at this stage, and also that there are more cosmic
backgrounds to the 1W0? selection overall. Of the beam-induced backgrounds, we see leading
contributions from the dirt and “BNB Other” categories, followed by NC c0. As we saw with the
1W1? far sidebands, we can similarly apply cuts on the Cosmic, “BNB Other”, and NC c0 BDT
scores in order to isolate particular regions of interest within the 1W0? far sideband.
Distributions from the full far sideband with a cosmic rejection cut are shown in Fig. 8.6.
We see that applying the cosmic BDT cut has reduced the cosmic contamination to 20%, and
the dominant MC contribution is from NC c0 events. As with the 1W1? far sideband, we see
reasonable data-MC agreement in both the reconstructed shower \HI and Pandora shower score
distributions for the 1W0? far sideband given the systematic uncertainties, shown in Fig. 8.6a and
Fig. 8.6c respectively. Similarly, the shower 3/3G given in Fig. 8.6d also shows good agreement.
The lower bound of 2.5 MeV/cm for the shower 3/3G is dictated by the a4 blindness cut as part
of the 1W0? far sideband definition.
Figure 8.6b shows the ratio of the shower energy to the number of hits in the shower, or the
mean energy per hit in the reconstructed shower. Here we see a poor j2 ?-value and there appears
to be a downward trend in data as compared to the MC. However as we will see in Fig. 8.8b, the
agreement is better for key “BNB Other” backgrounds.
We can further isolate the dominant NC c0 backgrounds within the 1W0? far sideband using the
optimized “BNB Other” and NC c0 BDT cuts as was done for the 1W1? far sidebands. Distributions
from this NC c0-rich region are shown in Fig. 8.7. Here we see a sample with 44% purity for
non-coherent NC c0 events, although a significant fraction of the dirt contribution are also true
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Figure 8.5: The corrected reconstructed shower energy for the full 1W0? far sideband using the
combined events from Runs 1-3. As this selection looks for a lone shower with no hadronic
activity, the percentage of dirt events originating from outside the TPC is increased relative to the
1W1?. Note that we expect a 20% overprediction of the non-coherent NC c0 in the MC based off
of the NC c0 selections.
c0’s. The overall data-MC normalization in this region is in good agreement and is consistent with
the 2W0? final selection. As with the NC c0-rich region of the 1W1? far sidebands, we see good
agreement in the corrected reconstructed shower energy (Fig. 8.7a) and the fraction of unassociated
hits in the slice (Fig. 8.7b).
The shower 3/3G is shown in Fig. 8.7d. As compared to the full far sideband region shown
in Fig 8.6d, in the NC c0-rich region the data-MC agreement is worse, although still reasonable
within errors. Overall there appears to be better agreement for the shower 3/3G for the selected
reconstructed showers in the 1W1? far sideband as compared to the 1W0?, however in this selection
there is also a relatively lower purity of non-coherent NC c0 events with true photon showers.
Lastly, one of the most important variables for the 1W0? NC c0 BDT is the minimum impact
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Figure 8.6: The full 1W0? far sideband with a cosmic rejection cut of 0.9 applied to reduce the
cosmic contamination and facilitate a better data-MC comparison. Note that we expect a 20%
overprediction of the non-coherent NC c0 in the MC based off of the NC c0 selections.
parameter for a second shower candidate cluster of hits, shown in Fig. 8.7c. This is a variable
incorporated from the SSV reclustering that targets NC c0 events where the second shower is not
reconstructed. The impact parameter is defined as the point of closest approach between the shower
start of the reconstructed shower and the back-projected direction of the candidate second shower
cluster. In effect this variable is a proxy for the photon conversion distance in the case where
the vertex position is unknown, as in the 1W0? case. In the NC c0-rich region we see excellent
data-agreement overall, which builds confidence in both the NC c0 modeling as well as the SSV
tools for targeting mis-reconstructed NC c0 events. Although there are no selected far sideband
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Figure 8.7: A subset of the 1W0? far sideband which isolates an NC c0 rich background box, with
cuts of NC c0 BDT score <0.428825 and “BNB Other” BDT score >= 0.892728. An additional
cosmic rejection cut of 0.9 applied to reduce the cosmic contamination and facilitate a better
data-MC comparison. Note that we expect a 20% overprediction of the non-coherent NC c0 in
the MC based off of the NC c0 selections.
data events in this region beyond 60 cm, this is still in good agreement with the MC since fewer
than 1 event is predicted in the last two bins.
Finally we can look at a “BNB Other”-rich region by inverting the cuts for the NC c0-rich and
considering the events which pass the NC c0 optimized BDT cut but fail the “BNB Other” as is
shown in Fig. 8.8. These are beam-induced events which don’t look like NC c0 backgrounds, but
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are still clearly distinguishable from signal. Approximately 50 data events are selected making this
a relatively small sample. However, this region has a 44% purity of “BNB Other” backgrounds
and therefore it is a key means to check the non-NC c0 backgrounds. While at the final selection
stage these are a sub-leading background, the 1W0? selection in particular could be more sensitive
to these backgrounds since the final selection has more background contamination overall as
compared to 1W1?.
Figures 8.8a and 8.8c show the corrected reconstructed shower energy and the reconstructed
shower opening angle respectively. Here we see that these background events span a range of
shower energies but are concentrated at narrow shower opening angle, which is indicative of tracks
being mis-reconstructed as showers. This is further supported by the shower 3/3G shown in
Fig. 8.8d. The “BNB Other” backgrounds show a small peak at 4 MeV/cm but have a longer
tail in the 3/3G as compared to the NC c0-rich backgrounds. This makes sense given that
the NC c0 region has a higher purity of true photons. All three distributions show reasonable
data-MC agreement within errors, although the jumpiness in the distributions is symptomatic of
the relatively low statistics in the “BNB Other” MC sample.
The ratio of the shower energy to the number of hits, shown for the “BNB Other”-rich region
in Fig. 8.8b, shows poor agreement in this sample. We see from the distribution that the “BNB
Other” backgrounds skew to a higher mean energy per hit than the NC c0 backgrounds, which is
also consistent with the picture of mis-reconstructing tracks as showers since tracks on average
have fewer hits. The data shows an overall lower distribution.
Summary of Far Sideband Results
This section has shown results using far sideband data from Runs 1-3 for both the 1W1? and
1W0? topologies and in general we have seen good data-MC agreement. In particular, we have also
been able to isolate specific NC c0 and “BNB Other”-rich regions in order to test the modeling of
these key backgrounds and have seen no major indications that the MC does not reflect the data.
This builds confidence to proceed with the next step of the unblinding process.
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Figure 8.8: A subset of the 1W0? far sideband which isolates a BNB Other rich box of
backgrounds, with cuts of NC c0 BDT score >=0.428825 and “BNB Other” BDT score <
0.892728. An additional cosmic rejection cut of 0.9 applied to reduce the cosmic contamination
and facilitate a better data-MC comparison. Note that we expect a 20% overprediction of the
non-coherent NC c0 in the MC based off of the NC c0 selections.
In the next section we discuss the proposed near sideband that will come as the next step before
unblinding the signal region.
8.3 Near Sidebands
As was discussed in Sec. 8.1, the near sidebands are the second step in the unblinding procedure
after the far sidebands. This sample is meant to provide more background data in a region that is
moderately signal-like but still distinct from the signal region. This will also be the last unblinding
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step before proceeding to unblind the signal region. In this section we will discuss the proposed
1W1? near sideband and why there is no corresponding 1W0? near sideband.
The 1W1? near sideband is designed to provide a high-purity sample of NC c0 backgrounds
that have a strong kinematic overlap with those in the signal region, given that these are the single
most important background. This is achieved by looking at the subset of events that pass both the
NC c0 and “BNB Other” optimized BDT cuts, and are therefore orthogonal to the far sideband,
but have a low SSV BDT score and therefore fall outside of the final signal region. This particular
set of cuts allows us to define a region of backgrounds that look highly signal-like according to
the reconstructed information used in the standard BDTs but have a clear second-shower candidate
cluster according to the SSV BDT. For Runs 1-3 (6.9×1020 POT) we expect greater than a hundred
selected data events in the 1W1? near sideband with an NC c0 purity of 75%.
For the 1W0? selection the choice of a potential near sideband is less clear given that the
majority of available phase space falls into the far sideband and there is no corresponding SSV
BDT. In this case, the events that fall above the far sideband cuts on the NC c0 and “BNB Other”
BDT scores are separated from the signal region by the cosmic BDT optimized cut, which yields a
small, cosmic-rich sample. Given that the 1W0? far sideband shows good data-MC agreement and
all of the options for a 1W0? near sideband offer limited amounts of additional information relative
to the far sidebands, NC c0 filter data, and proposed 1W1? near sideband, there is no planned 1W0?
near sideband.
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8.4 Final Distributions, Fits, and Sensitivity Projections
In this section we will review the final selected distributions of the four 2W1?, 2W0?, 1W1?
and 1W0? topologies studied in this analysis, as well as comment on the sensitivity of the current
analysis to various statistical questions we can ask about NCΔ radiative decay with the MicroBooNE
single photon analysis.
Here we consider NC Δ → #W both in the context of the MiniBooNE anomaly, and also as a
test of the theoretical rate for this poorly constrained process that is an important background to
current and future oscillations measurements. The focus is on the prediction for the first result with
Runs 1-3, 6.9×1020 POT, for which we are predominantly statistics-limited.
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Figure 8.9: Final distributions 1W1?, 1W0?, 2W1?, and 2W0? selections. The 1W distributions show
predictions scaled to 6.9×1020 POT and show the reconstructed shower energy, whereas the 2W
distributions correspond to the data POT and show the reconstructed c0 momentum.
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8.4.1 Final Distributions
First we will review the final distributions for the 1W and 2W selections that are used to search
for a low-energy excess consistent with a normalization increase of NC Δ radiative decay. The
selection processes are described in more detail in Chap. 6 and Sec. 7.1 respectively.
The four distributions are shown in Fig. 8.9, including flux, cross section, and detector systematic
uncertainties as well as MC intrinsic and data statistical uncertainty. The two 1W distributions are
MC only and are scaled to 6.9×1020 POT, which corresponds the expected POT for Runs 1-3. The
two 2W distributions show a data-MC comparison with their respective filtered data from Runs 1-3,
corresponding to slightly lower beam exposure (6.6×1020 POT). Unless otherwise described in the
text, all of the results in this section use a side-by-side fit of all four topological selections, using a
covariance matrix including statistical uncertainties and systematic uncertainties and correlations.
The distributions and choice of binning that are used for the fits described in the following
sections were chosen in order to maximize the effect of systematic correlations on the constraint.
These are shown in Fig. 8.9. For the 1W selections, the reconstructed shower energy is used because
this is a common variable for both and the energy is related to the kinematics of the Δ decay. The
choice of momentum for the 2W selections was two fold. Firstly it incorporates information from
both of the reconstructed showers, and secondly it is highly correlated to the single photon energies
given that both #W and #c0 are final states of the Δ decay.
Here again we note that the 1W1? distribution is effectively a single-bin counting experiment
and thus we are measuring exclusively the normalization. This choice is motivated by the detector
systematic uncertainty, but it is also very much in line with the strategy of the measurement that is
looking for a flat increase in NC Δ radiative single photons across the full energy regime. Although
it might be possible to consider shape-effects for the second result if the method of evaluating the
detector systematics is less sensitive to the size of the systematic variation samples, for the first
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Figure 8.10: Final fractional covariance matrix (left) and correlation matrix (right) for 1W1?, 1W0?,
2W1? and 2W0? combined fit, with full flux, cross section and detector systematics included
8.4.2 Final Systematic Covariance Matrices
This section summarizes the corresponding uncertainties for the final distributions as well as
the expected systematic constraint from the 2W measurement on the 1W selections.
The final fractional covariance and correlation matrices corresponding final selections shown
in Fig. 8.9 are shown in Fig. 8.10. When viewing covariance matrices the order, from left to right,
of the fitted channels are 1W1? (with 1 bin of edges [0,600] MeV), 1W0? (10 bins with edges
[100,200,250,300,350,400,450,500,550,600,700] MeV) with 2W1? and 2W0? both fitted with 10
bins (bin edges [0, 75, 150, 225, 300, 375, 450, 525, 600, 675, 900] MeV). These include flux,
cross section, and detector systematics.
The total systematic covariance matrix shows little shape dependence in the 1W1? and 2W1?
block, and rather we are dominated by the normalization uncertainties. Thus we expect the level
of constraint from the 2W selections to be significant and, in the best case, the fractional systematic
uncertainties on the 1W selections to effectively reduce to just above the level of the detector
uncertainty on the selected 1W sample.
Similar to the method shown to estimate the impact of the NC c0 constraint on the systematics
as described in the previous chapter, Sec. 7.3, we can also use use the “conditional constraint”
method to illustrate the effect of the 2W constraint on both the MC CV prediction and the corresponding
errors. This is shown in Fig. 8.11 for the final 1W1? and 1W0? distributions with the estimated
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constrained prediction and constrained systematics. Here we see that the total prediction decreases
and the uncertainty on that prediction also decreases with the inclusion of the constraint. The total
constrained uncertainties, and reduction factor, for each bin of the 1W1? and 1W0? selections are
summarized previously in Tab. 7.9. Overall, a systematic uncertainty reduction of ∼ 30− 40% can
be achieved with the Run 1-3 data samples.
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Figure 8.11: Final distributions of reconstructed shower energy in 1W1? (left) and 1W0? (right)
selections, with full flux, interaction and detector systematics with NC c0 constraint on the
prediction and uncertainties. Pink dashed line and pink band represent the total MC prediction
with full systematic error band respectively, which is the same as the in Fig. 8.9. Green solid line
and green band represent corresponding prediction and full systematic error band after applying
the conditional constraint by the high statistics 2W1? and 2W0? channels. As we observe a ≈ 20%
deficit in the 2W channels, we see a similar reduction in the constrained CV in the 1W channels.
The decrease in error is also visualized in Fig. 7.18.
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8.4.3 Final Fit Methods and Sensitivities to NC Δ → W#
With these final distributions and uncertainties, the last step is to develop the methods to
extract a rate of NC Δ → #W and evaluate the resulting sensitivity. In this section we will
discuss two different fitting approaches in searching for an excess of NC Δ events targeting both
the interpretation of the MiniBooNE anomaly, as well as more general measurements of this
process. Unless mentioned explicitly, the core test statistic used throughout this section is the
Combined-Neyman-Pearson j2 (CNP) [76].
8.4.4 Frequentist Two-Hypothesis Tests
The first and most basic tests are the simple two-hypothesis tests, where “simple” means that
the hypotheses have no free parameters or relationship between them. We primarily are interested
in the ability of this analysis to separate between three different hypotheses:
• HNoΔ : The No-Δ radiative decay hypothesis (GΔ = 0), in which there are no single photon
interactions from NC Δ radiative decay at all.
• HSM: The SM hypothesis (GΔ = 1), in which the rate of NC Δ radiative decay is equal to the
un-enhanced theoretical prediction.
• HLEE: The LEE hypothesis (GΔ = 3), in which the rate of NC Δ radiative decay is three times
prediction; this represents the approximate normalization increase that would be required for
NC Δ radiative decay to completely explain the observed MiniBooNE excess [72].
Given that Δ radiative decay has not been observed before, we include the first hypothesis where
there is noΔ radiative decay. For a MiniBooNE interpretation we are most interested in distinguishing
between the second and third hypotheses.
The sensitivity is evaluated by simulating a large number of pseudo-experiments for each
hypothesis, drawing correlated distributions from the full systematic covariance matrix via Cholesky
decomposition, the decomposition of a matrix into the product of a lower triangular matrix and
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its conjugate transpose. Then each entry is sampled as a Poisson random number around the
systematic draw. This yields an integer pseudo-experiment data point, 8. For each such pseudo-experiment
data set , the j2
#%
is calculated between this particular pseudo-data and each hypothesis under
test. The difference between them, Δj2 = j2
#%
(, 0) − j2#% (, 1), is recorded to build up
probability distribution functions of the Δj2. Once this has been repeated for pseudo-experiments
assuming each hypothesis is true, one can then directly calculate the ?-value (or power U) that any
hypothesis gives a more extreme Δj2 than any value given by a real experiment.
In order to gauge the sensitivity of the median experiment at rejecting or excluding the null
hypothesis one can calculate the Δj2 assuming the alternative hypothesis is true, and then calculate
the ?-value of the null hypothesis relative to this. The results for the final single photon selections
are presented in Fig. 8.12. These are evaluated using 200,000 pseudo-experiments, allowing
accurate extrapolation to significance levels of up to ∼ 4f. For the expected first result on Runs
1-3 6.9 × 1020 POT, we can summarize the expected sensitivity in several ways:
• The median significance of rejecting the No-Δ hypothesis (GΔ = 0) in favor of the LEE
hypothesis (GΔ = 3), assuming LEE is true is 2.32 (68% of experiments range: 1.2f →
3.4f) 0 = HNoΔ , 1 = HLEE
• The median significance of rejecting SM hypothesis (GΔ = 1) in favor of the LEE hypothesis
(GΔ = 3), assuming LEE is true is 1.52 (68% of experiments range: 0.4f → 2.4f) 0 =
HSM, 1 = HLEE
• The median significance of rejecting LEE hypothesis (GΔ = 3) in favor of the No-Δ hypothesis
(GΔ = 0), assuming the No-Δ is true is 2.12 (68% of experiments range: 1.2f → 3.1f)
0 = HLEE, 1 = HNoΔ
• The median significance of rejecting LEE hypothesis (GΔ = 3) in favor of SM hypothesis
(GΔ = 1), assuming SM is true is 1.42 (68% of experiments range: 0.4f → 2.4f) 0 =
HLEE, 1 = HSM
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Figure 8.12: Two-hypothesis test frequentist studies comparing the SM rate (×1 expected) and
No-Δ rate (×0 expected, i.e. no Δ radiative) against the LEE rate (×3 expected). These values
are for the Run 1-3 data set of 6.9×1020 POT. The left column shows the test rejecting the null
hypothesis if the LEE enhanced rate is true and the right shows the reverse scenario.
In essence, for the first result where we are statistics limited, the median experiments show only
a weak (≈ 1.5f) capability of separating the LEE and SM hypothesis. This is slightly improved
by considering the no-Δ radiative decay hypothesis. We expect a higher median sensitivity for the
second result with the full MicroBooNE data set, or if the true rate of NC Δ radiative decay is even
greater than the 3x LEE hypothesis.
In the following sections we discuss the methods to extract the rate of NC Δ radiative single
photons that will be used on the unblinded data sets.
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8.4.5 Measuring the NC Δ Radiative Decay Rate
While the frequentist studies described in the previous subsection provide simple tests of the
MiniBooNE excess under the NC Δ → #W hypothesis, we are interested in a direct measurement
of a this Standard Model process that has not been measured directly in the neutrino sector before.
This section describes two approaches to fit the final distributions in order to measure the rate
of NC Δ radiative decay. The first method, which we are calling the “low energy excess” LEE
search, is fitting for an NC Δ radiative single photon excess over the predicted theoretical NC Δ
radiative decay rate. The second, the NC Δ branching ratio measurement, looks to extract the
branching ratio for NC Δ → #W. Although these are ultimately similar interpretations of an excess
search, there are subtle differences between the two in terms of how the fit is performed.
Both approaches fit to a single parameter: the LEE search method fits to an excess that is a
multiplicative factor of the theoretically predicted number of NC Δ radiative decay events; the
branching ratio measurement method fits to an enhancement/reduction factor of the NC Δ → #W
branching ratio. Both fit the 1W and 2W distributions listed in Sec. 8.4.1 simultaneously to use the
constraining power of the high-statistics 2W distribution. In this section, we will summarize the
two final fit methods and show expected sensitivities for each, as well as demonstrate placing a
bound on the NC Δ radiative branching ratio enhancement in the scenario of non-observation.
Because the NC Δ radiative events and the main background NC c0 are highly correlated
in terms of cross section modeling and uncertainties, both fit methods use the high statistics 2W
selections to constrain background events in 1W selection. This means that any discrepancies
between data and MC in 2W selection will be reflected on the background in 1W distributions.
Fit Method 1: LEE Search
The LEE search method assumes that the MiniBooNE excess is caused by an under-prediction
of the NC Δ radiative decay process in the MC and therefore the goal is to fit the single photon
distributions for an excess over the predicted rate of NC Δ radiative decay. To do this we add an
extra category to the MC that is identical to the NC Δ radiative simulation used in the selections,
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and vary the scaling factor of this extra LEE component. From there the j2
#%
is minimized in
order to find the best fit point for the scaling of the LEE NC Δ radiative portion. The result of this
fit will be shown as a Δj2 distribution as a function of the scaling factor of the LEE component,
i.e. a scaling of the excess in units of the SM prediction.
This extra LEE component that we add for the fit shares the same fractional uncertainties
and correlations as the normal NC Δ radiative component, including flux, cross section, and
detector systematics. However, since we are fitting to the normalization we remove the associated
normalization cross section uncertainties. We obtain the shape-only cross section uncertainty
normalizing total number of events in the LEE component of each universe to that of CV prediction.
Fit Method 2: NC Δ radiative branching ratio measurement
By contrast, the branching ratio measurement method assumes that the excess is due to an
under-prediction of the branching ratio to the single photon final state from the Δ decay in the MC
and therefore the normalization is uncorrelated with the NC c0. Instead of fitting to an additional
excess component, we instead scale the existing NC Δ radiative component of the MC prediction.
We also remove the cross section branching ratio normalization uncertainty of NC Δ radiative
decay.
Expected Sensitivity for Final Fits
In this section we assess the sensitivity of for the two fit methods, LEE and branching ratio, for
three scenarios using an Asimov data set [97]:
• No-Δ: branching ratio ‘enhancement’ of 0 in branching ratio measurement.
• SM rate: branching ratio enhancement of 1 in branching ratio measurement; No NC Δ
radiative decay excess in the LEE search method.
• LEE hypothesis: branching ratio enhancement of 3 in branching ratio measurement; NC Δ
radiative decay excess of twice of the SM-GENIE-prediction in LEE search.
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The resulting Δj2 can then be interpreted as confidence levels if we assume that the distribution
follows a j2 distribution with 1 degree of freedom. Here we are looking for two main criteria in
the resulting Δj2 distributions in line with our two main fit methods. The first is a limit to the NC
Δ radiative decay interpretation of the MiniBooNE low-energy excess, which requires a branching
ratio enhancement of 3 for the NC Δ radiative decay, assuming an observation consistent with the
SM rate. The second is an an upper bound to the branching ratio enhancement for NC Δ radiative
decay, assuming an observation consistent with No-Δ .
We first consider the results of LEE search in Fig. 8.13. As we see, if we assume that the SM
predicted rate is true we are able to exclude an NC Δ radiative decay excess that is ∼x4.5 the SM
prediction at 99% C.L. for Runs 1-3. Here we consider the Δj2 for a scale factor of 3.5x rather
than 4.5x the predicted rate given that the scaling is only for the enhancement above the prediction.
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Figure 8.13: 1D Δj2 median sensitivities assuming observation of the expected spectra (the
Asimov data set) under two hypothesis, SM rate (left) and LEE rate (right), in which we fit the
NC Δ radiative decay excess. Shown also are the 1f, 90% and 99% confidence levels where we
have made the assumption that the distribution follows a j2 distribution with 1 degree of freedom.
Similarly, the results of NC Δ radiative decay branching ratio measurement are shown in
Fig. 8.14. For Runs 1-3 we can place an upper bound of ∼ 4.4x the NC Δ radiative decay branching
ratio enhancement at 99% CL, assuming the SM predicted rate is true. As we see, the results for
both fit methods are consistent with each other.
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Figure 8.14: 1D Δj2 median sensitivities assuming observation of the expected spectra (the
Asimov data set) under three hypothesis, No-Δ (top left), SM rate (top right) and LEE rate
(bottom), in which we fit only the NC Δ radiative decay branching ratio scaling. Shown also are
the 1f, 90% and 99% confidence levels where we have made the assumption that the distribution
follows a j2 distribution with 1 degree of freedom.
Feldman-Cousins Classical Confidence Intervals
In this section we evaluate the sensitivities using a full frequentist approach. To do this, we
follow the Feldman-Cousins method presented in [98] to construct classical confidence intervals
as a function of the observed Δ radiative scale factor (GΔ). The primary result of this procedure
is a classical confidence belt, as shown in Fig. 8.15, for an assumed Run 1-3 (6.9×1020 POT) data
set, and from which classical confidence intervals can be read off for a variety of observations.
This plot can be interpreted given a value for the measured GΔ , whether that is a hypothetical
median value or the best-fit value extracted from a fit to real data. In Fig. 8.15, the dashed vertical
line gives one such possible value, GΔ = 1. Here we see that the line intersects the 1f confidence
belt at two places, Gtrue
Δ
= 0.2 and Gtrue
Δ
= 2.3, resulting in an upper and lower bound on 0.2 ≤
Gtrue
Δ
≤ 2.3. If we instead consider the 90% C.L. the vertical line only intersects at one place, and
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Figure 8.15: Feldman-Cousins derived classical confidence belt for a combined 1W1?, 1W0?, 2W1?
and 2W0? fit with full flux, cross-section and detector systematic uncertainties, fitting only for GΔ
with the non-coherent and coherent c0 rates fixed MC predicted values. Here we assume data
from Runs 1-3 (6.9×1020 POT). To construct a classical confidence interval of a given confidence
(e.g. 90%) one draws a vertical line up from the observed best-fit Δ radiative rate, with the
intersection of this line and the appropriate contour giving the confidence interval in terms of
true GΔ values. An example for an observed best-fit of the SM rate (GΔ = 1) is shown, indicating it
corresponds to a one-sided 90% confidence interval limit of GΔ < 3.2.




While the confidence belt gives the confidence interval for any observed GΔ , it is illustrative
to focus on subset of this information. If we were to measure ĜΔ = 1, this allowed region is
shown in units of the resulting cross-section on argon in Fig. 8.16. At the 90% C.L., this produces
a one-sided intervals bounding the cross-section from above. We note that we do not place the
current T2K bound on the figure as it would be out of the y-axis range [61].
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Figure 8.16: The expected classical 90% confidence intervals assuming observation of data
consistent with the GENIE CV prediction (ĜΔ = 1). The GENIE v3 cross-section prediction is
shown in red, alongside a leading theoretical calculation of the full single photon emission rate
on argon in green [99] showing excellent agreement with GENIE. The all flavour BNB neutrino
flux is shown as the hashed gray histogram, as well as the total flux averaged GENIE cross section
as the single point in magenta. Horizontal error bars on this point covers to 68% of the flux that
interacted. The bound is placed on this flux-averaged cross section as being a neutral current
process, we are not sensitive to parent neutrino energy at the level required to extract an energy
dependent cross-section. Highlighted in orange is 3x the flux averaged GENIE f, the approximate
enhancement to the Δ radiative rate in order for it to be the sole explanation of the MiniBooNE
excess.
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8.4.6 Summary of Sensitivity Studies
For the first result with Runs 1-3 we expect to be statistics limited, with the detector systematics
being roughly comparable to the statistical uncertainty. With this data we expect a mild capability
to reject the LEE hypothesis (GΔ = 3) over the SM rate (GΔ = 1), at a significance of 1.4f. In
the case of an LEE observation, the SM hypothesis (GΔ = 1) would be disfavored over the LEE
hypothesis (GΔ = 3), at a significance of 1.5f. This will be improved with a larger data sample for
the full result on Runs 1-5.
Placing an exclusion on the never before measured NC Δ rate would result in a world leading
bound on GΔ ≤ 3.2 at the 90% C.L. This corresponds to a bound on the flux-averaged cross-section
of f ≤ 27.6 × 10−42 cm2/nucleon. As compared to the current best bound of f ≤ 1140 ×
10−42cm2/nucleon from T2K [61], this represents a ∼ 40-fold improvement in this energy range.
Increasing the analyzed data set to include Runs 1-5 would also improve this bound to GΔ ≤ 2.8
at the 90% C.L allowing for a stronger statement about the MiniBooNE excess; however, the
detector systematics become increasingly dominant as the limiting factor with increasing statistics.




This thesis presents the MicroBooNE search for an excess of neutrino-induced events with a
single photon in the final state, specifically under the NC Δ → #W hypothesis. With the first result
on the first three years of MicroBooNE data it is expected to provide the world-leading constraint
on this process in the neutrino sector for neutrino energies around 1 GeV. For Runs 1-3, the analysis
sensitivity projects a bound on the rate normalization for this process, GΔ ≤ 3.2 at the 90% C.L.
This corresponds to a bound on the flux averaged cross-section of f ≤ 27.6 × 10−42cm2/nucleon,
which represents a ∼40-fold improvement on the bound in the low energy region relative to the
T2K measurement.
It will also offer the first hint at the source of the still unexplained MiniBooNE anomalous
excess of electromagnetic events at low energies. With the available Run 1-3 data set, the MicroBooNE
single photon search is projected to provide a 1.4f test of the interpretation of the observed
MiniBooNE low energy excess as an underestimate of NC single-photon production that is generally
consistent with the NC Δ → #W signature; this projected sensitivity is the median significance of
rejecting the low energy excess hypothesis in favor of the Standard Model hypothesis, assuming
the Standard Model is true.
In this thesis, data-MC comparisons are presented with statistics-limited and blinded 1W data
sets, as well as high-statistics unblinded 1W far sideband data. Both data sets show reasonable
data-MC agreement within full systematic uncertainties, including flux, cross-section, and detector
systematics. As of May 1st, 2021, the near sidebands have not yet been unblinded but are expected
to be available in the coming weeks.
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Because the first result on Runs 1-3 will be statistics-limited, we can expect an improved
sensitivity with the full MicroBooNE data set with Runs 1-5. Beyond increasing amount of
data, further improvements to the single photon search are possible with ongoing improvements
in reconstruction in order to enhance the signal reconstruction efficiency. The second leading
uncertainty after the NC c0 constraint is the detector systematics and therefore improvements in
the evaluation of this systematic uncertainty may also serve to improve the sensitivity. After the
MicroBooNE analyses, the higher neutrino flux seen in the Short Baseline Near Detector (SBND)
at FNAL [7] will also make it well situated to further constrain NC Δ → #W.
More broadly, the single photon analysis demonstrates that MicroBooNE is leading the way
in using the powerful LArTPC detector technology to search for rare neutrino interactions, and
subsequent measurements in the broader Short Baseline Neutrino (SBN) program. In this analysis
we have seen the challenge of low-energy shower reconstruction in LArTPCs, but also the wealth
of topological and calorimetric information that can be successfully extracted from recorded LArTPC
data. It is also the first step towards directly measuring key photon background processes to
neutrino oscillations measurements such as resonant and coherent NC single photon production for
the Δ(1232) and subsequent higher order resonances. Such measurements are necessary for and
complementary to more comprehensive neutrino cross-section modeling of these rare processes,
available to the neutrino community through commonly used event generators like GENIE.
These short baseline measurements are also important foundational work for long baseline
measurements that are able to address other key questions in the neutrino sector, like CP violation
and the neutrino mass hierarchy. Both having a better understanding of the MiniBooNE anomaly
and also a more precise understanding of photon backgrounds to electron neutrino measurements
will be critical for the DUNE program [100]. Modeling and measuring photon backgrounds are
important for making precise a4 appearance and disappearance measurements, and the existence of
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Appendix A: Study of Efficiency for Selecting Photons from Higher-Order
Resonances
This chapter summarizes the study done to demonstrate the insensitivity of the single photon
selection described in Chap. 6 to contributions from resonances heavier than the Δ(1232). The
signal definition and estimated additional contribution from these higher-order resonances is described
in Chap. 3.
The insensitivity of the selection to higher-order resonances is evident if we look at the reconstructed
Δ invariant mass in the final 1W1? selection, as is shown in Fig. A.1. The selection is described
in full in Sec. 6.6. While currently the signal simulation does not include single photon events
from higher resonances, the background prediction for the c0 does and we would expect that
the subsequent reconstructed invariant mass to reflect these contributions if they are passing the
selection cuts. The next resonances with any major contribution are 1520 and 1535 MeV, which
when combined account for ∼9% of the expected total resonant NC c0 cross section and ∼6% of the
total resonant NC single photon cross section. However, when looking at the selected distribution,
we see a very minimal contribution of the backgrounds falling close to those resonance mass
values.
By comparing the number of selected backgrounds in the ∼1500 MeV resonance range to the
expected total number this suggests a ∼10% efficiency for selecting NC c0 events from one of these
parent resonances. Similarly, the next leading contribution to the NC c0 background prediction
would be from a parent resonance of 1700 MeV but there are no selected background events in this
mass range. For the single photon case, the ratio of parent 1232 MeV to ∼1500 MeV resonances
is approx 1:16. Therefore, if we assume a comparable selection efficiency for single photon events
from these higher-order resonances, we would expect at most ∼0.03 additional signal events at
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Figure A.1: The MC predicted distribution of the reconstructed invariant mass of the selected
track and shower in the final 1W1? selection, shown here with fine binning to highlight the relative
contributions of higher-order resonances. We see that the distribution is strongly peaked around
the Δ 1232 MeV invariant mass with minimal contributions from backgrounds ∼>1400 MeV.
6.9× 1020 POT. This is relative to the 5.7 events predicted for the Standard Model-rate of Δ(1232)
decay.
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Appendix B: Run 3 Comparisons for the Single Photon Selection
In this appendix, we provide Run 3 versions of the figures provided in Sec. 6. Because these
were generated before the error in applying the common optical filter was found there are slight
differences with respect to the treatment of Run 1, but this should not significantly impede the
comparison between runs.
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Appendix C: BDT Training Variables
The following tables list each of the training variables for both the 1W1? and 1W0? topologies,
for each of the BDTs. The score is the percent of the total gain relative to each BDT, with higher
gain meaning more important for training.
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Variable Cosmic BNB NC c0 a4 SSV
Shower Energy [MeV] 4.2 2.1 2.9 2.5 -
Neutrino Slice Score 8.4 0.5 1.4 0.8 -
Shower dEdx [MeV/cm] 1.1 1.7 1.6 4.9 -
Shower Impact Parameter [cm] 0.9 1.7 1.6 0.9 -
Shower Impact Parameter/Shower Conversion
Distance
20.1 23.9 3.4 2.3 -
Reconstructed Shower Length [cm] 1.4 1.2 1.3 0.6 -
Ratio Reconstructed Shower Length/Energy
[cm/GeV]
0.8 0.8 1.4 0.7 -
Shower Score 3.0 15.1 1.7 0.6 -
Reconstructed Shower Opening Angle [deg] - 1.3 1.7 0.7 -
Reconstructed Shower q0IH [rad] - 0.8 - 0.6 -
Reconstructed Shower \0IH [rad] - 0.6 1.1 0.6 -
Shower Beamyness 0.7 0.5 1.1 0.9 -
Shower Cosmicyness 2.4 0.7 1.3 1.0 -
Distance from Shower End to Active TPC 0.7 0.8 2.5 1.2 -
Reconstructed Shower Conversion Distance
Log[cm]
1.7 2.5 1.3 35.7 2.6
Cosine Angle Between Track and Shower
(implied)
0.7 0.8 1.8 1.0 -
Reconstructed Track q0IH [rad] - 0.8 1.5 0.7 -
Reconstructed Track \0IH [rad] - 0.9 0.9 0.5 -
Reconstructed Track Max Distance Spacepoint
from Line [cm]
0.9 1.4 1.5 0.7 -
Track Calo Energy / Track Range based KE 2.5 1.3 1.6 0.8 -
Ratio of Truncated Mean Start/End Track dE/dx 3.4 2.5 1.7 0.9 -
Reconstructed Track Truncated Mean dE/dx
[MeV/cm]
22.5 12.8 1.7 2.0 -
Track Spacepoint Principal 0.9 1.3 1.4 0.5 -
Track Score 4.8 2.7 2.3 1.5 -
Distance from Track Start/End to SCB [cm] - 0.8 1.2 0.4 -
Track Beamyness - 0.9 0.6 0.4 -
Track Cosmicyness 3.1 0.5 1.2 0.6 -
Implied Invariant Mass of Photon 1.8 3.0 10.3 18.2 -
Reconstructed Delta Momentum Z (implied)
[GeV]
10.7 2.3 1.6 0.7 -
Reconstructed Delta Momentum Y (implied)
[GeV]
- 0.7 1.3 0.5 -
Proton Transverse Momentum [GeV] 2.0 1.4 0.9 0.7 -
Track Displacement [cm] 1.5 0.9 1.4 0.6 -
Table C.1: Training variables for the 1W1? selections with the importance given in terms of the
percent of the total gain for each BDT. Continued on next page.
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Variable Cosmic BNB NC c0 a4 SSV
Distance from Track Start to Vertex [cm] - 2.1 1.9 3.1 -
Min Dist from track to shower hit log[cm] - 2.0 1.6 4.0 -
Min Distance from Shower to Track Start/End
[cm]
- 3.7 1.3 5.4 -
Transverse Momentum Asymmetry - 1.0 0.9 0.5 -
Transverse Momentum Asymmetry implied - 0.9 0.9 0.4 -
Distance from Vertex to Active TPC [cm] - - 1.2 - -
Reconstructed Vertex X [cm] - - 1.3 - -
Reconstructed Vertex Y [cm] - - 1.3 - -
Reconstructed Vertex Z [cm] - - 1.5 - -
Ratio Shower Implied Dir X/Pandora Dir X - - 1.4 - -
Ratio Shower Implied Dir Y/Pandora Dir Y - - 1.4 - -
Ratio Shower Implied Dir Z/Pandora Dir Z - - 1.3 - -
Reconstructed Shower lGI [rad] - - 1.2 - -
Reconstructed Shower q0IH [rad] - - 1.3 - -
Reconstructed Shower \0IH [rad] - - 1.1 - -
Reconstructed Implied Shower ?ℎ8HG [rad] - - 1.4 - -
Reconstructed Shower \0IH [rad] - - 1.1 - -
Reconstructed Implied Shower qHG [rad] - - 1.4 - -
Reconstructed Implied Shower \HI [rad] - - 1.2 - -
Reconstructed Implied Shower lGI [rad] - - 1.2 - -
Distance from Shower Start to Nearest Dead
Wire [cm]
- - 1.7 - -
Number Daughter Showers - - 0.0 - -
Shower End X [cm] - - 1.4 - -
Shower End Y [cm] - - 1.5 - -
Shower End Z [cm] - - 1.3 - -
Distance from Shower Start to SCB - - 1.1 - -
Min Distance from Shower to Track Start/End
[cm]
- - 0.1 - -
Track Calo Energy Max Plane / Track Range
based KE
- - 2.3 - -
Log( Three Plane Track PID ) - - 1.7 - -
Ratio of Shower Calorimetric Energy to
Number of Hits [MeV]
- - 1.9 - -
Ratio of Calorimetric Shower Energy to Shower
Length x Opening Angle [GeV/cm*rad]
- - 1.7 - -
Photon Transverse Momentum [GeV] - - 2.8 - -
Min Dist from track to Unassociated hit log[cm] - - - - 1.6
Num Unassociated hits in 10cm - - - - 23.9
Fraction of Unassociated hits in slice [cm] - - - - 3.6
Number of Unassociated hits in slice log10 - - - - 1.6
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Variable Cosmic BNB NC c0 a4 SSV
Min impact parm basic - - - - 4.9
Min conv parm basic - - - - 19.8
sss2d min IOC angle wrt primary shower [deg] - - - - 2.5
sss2d closest candidate energy energy [MeV - - - - 4.1
sss2d closest candidate IOC ratio - - - - 3.0
sss2d closest candidate invariant mass [MeV] - - - - 3.9
sss2d closest candidate angle wrt primary
shower [deg]
- - - - 3.0
sss2d invar ranked energy energy [MeV - - - - 2.0
sss2d invar ranked conversion Distance [cm] - - - - 3.2
sss2d invar ranked invariant mass [MeV] - - - - 11.6
sss3d min IOC candidate IOC ratio - - - - 0.7
sss3d min IOC angle wrt primary shower [cos] - - - - 3.8
sss3d best invariant mass candidate conversion
Distance [cm]
- - - - 0.7
sss3d best invariant mass candidate invariant
mass [MeV]
- - - - 2.3
sss3d best invariant mass candidate angle w.r.t
primary shower [cos]
- - - - 1.2
Reclustered Energy Max - 0.7 1.2 1.1 -
Reclustered Energy Mean - 0.7 1.0 0.9 -
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Variable Cosmic BNB NC c0
Corrected Calorimetric Shower Energy [MeV] 32.4 10.3 19.8
Distance from Shower Start to Nearest Dead Wire [cm] 1.0 1.9 2.6
Distance from Shower Start to SCB 3.0 8.4 5.5
Fraction of Unassociated hits in slice [cm] 1.1 2.2 2.9
Min conv parm basic 1.3 2.7 18.0
Min impact parm basic 2.7 1.6 3.9
Neutrino Slice Score 18.0 7.0 2.0
Photon Transverse Momentum [GeV] 6.1 3.1 3.8
Ratio Reconstrunted Shower Length/Reconstructed Shower
Energy [cm/GeV]
1.6 2.9 1.9
Ratio of Calorimetric Shower Energy to Shower Length x
Opening Angle [GeV/cm*rad]
1.7 3.7 5.8
Ratio of Shower Calorimetric Energy to Number of Hits
[MeV]
3.0 10.9 3.9
Reconstructed Shower qHG [rad] 1.0 1.6 1.8
Reconstructed Shower \HI [rad] 2.2 1.6 2.2
Reconstructed Shower Length [cm] 3.1 3.1 2.3
Reconstructed Shower Opening Angle [deg] 1.0 2.0 2.6
Shower Beamyness 1.6 1.9 2.1
Shower Cosmicyness 8.2 2.1 1.6
Shower Score 3.6 19.1 2.6
Shower dEdx [MeV/cm] 3.1 5.0 3.3
sss2d closest candidate invariant mass [MeV] 0.8 2.1 5.5
sss3d min IOC Conversion Dist [cm] 2.3 2.6 2.3
sss3d min IOC implied angle w.r.t primary shower [cos] 1.3 4.3 3.5
Table C.2: Training variables for the 1W0? selections with the importance given in terms of the
percent of the total gain for each BDT.
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Appendix D: Geant4 Simulation of Photonuclear Absorption on Argon
For a given photon in the detector there is a small probability that it can undergo photonuclear
absorption before it produces a visible shower. As the name suggests, photonuclear absorption is a
process whereby a photon can be absorbed by the argon nuclei. For this reason, there are a subset
of NC c0 backgrounds that will be irreducible because one of the two photons is absorbed and
therefore the event looks identical to the signal single photon topology. In this section we review a
study done to estimate the impact of this effect on the final 1W selections.
If we look at the rate of photonuclear absorption in the current MicroBooNE MC, we find
that they are over-represented in the single photon final selection although still comprise a small
total contribution. In order to to estimate the rate that photonuclear absorption happens to photons
in the MicroBooNE detector we can use the a sample of generated NC c0 MC events given that
this process is included in the Geant4 [49] component of the simulation. What we find using the
high-statistics BNB NC c0 sample is that at least one photon undergoes photo-nuclear absorption in
0.7% NC c0 events, meaning that the total probability for a given photon is 0.366%. This includes
photon energies ranging between 0 and 500 MeV. However, for the NC c0 backgrounds to the final
1W1? selection we see that the percent of selected events in which one or more photon undergoes
photonuclear absorption increases to 3%. This indicates that the selection is particularly sensitive
to this kind of background, which makes sense given that it’s topologically identical to the signal.
Hence, we want to be able to properly assess the uncertainties associated with the modeling of this
process in the MC.
We can better understand the uncertainties of the Geant4 modelling on argon by comparing the
simulated cross section to external data. Figure D.1 gives the cross section of the photonuclear
absorption process in Geant4 as a function of the photon energy, overlaid with the photonuclear
absorption process data library provided by International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)[103].
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Figure D.1: The photonuclear absorption cross section as a function of photon energy. Here the
first peak in the <100 MeV region corresponds to the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR), and the
second peak in the >100 MeV region corresponds to the Δ resonance. The solid blue line shows
the photonuclear process cross section as implemented in Geant4, which is what is nominally
used in the MicroBooNE simulation. The green dotted line represents IAEA recommendation
[103]. The solid red and purple lines show a 30% normalization fluctuation relative to the Geant4
nominal cross section. For reference, the second resonance region also includes 27Al and 63.5Cu
cross sections. Note that the 30% reduction graph from Geant4 is on top of the 27Al graph.
Here we see that the IAEA recommendation for 40Ar in the first peak region, indicated by the
green data points, shows a roughly 30% reduction relative to the nominal cross section in Geant4,
indicated by the blue line. This region specifically corresponds to expected contribution from the
Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR). We also compare the Geant4 approximations for different nuclei
including 27Al, Ag, 197Au, and 238U [104] in order to show the dependence of the cross section
on the atomic mass number, . In looking at the IAEA data, we see that the Geant4 cross section
approximation for 27Al actually appears to match the data better than the one for for 40Ar.
The photonuclear absorption cross section approximation in Geant4 is described more specifically
in [104], which includes details of the estimation of the cross section contribution by the GDR and
Δ resonance. These two resonances create the peaks in the photon nuclear absorption cross section
that occur at two distinct energy regimes; 2 to 106 MeV and 106 to 50000 MeV, respectively. We
see that in the higher-energy Δ resonance region, IAEA data is not available. In this case Geant4
models the cross section based principally be scaling related to .
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Based on Fig. D.1 we assess that a ±30% variation on the central value of the MicroBooNE
photonuclear cross section would be a reasonable systematic uncertainty given the difference
between the Geant4 simulated values and the IAEA data. However, given that it is a minor
contribution to the final 1W1? selection described in Sec. 6.6 it was determined that such an
uncertainty would have a negligible effect on the MicroBooNE result and thus is not included
in the systematic uncertainty evaluation described in Sec. 7.2.
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Appendix E: Comprehensive Set of Reweighable Uncertainty Tables




All_UBGenie All multisim mode GENIE variables combined
Flux Variations
expskin_FluxUnisim Skin Depth for electric currents penetrating conductor
horncurrent_FluxUnisim Horn Current in magnetic focusing horn
kminus_PrimaryHadronNormalization  − production normalization
kplus_PrimaryHadronFeynmanScaling  + Sanford Wang Central Spline Variation
kzero_PrimaryHadronSanfordWang  0 Sanford Wang
nucleoninexsec_FluxUnisim Nucleon Total Inelastic cross section on Be
nucleonqexsec_FluxUnisim Nucleon Total Quasi-elastic cross section on Be
nucleontotxsec_FluxUnisim Nucleon Total cross section on Be
piminus_PrimaryHadronSWCentralSplineVariation c− Sanford Wang Central Spline Variation
pioninexsec_FluxUnisim Pion Total Inelastic cross section on Be
pionqexsec_FluxUnisim Pion Total Quasi-elastic cross section on Be
piontotxsec_FluxUnisim Pion Total cross section on Be
piplus_PrimaryHadronSWCentralSplineVariation c+ Sanford Wang Central Spline Variation
Min/Max Mode Variations
NormCCCOH_UBGenie Normilization for CC Coherent Processes (in developement)
NormNCCOH_UBGenie Normilization for NC Coherent Processes (in developement)
RPA_CCQE_UBGenie Strength of RPA correction for central tune
Theta_Delta2Npi_UBGenie Variation of angle of pion with respect to detector z axis
VecFFCCQEshape_UBGenie VecFFCCQEshape_ UBGenie
DecayAngMEC_UBGenie Changes angular distribution of nucleon cluster
AxFFCCQEshape_UBGenie Varies CCQE axial form factor model between dipole (CV) and z-expansion.
Table E.1: Description of flux and cross sections reweighable systematics used in final uncertainty calculations
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Variation NCΔRad NCc0 NCc0 CC1c0 BNBOther CCa4 Dirt OTPC
Coh NotCoh Extra inC
All_UBGenie 28.05 0.00 24.56 25.01 14.91 15.79 16.02 16.78
Combined Min/Max 0 87.37 1.48 3.85 1.70 10.93 5.96 6.67
AxFFCCQEshape 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.30 0.26 0.63 0.69
DecayAngMEC 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.06 0.81 6.32 2.45 4.03
NormCCCOH 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.83
NormNCCOH 0.00 87.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
RPA_CCQE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.07 0.85 0.05 1.58
Theta_Delta2Npi 0.00 0.00 1.47 3.78 1.35 8.77 5.31 4.48
VecFFCCQEshape 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.56 1.37 0.94 1.32
Combined Flux 7.13 14.95 7.50 6.32 8.65 6.60 8.17 8.04
expskin_FluxUnisim 4.47 2.05 4.80 3.36 6.24 0.39 4.51 5.29
horncurrent_FluxUnisim 0.63 0.52 0.68 0.53 0.78 0.15 0.57 0.68
 − PrimaryHadronNormalization 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00
 + PrimaryHadronFeynmanScaling 0.30 0.00 0.32 0.20 0.58 2.13 1.48 0.81
 0 PrimaryHadronSanfordWang 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.00 3.11 0.00 0.26
nucleoninexsec_FluxUnisim 0.83 0.90 0.84 0.88 0.75 0.61 0.82 0.85
nucleonqexsec_FluxUnisim 2.49 2.52 2.47 2.50 2.46 2.73 2.61 2.54
nucleontotxsec_FluxUnisim 0.73 0.80 0.75 0.77 0.70 0.57 0.75 0.74
c− Primary SW CV SplineVar 0.19 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.72 0.00
pioninexsec_FluxUnisim 1.27 1.31 1.28 1.23 1.25 0.22 0.97 1.21
pionqexsec_FluxUnisim 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.85 0.47 0.69 0.80
piontotxsec_FluxUnisim 0.89 0.87 0.95 0.82 0.93 0.28 0.75 0.85
c+ Primary SW CV SplineVar 4.45 14.43 4.68 4.21 4.97 4.55 5.78 5.00
Table E.2: Percent error on the final selection 2W1? sub-samples from all final flux and min-max
cross section reweighable systematics. Combined is all variations of that category added in
quadrature.
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Variation NCΔRad NCc0 NCc0 CC1c0 BNBOther CCa4 Dirt OTPC
Coh NotCoh Extra inC
All_UBGenie 24.93 0.00 22.12 27.19 16.11 22.36 20.29 18.22
Combined Min/Max 0.00 20.87 1.44 4.54 4.05 22.57 13.33 3.81
AxFFCCQEshape 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.30 2.29 0.44 0.17
DecayAngMEC 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.20 1.57 15.45 10.20 0.82
NormCCCOH 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.03
NormNCCOH 0.00 20.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80
RPA_CCQE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.51 3.53 0.77 0.51
Theta_Delta2Npi 0.00 0.00 1.44 4.32 3.64 15.65 8.51 3.41
VecFFCCQEshape 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.51 0.61 2.87 0.55 0.40
Combined Flux 6.59 8.21 7.20 6.11 8.73 6.31 5.15 7.89
expskin_FluxUnisim 3.92 4.62 4.52 3.22 5.99 0.57 2.79 5.24
horncurrent_FluxUnisim 0.56 0.64 0.65 0.52 0.76 0.35 0.45 0.65
 − PrimaryHadronNormalization 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 + PrimaryHadronFeynmanScaling 0.59 0.22 0.36 0.27 0.56 2.27 0.74 0.97
 0 PrimaryHadronSanfordWang 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.09 0.24 3.80 0.00 0.00
nucleoninexsec_FluxUnisim 0.84 0.86 0.84 0.90 0.77 0.73 1.03 0.85
nucleonqexsec_FluxUnisim 2.51 2.49 2.49 2.51 2.55 2.89 2.82 2.51
nucleontotxsec_FluxUnisim 0.73 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.75 1.05 0.76 0.76
c− Primary SW CV SplineVar 0.26 0.25 0.11 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.13
pioninexsec_FluxUnisim 1.23 1.29 1.25 1.24 1.31 0.54 0.79 1.19
pionqexsec_FluxUnisim 0.80 0.88 0.86 0.85 0.88 0.30 0.71 0.79
piontotxsec_FluxUnisim 0.86 0.93 0.91 0.80 0.98 0.45 0.47 0.89
c+ Primary SW CV SplineVar 4.10 5.89 4.49 4.00 5.32 3.05 2.65 4.80
Table E.3: Percent error of 2W0? sub-samples from all final flux and min-max cross section
reweighable systematics. Combined is all variations of that category added in quadrature.
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Variation NCΔRad NCc0 NCc0 CC1c0 BNBOther CCa4 Dirt OTPC
Coh NotCoh Extra inC
All_UBGenie 25.56 - 24.40 24.16 17.46 17.10 - -
Combined Min/Max 0.00 - 6.48 69.08 9.38 26.83 - -
AxFFCCQEshape 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 1.48 7.98 - -
DecayAngMEC 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 - -
NormCCCOH 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 - -
NormNCCOH 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 - -
RPA_CCQE 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.51 3.06 - -
Theta_Delta2Npi 0.00 - 6.48 69.08 7.75 19.33 - -
VecFFCCQEshape 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 5.05 16.52 - -
Combined Flux 6.45 - 7.35 7.16 9.07 10.87 - -
expskin_FluxUnisim 3.65 - 4.83 4.43 6.68 0.83 - -
horncurrent_FluxUnisim 0.58 - 0.69 0.50 0.80 1.54 - -
 − PrimaryHadronNormalization 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 - -
 + PrimaryHadronFeynmanScaling 0.19 - 0.64 0.54 0.26 1.62 - -
 0 PrimaryHadronSanfordWang 0.07 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.52 - -
nucleoninexsec_FluxUnisim 0.88 - 0.86 0.68 0.78 1.96 - -
nucleonqexsec_FluxUnisim 2.49 - 2.49 2.56 2.38 3.16 - -
nucleontotxsec_FluxUnisim 0.78 - 0.75 0.66 0.64 2.50 - -
c− Primary SW CV SplineVar 0.16 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 - -
pioninexsec_FluxUnisim 1.26 - 1.25 1.01 1.24 0.97 - -
pionqexsec_FluxUnisim 0.88 - 0.83 0.81 0.90 0.26 - -
piontotxsec_FluxUnisim 0.87 - 0.89 0.88 0.99 0.85 - -
c+ Primary SW CV SplineVar 4.15 - 4.39 4.60 5.18 7.76 - -
Table E.4: Percent error of 1W1? sub-samples from all final flux and min-max cross section
reweighable systematics. Combined is all variations of that category added in quadrature. Blank
entries are from empty samples.
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Variation NCΔRad NCc0 NCc0 CC1c0 BNBOther CCa4 Dirt OTPC
Coh NotCoh Extra inC
All_UBGenie 23.26 0.00 22.60 26.89 16.56 20.01 15.34 19.63
Combined Min/Max 0.00 33.79 0.46 5.55 4.54 14.35 7.91 5.73
AxFFCCQEshape 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.68 0.53 0.77 5.35 0.52
DecayAngMEC 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.47 3.51 1.70 0.00 0.96
NormCCCOH 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.57 0.00 0.00
NormNCCOH 0.00 33.79 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
RPA_CCQE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.66 1.10 13.98 1.04 0.00
Theta_Delta2Npi 0.00 0.00 0.46 4.73 2.35 0.25 4.14 5.60
VecFFCCQEshape 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.21 1.12 2.11 3.97 0.50
Combined Flux 6.59 7.27 7.04 7.20 7.81 8.42 7.63 8.86
expskin_FluxUnisim 3.68 4.22 4.41 4.44 4.91 0.29 4.32 6.02
horncurrent_FluxUnisim 0.57 0.62 0.63 0.62 0.65 0.16 0.56 0.78
 − PrimaryHadronNormalization 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 + PrimaryHadronFeynmanScaling 0.21 0.19 0.31 0.49 0.34 1.67 2.42 0.58
 0 PrimaryHadronSanfordWang 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.38 0.00 0.00
nucleoninexsec_FluxUnisim 0.87 0.81 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.77 0.53 0.85
nucleonqexsec_FluxUnisim 2.49 2.50 2.48 2.53 2.47 2.92 2.90 2.44
nucleontotxsec_FluxUnisim 0.79 0.71 0.75 0.78 0.73 0.66 0.52 0.72
c− Primary SW CV SplineVar 0.20 0.67 0.19 0.00 0.39 0.04 0.00 0.15
pioninexsec_FluxUnisim 1.26 1.30 1.26 1.27 1.24 0.36 1.03 1.32
pionqexsec_FluxUnisim 0.87 0.85 0.87 0.85 0.87 0.26 0.54 0.88
piontotxsec_FluxUnisim 0.89 0.98 0.89 0.83 0.87 0.40 0.77 0.93
c+ Primary SW CV SplineVar 4.33 4.84 4.36 4.54 5.07 6.83 4.74 5.54
Table E.5: Percent error of 1W0? sub-samples from all final flux and min-max cross section


















Table E.6: List of variations included in “Genie all”.
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Variation Label Description
AGKYpT1pi_UBGenie Pion transverse momentum for Nc states in AGKY
AGKYxF1pi_UBGenie Pion Feynman x for Nc states in AGKY
AhtBY_UBGenie _) higher twist param in BY model scaling variable bF ±25 %
BhtBY_UBGenie _) higher twist param in BY model scaling variable b_F
CV1uBY_UBGenie _+1D u valence GRV98 PDF correction param in BY model
CV2uBY_UBGenie _+2D u valence GRV98 PDF correction param in BY model
CoulombCCQE_UBGenie Changes angular distribution of nucleon cluster
EtaNCEL_UBGenie Strange axial form factor [ for NC elastic
FrAbs_N_UBGenie Nucleon absorption probability.
FrAbs_pi_UBGenie Pi absorption probability
FrCEx_N_UBGenie Fractional cross section for nucleon charge exchange
FrCEx_pi_UBGenie Fractional cross section for ccharge exchange
FrInel_N_UBGenie Nucleon fractional cross section for inelastic scatting
FrInel_pi_UBGenie c fractional cross section for inelastic scatting
FracDelta_CCMEC_UBGenie Varies relative ontribution of X diagram to total MEC cross setion
FracPN_CCMEC_UBGenie Varies fraction of initial nucleon pairs that are pn
MFP_N_UBGenie Nucleon mean free path (total rescattering probability)
MFP_pi_UBGenie c mean free path (total rescattering probability)
MaCCQE_UBGenie Axial Mass for CCQE
MaCCRES_UBGenie Axial mass for CC resoce neutrino production
MaNCEL_UBGenie Axial mass for NC elastic
MaNCRES_UBGenie Axial mass for NC resoce neutrino production
MvCCRES_UBGenie Vector mass for CC resoce neutrino production
MvNCRES_UBGenie Vector mass for NC resoce neutrino production
NonRESBGvbarnCC1pi_UBGenie Non-Res background normalization ā neutron 1c scattering
NonRESBGvbarnCC2pi_UBGenie Non-Res background normalization ā neutron 2c scattering
NonRESBGvbarnNC1pi_UBGenie Non-Res background normalization ā neutron #1c scattering
NonRESBGvbarnNC2pi_UBGenie Non-Res background normalization ā neutron #2c scattering
NonRESBGvbarpCC1pi_UBGenie Non-Res background normalization ā proton 1c scattering
NonRESBGvbarpCC2pi_UBGenie Non-Res background normalization ā proton 2c scattering
NonRESBGvbarpNC1pi_UBGenie Non-Res background normalization ā proton #1c scattering
NonRESBGvbarpNC2pi_UBGenie Non-Res background normalization ā proton #2c scattering
NonRESBGvnCC1pi_UBGenie Non-Res background normalization a neutron 1c scattering
NonRESBGvnCC2pi_UBGenie Non-Res background normalization a neutron 2c scattering
NonRESBGvnNC1pi_UBGenie Non-Res background normalization a neutron #1c scattering
NonRESBGvnNC2pi_UBGenie Non-Res background normalization a neutron #2c scattering
NonRESBGvpCC1pi_UBGenie Non-Res background normalization a proton 1c scattering
NonRESBGvpCC2pi_UBGenie Non-Res background normalization a proton 2c scattering
NonRESBGvpNC1pi_UBGenie Non-Res background normalization a proton #1c scattering
NonRESBGvpNC2pi_UBGenie Non-Res background normalization a proton #2c scattering
Table E.7: Description of GENIE cross section reweighable systematics.
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Variation BNB CC1c0 Dirt NCΔRad NCMultic0 NC1c0 NC1c0 CCa4
Other Coh NotCoh
Genie All 14.44 24.22 14.93 27.71 25.30 0.00 23.49 15.12
AGKYpT1pi 0.16 0.48 0.92 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.16 0.50
AGKYxF1pi 0.06 0.11 0.35 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.68 0.30
AhtBY 0.01 0.04 0.21 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.31
BhtBY 0.03 0.04 0.39 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.01 0.32
CV1uBY 0.02 0.04 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31
CV2uBY 0.02 0.04 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31
CoulombCCQE 0.17 0.01 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.52
EtaNCEL 0.15 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31
FrAbs_N 5.68 6.64 5.05 6.60 3.11 0.00 5.21 5.49
FrAbs_pi 3.18 12.03 3.22 0.43 6.80 0.00 6.12 2.76
FrCEx_N 5.62 5.82 2.15 5.31 0.10 0.00 5.28 1.19
FrCEx_pi 0.09 20.94 1.62 0.54 12.23 0.00 10.07 1.26
FrInel_N 2.60 9.90 4.61 3.25 2.85 0.00 1.85 4.99
FrInel_pi 2.92 6.76 3.25 0.12 4.41 0.00 3.24 3.56
FracDelta_CCMEC 0.49 0.08 0.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.87
FracPN_CCMEC 0.38 0.09 0.39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.21
MFP_N 3.03 2.86 3.87 3.11 3.49 0.00 2.42 2.34
MFP_pi 1.21 1.84 2.32 0.18 4.72 0.00 1.50 0.92
MaCCQE 0.77 0.11 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.28
MaCCRES 5.57 11.98 4.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.90
MaNCEL 4.29 0.00 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.81 0.31
MaNCRES 4.44 0.00 4.99 24.95 16.96 0.00 20.25 0.31
MvCCRES 5.41 10.40 3.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.36
MvNCRES 2.46 0.00 1.69 9.90 7.39 0.00 8.20 0.31
Table E.8: Percent error of 2W1? sub-samples from cross section (GENIE) reweighable systematics
1 of 2. Genie All uses multisims while individual variations use ±1f.
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Variation BNB CC1c0 Dirt NCΔRad NCMultic0 NC1c0 NC1c0 CCa4
Other Coh NotCoh
NonRESBGvbarnCC1pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31
NonRESBGvbarnCC2pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31
NonRESBGvbarnNC1pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.31
NonRESBGvbarnNC2pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.31
NonRESBGvbarpCC1pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31
NonRESBGvbarpCC2pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31
NonRESBGvbarpNC1pi 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.31
NonRESBGvbarpNC2pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31
NonRESBGvnCC1pi 1.31 4.98 3.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.76
NonRESBGvnCC2pi 1.45 3.18 2.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.09
NonRESBGvnNC1pi 0.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.19 0.00 3.25 0.31
NonRESBGvnNC2pi 0.21 0.00 1.01 0.00 1.67 0.00 0.55 0.31
NonRESBGvpCC1pi 0.49 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31
NonRESBGvpCC2pi 0.00 1.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.34
NonRESBGvpNC1pi 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.81 0.00 1.25 0.31
NonRESBGvpNC2pi 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.63 0.00 1.34 0.31
Table E.9: Percent error of 2W1? sub-samples from cross section (GENIE) reweighable systematics
2 of 2. Genie All uses multisims while individual variations use ±1f. Min/Max variations are not
included in “Genie all”
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Variation BNB CC1c0 Dirt NCΔRad NCMultic0 NC1c0 NC1c0 CCa4
Other Coh NotCoh
Genie All 15.66 24.22 18.53 24.46 23.90 0.00 21.00 16.95
AGKYpT1pi 0.23 0.48 0.12 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.10 4.59
AGKYxF1pi 0.87 0.11 0.44 0.00 0.74 0.00 0.34 4.49
AhtBY 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 4.65
BhtBY 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.00 4.65
CV1uBY 0.03 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.64
CV2uBY 0.03 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.65
CoulombCCQE 0.33 0.01 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.62
EtaNCEL 0.01 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 4.58
FrAbs_N 6.82 6.64 2.55 6.08 3.46 0.00 5.38 9.92
FrAbs_pi 3.60 12.03 1.82 0.08 9.18 0.00 3.24 4.58
FrCEx_N 1.67 5.82 3.16 3.14 1.83 0.00 4.99 6.14
FrCEx_pi 1.52 20.94 1.02 0.19 9.07 0.00 5.92 4.75
FrInel_N 8.31 9.90 4.05 7.86 2.02 0.00 8.09 11.97
FrInel_pi 1.83 6.76 0.12 0.08 0.92 0.00 1.94 4.66
FracDelta_CCMEC 0.17 0.08 3.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.78
FracPN_CCMEC 0.20 0.09 2.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.61
MFP_N 2.71 2.86 1.35 2.30 2.61 0.00 1.94 5.66
MFP_pi 0.93 1.84 1.23 0.04 3.27 0.00 0.96 4.59
MaCCQE 0.53 0.11 0.66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.76
MaCCRES 5.39 11.98 2.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.53
MaNCEL 4.02 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 4.58
MaNCRES 4.77 0.00 0.50 21.41 12.61 0.00 17.81 4.58
MvCCRES 5.12 10.40 1.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.17
MvNCRES 2.68 0.00 0.18 8.65 7.59 0.00 7.08 4.58
Table E.10: Percent error of 2W0? sub-samples from cross section (GENIE) reweighable
systematics 1 of 2. Genie All uses multisims while individual variations use ±1f.
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Variation BNB CC1c0 Dirt NCΔRad NCMultic0 NC1c0 NC1c0 CCa4
Other Coh NotCoh
NonRESBGvbarnCC1pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.58
NonRESBGvbarnCC2pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.58
NonRESBGvbarnNC1pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 4.58
NonRESBGvbarnNC2pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.58
NonRESBGvbarpCC1pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.58
NonRESBGvbarpCC2pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.58
NonRESBGvbarpNC1pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 4.58
NonRESBGvbarpNC2pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.79 0.00 0.00 4.58
NonRESBGvnCC1pi 1.92 4.98 1.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.67
NonRESBGvnCC2pi 1.17 3.18 1.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.60
NonRESBGvnNC1pi 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.33 0.00 4.98 4.58
NonRESBGvnNC2pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.79 0.00 0.39 4.58
NonRESBGvpCC1pi 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.58
NonRESBGvpCC2pi 0.00 1.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.58
NonRESBGvpNC1pi 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.74 4.58
NonRESBGvpNC2pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.07 0.00 1.03 4.58
Table E.11: Percent error of 2W0? sub-samples from cross section (GENIE) reweighable
systematics 2 of 2. Genie All uses multisims while individual variations use ±1f.
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Variation BNB CC1c0 Dirt NCΔRad NCMultic0 NC1c0 NC1c0 CCa4
Other Coh NotCoh
Genie All 19.17 30.03 - 25.27 - - 24.22 14.51
AGKYpT1pi 0.36 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.55 0.00
AGKYxF1pi 1.10 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.28 0.00
AhtBY 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.01 0.00
BhtBY 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.02 0.00
CV1uBY 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.03 0.00
CV2uBY 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.03 0.00
CoulombCCQE 0.16 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.00 0.59
EtaNCEL 0.31 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.02 0.00
FrAbs_N 5.56 6.47 - 5.58 - - 4.78 5.76
FrAbs_pi 1.16 19.38 - 0.08 - - 5.44 3.11
FrCEx_N 14.31 20.37 - 11.42 - - 8.73 12.46
FrCEx_pi 3.26 20.40 - 0.07 - - 10.24 2.25
FrInel_N 3.61 5.44 - 1.58 - - 0.70 1.97
FrInel_pi 1.47 1.65 - 0.14 - - 3.61 4.69
FracDelta_CCMEC 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.00 1.89
FracPN_CCMEC 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.00 1.13
MFP_N 2.73 3.97 - 2.13 - - 2.40 3.08
MFP_pi 3.22 1.92 - 0.01 - - 1.58 0.32
MaCCQE 0.50 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.00 1.55
MaCCRES 4.42 9.07 - 0.00 - - 0.00 2.55
MaNCEL 2.40 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.19 0.00
MaNCRES 11.79 0.00 - 22.64 - - 20.69 0.00
MvCCRES 4.93 7.32 - 0.00 - - 0.00 2.01
MvNCRES 5.69 0.00 - 9.08 - - 8.72 0.00
Table E.12: Percent error of 1W1? sub-samples from cross section (GENIE) reweighable
systematics 1 of 2. “Genie all” uses multisims while individual variations use ±1f. A - represents
an empty subchannel. Note that the Dirt, NC 1c0 Coherent and NC Multi c0 sub-samples are
missing as they have no surviving events in the final selection.
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Variation BNB CC1c0 Dirt NCΔRad NCMultic0 NC1c0 NC1c0 CCa4
Other Coh NotCoh
NonRESBGvbarnCC1pi 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.00 0.00
NonRESBGvbarnCC2pi 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.00 0.00
NonRESBGvbarnNC1pi 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.19 0.00
NonRESBGvbarnNC2pi 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.00 0.00
NonRESBGvbarpCC1pi 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.00 0.00
NonRESBGvbarpCC2pi 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.00 0.00
NonRESBGvbarpNC1pi 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.00 0.00
NonRESBGvbarpNC2pi 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.00 0.00
NonRESBGvnCC1pi 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.00 0.00
NonRESBGvnCC2pi 0.00 9.25 - 0.00 - - 0.00 0.00
NonRESBGvnNC1pi 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 3.53 0.00
NonRESBGvnNC2pi 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.00 0.00
NonRESBGvpCC1pi 3.26 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.00 0.00
NonRESBGvpCC2pi 0.00 9.25 - 0.00 - - 0.00 0.00
NonRESBGvpNC1pi 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 1.22 0.00
NonRESBGvpNC2pi 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 - - 0.64 0.00
Table E.13: Percent error of 1W1? sub-samples from cross section (GENIE) reweighable
systematics 2 of 2. Genie All uses multisims while individual variations use ±1f. A - represents
an empty subchannel. Min/Max variations are not included in “Genie all”.
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Variation BNB CC1c0 Dirt NCΔRad NCMultic0 NC1c0 NC1c0 CCa4
Other Coh NotCoh
Genie All 15.07 25.08 16.05 22.89 36.63 0.00 21.56 16.74
AGKYpT1pi 0.59 0.32 2.25 0.00 1.61 0.00 0.23 2.93
AGKYxF1pi 0.69 0.33 5.47 0.00 5.11 0.00 0.17 2.91
AhtBY 0.00 0.06 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.91
BhtBY 0.00 0.07 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 2.91
CV1uBY 0.00 0.08 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 2.91
CV2uBY 0.00 0.08 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 2.91
CoulombCCQE 0.09 0.02 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.96
EtaNCEL 0.04 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 2.91
FrAbs_N 6.55 7.01 1.29 5.41 0.00 0.00 4.49 9.06
FrAbs_pi 3.84 9.73 1.36 0.05 0.00 0.00 3.37 3.28
FrCEx_N 3.45 0.56 0.05 2.28 0.00 0.00 1.61 4.15
FrCEx_pi 0.21 18.64 0.73 0.08 0.00 0.00 5.17 2.99
FrInel_N 8.19 7.18 1.45 6.60 0.00 0.00 5.28 10.47
FrInel_pi 4.25 5.49 1.15 0.12 0.00 0.00 1.25 3.57
FracDelta_CCMEC 0.96 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00
FracPN_CCMEC 1.24 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.35
MFP_N 3.71 3.46 0.50 1.29 1.63 0.00 1.75 3.39
MFP_pi 0.52 2.46 1.30 0.01 5.20 0.00 1.09 2.92
MaCCQE 0.59 0.18 2.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.02
MaCCRES 5.69 13.85 5.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.10
MaNCEL 0.44 0.00 0.66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 2.91
MaNCRES 3.93 0.00 0.85 20.25 27.93 0.00 18.94 2.91
MvCCRES 5.21 12.21 6.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.96
MvNCRES 2.15 0.00 0.72 7.83 10.35 0.00 7.85 2.91
Table E.14: Percent error of 1W0? sub-samples from cross section (GENIE) reweighable
systematics 1 of 2. Genie All uses multisims while individual variations use ±1f.
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Variation BNB CC1c0 Dirt NCΔRad NCMultic0 NC1c0 NC1c0 CCa4
Other Coh NotCoh
NonRESBGvbarnCC1pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.91
NonRESBGvbarnCC2pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.91
NonRESBGvbarnNC1pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.91
NonRESBGvbarnNC2pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.91
NonRESBGvbarpCC1pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.91
NonRESBGvbarpCC2pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.91
NonRESBGvbarpNC1pi 0.00 0.00 2.03 0.00 8.45 0.00 0.00 2.91
NonRESBGvbarpNC2pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.91
NonRESBGvnCC1pi 3.38 4.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.91
NonRESBGvnCC2pi 1.94 3.06 4.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.91
NonRESBGvnNC1pi 1.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.18 2.91
NonRESBGvnNC2pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 2.91
NonRESBGvpCC1pi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.91
NonRESBGvpCC2pi 0.95 1.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.91
NonRESBGvpNC1pi 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.53 2.91
NonRESBGvpNC2pi 0.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.19 0.00 0.90 2.91
Table E.15: Percent error of 1W0? sub-samples from cross section (GENIE) reweighable
systematics 2 of 2. Genie All uses multisims while individual variations use ±1f.
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Appendix F: Effect of c0 Constraint on Individual Systematic Uncertainties
In all tables the 2W1? and 2W0? are used to constrain the 1W samples simultaneously in unison,
which is of particular importance as the 1? samples are largely insensitive to NC c0 Coherent
events.
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Variation Name Unconstrained Constrained Reduction Unconstrained Constrained Reduction
Error 1W1? Error 1W1? Factor 1W1? Error 1W0? Error 1W0? Factor 1W0?
expskin_FluxUnisim 4.94% 3.78% 1.31 4.17% 3.19% 1.31
horncurrent_FluxUnisim 0.68% 0.67% 1.01 0.57% 0.56% 1.01
kminus_PrimaryHadronNormalization - - - - - -
kplus_PrimaryHadronFeynmanScaling 0.61% 0.61% 1.00 0.51% 0.51% 1.00
kzero_PrimaryHadronSanfordWang 0.07% 0.07% 1.00 0.23% 0.23% 1.00
nucleoninexsec_FluxUnisim 0.85% 0.84% 1.01 0.77% 0.76% 1.01
nucleonqexsec_FluxUnisim 2.49% 2.28% 1.09 2.36% 2.17% 1.09
nucleontotxsec_FluxUnisim 0.74% 0.74% 1.01 0.67% 0.67% 1.01
piminus_PrimaryHadronSWCentralSplineVariation - - - 0.16% 0.16% 1.00
pioninexsec_FluxUnisim 1.24% 1.21% 1.02 1.08% 1.06% 1.02
pionqexsec_FluxUnisim 0.83% 0.82% 1.01 0.75% 0.74% 1.01
piontotxsec_FluxUnisim 0.89% 0.88% 1.01 0.80% 0.79% 1.01
piplus_PrimaryHadronSWCentralSplineVariation 4.38% 3.54% 1.24 3.96% 3.11% 1.27
Table F.1: Combined sum of predicted background rate in the the 1W1? and 1W0? selections, and corresponding unconstrained and
constrained flux uncertainties, broken down by systematic uncertainty source. A - value indicates no uncertainty.
Variation Name Unconstr. Constr. Reduction Unconstr. Constr. Reduction
Error 1W1? Error 1W1? Factor 1W1? Error 1W0? Error 1W0? Factor 1W0?
All_UBGenie 22.66% 7.67% 2.9523 15.13% 6.09% 2.48429
AxFFCCQEshape_UBGenie 0.18% 0.18% 1 0.24% 0.24% 1
DecayAngMEC_UBGenie - - - 0.48% 0.48% 1
NormCCCOH_UBGenie - - - 0.11% 0.11% 1
NormNCCOH_UBGenie - - - 1.73% 1.73% 1
RPA_CCQE_UBGenie 0.01% 0.01% 1.00017 1.06% 1.06% 1.00016
Theta_Delta2Npi_UBGenie 5.83% 5.83% 1 1.12% 1.12% 1
VecFFCCQEshape_UBGenie 0.55% 0.55% 1 0.27% 0.27% 1
Table F.2: Combined sum of predicted background rate in the the 1W1? and 1W0? selections, and corresponding unconstrained and
constrained individually run cross section uncertainties. “Genie all” is a composite uncertainty and each following one is a min/max
uncertainty that cannot be included as part of the composite.
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Variation Name Unconstr. Constr. Reduction Unconstr. Constr. Reduction
Error 1W1? Error 1W1? Factor 1W1? Error 1W0? Error 1W0? Factor 1W0?
AGKYpT1pi 0.43% 0.43% 1.00 0.36% 0.36% 1.00
AGKYxF1pi 0.34% 0.34% 1.00 0.18% 0.18% 1.01
AhtBY 0.00% 0.00% 1.00 0.23% 0.23% 1.00
BhtBY_UBGenie 0.01% 0.01% 1.00 0.23% 0.23% 1.00
CV1uBY 0.03% 0.03% 1.00 0.23% 0.23% 1.00
CV2uBY_UBGenie 0.03% 0.03% 1.00 0.23% 0.23% 1.00
CoulombCCQE 0.03% 0.03% 1.00 0.22% 0.22% 1.00
EtaNCEL 0.02% 0.02% 1.00 0.21% 0.21% 1.00
FrAbs_N_UBGenie 4.91% 3.21% 1.53 4.61% 3.02% 1.53
FrAbs_pi 5.12% 3.26% 1.57 3.33% 2.13% 1.57
FrCEx_N 9.58% 6.69% 1.43 1.58% 1.10% 1.43
FrCEx_pi 9.32% 4.36% 2.14 4.18% 1.96% 2.13
FrInel_N_UBGenie 1.11% 0.74% 1.50 5.39% 3.60% 1.50
FrInel_pi 3.14% 2.78% 1.13 0.30% 0.28% 1.07
FracDelta_CCMEC 0.05% 0.05% 1.00 0.32% 0.32% 1.00
FracPN_CCMEC 0.03% 0.03% 1.00 0.22% 0.22% 1.00
MFP_N 2.47% 2.19% 1.13 1.94% 1.72% 1.13
MFP_pi 1.73% 1.65% 1.05 0.97% 0.93% 1.05
MaCCQE 0.09% 0.09% 1.00 0.34% 0.34% 1.00
MaCCRES 0.66% 0.60% 1.10 2.41% 2.20% 1.10
MaNCEL 0.42% 0.41% 1.02 0.28% 0.28% 1.01
MaNCRES 18.94% 5.45% 3.48 10.44% 3.01% 3.47
MvCCRES 0.68% 0.63% 1.08 2.18% 2.02% 1.08
MvNCRES 8.06% 4.77% 1.69 4.41% 2.61% 1.69
NonRESBGvbarnCC1pi - - - 0.21% 0.21% 1.00
NonRESBGvbarnCC2pi - - - 0.21% 0.21% 1.00
NonRESBGvbarnNC1pi 0.16% 0.16% 1.00 0.21% 0.21% 1.00
NonRESBGvbarnNC2pi - - - 0.21% 0.21% 1.00
NonRESBGvbarpCC1pi - - - 0.21% 0.21% 1.00
NonRESBGvbarpCC2pi - - - 0.21% 0.21% 1.00
NonRESBGvbarpNC1pi - - - 0.27% 0.27% 1.00
NonRESBGvbarpNC2pi - - - 0.21% 0.21% 1.00
NonRESBGvnCC1pi - - - 0.97% 0.96% 1.01
NonRESBGvnCC2pi 0.13% 0.13% 1.00 0.78% 0.78% 1.00
NonRESBGvnNC1pi 3.01% 2.51% 1.20 2.92% 2.44% 1.20
NonRESBGvnNC2pi - - - 0.30% 0.30% 1.00
NonRESBGvpCC1pi 0.35% 0.35% 1.00 0.21% 0.21% 1.00
NonRESBGvpCC2pi 0.13% 0.13% 1.00 0.35% 0.35% 1.00
NonRESBGvpNC1pi 1.04% 1.02% 1.02 0.40% 0.40% 1.01
NonRESBGvpNC2pi 0.55% 0.52% 1.04 0.79% 0.76% 1.04
Table F.3: Combined sum of predicted background rate in the the 1W1? and 1W0? selections, and
corresponding unconstrained and constrained individually run cross section uncertainties, broken
down by systematic uncertainty source.The Ma NC Resonant variation is highlighted as it is one
of the primary uncertainties on the NC c0 backgrounds and is reduced by a factor of 3.5.
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